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WELCOME

Welcome to Hay
2018 resonates with anniversaries that pose huge questions for today. The centenaries alone invite
us to think hard about who we are and what we might become. One hundred years on from the
Armistice of the war to end all wars, what have we learned about peace and prosperity in Europe?
How has medicine and the concept of Global Health developed since the pandemic Spanish Flu of
1918-1920 killed more than 50 million? How is Russia managing autocracy 100 years after the last
Tsar was executed? And 100 years after the Suffragettes fought for the first UK votes for women,
what does equality look like in 2018?
We are facing alarming insecurities and crises
– technological, political, climatic. We need to
approach the complexity of those challenges with
all the hope and courage we can muster. In the
crazy, antisocial babel of media noise, we need to
hear the wisest voices, not the loudest.
The strands of thought and activism than
run through the Festival programme lead to a
realisation that all these experts – the medics
and the architects, the classicists and pioneers of
artificial intelligence, the ecologists and lawyers
and chefs and rocket scientists are all telling the
same story. It’s a story of adaptation and resilience
and ingenuity; of migrations and fusions and of all
the deep connections that make us all citizens of
the world and custodians of the planet. We need to
hear those individual stories and the bigger story
that they weave.

The Hay Medals
In 2012 we revived the old Olympic tradition of
awarding medals for literature, with Athena rather
than Nike as our muse. The medals this year are
awarded to three exceptional artists. The Hay
Medal for Prose is awarded to Margaret Atwood
for a lifetime of ingenious and visionary fiction.
The Medal for Poetry is awarded to the Austrian
poet Evelyn Schlag for her contribution to our
Armistice anthology, in response to work by Georg
Trakl. The Medal for Illustration is awarded to
the artist Jackie Morris for her collaboration with
Robert Macfarlane, The Lost Words, a work of
luminous beauty celebrating the natural world.

HayDays and Holidays
The Festival opens with two Schools Days, free to
young people through the support of the Welsh
Government and the Hay Festival Foundation.
We are living in a golden age of writing for
children and young adults, and the HayDays
programme that runs throughout half-term offers
the opportunity to engage with some of the most
inspirational and entertaining people you could
ever meet. It’s a week of wonder.
This beautiful town of books, where the Black
Mountains meet the Wye Valley, is a trove of ideas
and stories. Hay welcomes readers and writers to its
bookshops and its library. For above all, we need
the gift that novelists and poets give: the ability
to imagine the world from someone else’s point of
view. There has never been a time when we were in
such urgent need of empathy. And literature, of all
the arts and sciences, is the gift of empathy.
Empathy, ingenuity and resilience – the core of our
humanity and hope. That’s what we are going to
celebrate in Hay in May.
Please join us.

Peter Florence
Director, Hay Festival

The dates of next year’s festival are 23 May-2 June 2019
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HAYDAYS

@hayfestival
Appearing on stage this year will be storytellers
from all around the world so that readers can
enjoy the widest range possible. There will
also be opportunities for everyone from the
youngest upwards to explore aspects of science
and technology far from the classroom and in
ways that will develop their practical skills as
well as the theory.
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Welcome to the fabulous 2018 HAYDAYS
programme for children and families, presenting
authors and illustrators whose inspiration and
imagination make the wonderful books we have
today. Taking readers into the world of stories
and lighting the spark of what it takes to create
them is at the heart of HAYDAYS.

Among this year’s writers and artists are
David Walliams, Nadia Shireen, Gemma
Cairney, Nick Sharratt, Sarah Crossan,
Juno Dawson, Sarah McIntyre, Jacqueline
Wilson, Cressida Cowell, Andy Stanton,
M.G. Leonard, Katherine Rundell, Michael
Morpurgo, Judith Kerr, Catherine Johnson
and the current Children’s Laureate, Lauren
Child. Plus inspirational scientists Robert
Winston, Maggie Aderin-Pocock, Steve
Mould and Max Barclay. There will be books
and signings by children’s and Young Adult
authors on the programme in the Hay Festival
Bookshop on site.
Most HAYDAYS events take place in the
Starlight Stage and the Llwyfan Cymru –
Wales Stage. There’s also a bunch of lovely
extras, in the following venues.
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HAYDAYS

Cube

Hay Primary School

This is a flexible space with non-stop workshops and
events for all ages including storytelling, illustration,
circus workshops, ambient literature and hacking the
web – legally.

Make some noise in Landing Mané’s West African
Drumming workshop or express yourself on the dance
floor with the Ethiopian dance company, Destino.
Hay-On-Wye County Primary School, Oxford Road,
Powys HR3 5BT. Go straight to the venue.

Make and Take
An opportunity to get crafting, from 10am-5pm, Sat
26 May-Sun 3 June (closes at 1pm on Sun 3 June).
Get messy and creative: your imagination is the limit.
Free, drop in.

Scribblers Hut
The Scribblers Hut offers non-stop workshops across
the spectrum from illustration through to quantum
computing for children, young people and adults.
Booking essential.

The Mess Tent
A lovely, messy space for trying new things with
demonstrations and workshops, from optical illusions
using ink with CATion Outreach, through to green
woodworking with neuro-diverse students from
Ruskin Mill. These are free, drop-in events.

Wild Garden
Cook on an open fire in Rooted Forest School
workshops or go on a Wildlife Safari and Treasure
Hunt with RSPB Cymru. The Wildlife Trusts will
be providing activities on Sunday 3 June.

Hay Festival Compass
Hay Festival Compass is a space for older teenagers
and students to learn, be inspired and discover. For
imaginative learning resources, internships and free
access to some of the world’s best speakers, join us
on-site and online. Attend the ‘How I Got Here’
interviews, find out how our Hay speakers came to
their area of expertise, watch the HAY LEVELS,
find out more about HAY ACADEMY and about
prospective universities or degree subjects from
academics, admissions tutors and students at Hay
Festival partnership Universities. There will also
be a dynamic new series of events programmed and
presented by young people for young people in this
venue. Free, drop in.

HAYDAYS Workshops
‘Making and doing’ is a vital part of enjoying culture,
so there is a vast and varied programme of workshops
for children, teenagers and adults. With sessions
including creative writing, circus activities, animation
and projection mapping, coding and Ethiopian dance,
there is something for everyone, of all ages
and abilities.

You could hack the web, legally, with Stemettes,
drum with Landing Mané, quick-fire sketch
with House of Illustration, learn animation and
projection mapping with MASHcinema, build stories
with Steven Camden, bust a move with the Ethiopian
dance company Destino, create your own world with
illustrator Laura Carlin, go head-over-heels with
Splatch Circus, or cook on an open fire with Rooted
Forest School. With so much going on, you have free
rein to be adventurous and express your creativity by
trying something new at HAYDAYS.

Family Information
Children aged 11 years and under must be
accompanied at all times by a parent or guardian,
including during events, unless otherwise stated.
The lost child point is located in the Make and
Take Tent in the HAYDAYS courtyard between
10am-5pm every day from Sat 26 May. Outside these
hours it is located in the Admin office next to the
box Office.
For information on accessibility visit
hayfestival.org/access
Visitors to Hay Festival may be filmed and/or
photographed for future promotions of the Festival.
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SUSTAINABILITY

“
86

@hayfestival

“There is plenty I love about Hay Festival
but in particular I love its engagement
with the world beyond its walls, and its
commitment to the defence of that world.
Festivals with a genuinely green ethos are
all too rare. Hay is one of them.”
George Monbiot

01497 822 629
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Sustainability is core to Hay Festival, both in
its on-stage debates and in the development
of Hay’s organisation. Welcome to Hay
on Earth – Hay Festival’s sustainability
programme.

Debate
Hay-on-Earth programmes a sustainability-focused
series of events throughout 11 days exploring current
issues, new developments and technical advances.
Hay Player ensures access to Hay-on-Earth debates and
events throughout the year through audio and film.

Environment
For twelve years, Hay Festival has developed
a programme of managing and mitigating the
environmental impact of creating a live festival with
the focus on energy, waste, transport, procurement
and venues. In 2017, achievements over the previous
year were in printed materials (down by 5%) and diesel
(down by 15%). The recycling 82% of waste produced

SUSTAINABILITY

on site included 6.9 tonnes of cardboard and paper, 1
tonne of plastic and cans, 6.4 tonnes of glass and 300
litres of cooking oil for biodiesel use. Ten tonnes of
food and other materials were composted. The mains
electricity supplier for the Festival site is Good Energy,
providing 100% renewable energy.

charge at the bars and restaurants which will go
towards the increased costs. Alternatively, bring your
own cup and get a discount off your hot drinks at
Coffee Cart outlets.

The biggest impact on the environment is travel. Hay
Festival has worked hard to reduce this by providing
public buses from the nearest train station in Hereford
running up to ten times a day. It also provides
minibuses that link Festival-goers with local B&Bs
and surrounding villages and towns. There is a free
electric car re charging point at our park and ride
car park at Clyro Court. If you are coming by car, please
think about off-setting emissions with our partners,
Energy Revolution (energy-revolution.org.uk), a
collaboration between festivals and festival-goers.

Hay on Earth also considers the social and financial
impacts of running the Festival. Initiatives include
working with partners at the Woodland Trust and
the National Trust to plant 30 acres of woodland,
providing free tickets for students in tertiary education,
supporting the local community through the free loan
of its thermal imaging camera for building insulation
assessments, and providing funding to maintain
opening hours for Hay Town Library.

Water standpipes are available across the site so that the
audience can fill their own drinking bottles.
This year Hay Festival is switching to reusable beer
and wine ‘glasses’ and is the first Festival to trial a new,
reusable, hot drink cup system. There will be a small

Social Impact

Hay Festival continues to develop ideas and practice
in sustainability and believes that debate increases
awareness, and good practice increases change in the
local communities, in business and in society. Hay
Festival is actively looking for organisations, public
bodies and individuals who can help to achieve these
objectives. Please contact andy@hayfestival.org.
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THANKS TO
Global Broadcast Partner

PRINCIPAL partners

GLOBAL partners
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Thanks to

GLOBAL PARTNERS

EDUCATION PARTNERS
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EDUCATION PARTNERS
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Media Partners

Project Partners
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Project Partners

The Worshipful
Company of Grocers

The Hay Festival Foundation is a registered charity created
to support the aims of the Festival in Britain and internationally.
Patrons
Feras Al-Chalabi, Alison Chappell, Frances Cloud,
Maureen Cruickshank, Claire Denholm, Sarah Evans,
Louis Flannery, Simon Grenfell, Robin and Philippa Herbert,
Marlene Hobsbawm, Ross Hollyman, Jonathan Hopkins,
Ruth Huddleston, Robert Lance Hughes, Huw Jones,
Shân Legge-Bourke, Jan Lindsay-Smith, Teresa McDonnell,
Tim Meunier, Andrea Minton-Beddoes, Sian Rolfe, Selina Shaw,
Guy Spier, Frances Spurrier, and Paul Voyce.

Life Patrons
Lorna Cartledge, Frances Copping, Fay Hunter,
Rhoda Lewis (co-founder Hay Festival), Vera North.
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Benefactors
Elizabeth Bingham, Kate Bingham and Jesse Norman,
Philip and Janet Bunce, Lord and Lady Burns, Nick Butler and
Rosaleen Hughes, Danny Rivlin and Jacqueline Harris,
Katherine and Sophia Featherstone, Tom and Karen Kalaris,
Peter Lacy and Lucy Rice, Pauline and David Maydon,
Hannah Rothschild, Maurice Saatchi, Terry, Sian,
Isabelle and Miles Sinclair.

Chair’s Circle
Stuart and Bianca Roden

DONORS
Rupert Gavin, Lynda Gratton, David Pearl, Robert Webb

Hay Festival
Foundation Trustees
Rosie Boycott, Dylan Jones Chair, Caroline Michel,
Maurice Saatchi, Alice Sherwood.

Registered charity 1070073, Company 3490480
The Drill Hall, 25 Lion Street, Hay on Wye, HR3 5AD

THURSDAY 24 MAY

“
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“It’s thought-provoking, it’s fun, it’s
got entertainment, it’s got education.
This is a broad church kind of festival.
It’s not just one kind of person who
comes; it’s a real cross-section.”
JEANETTE WINTERSON

@hayfestival
#hayfestival
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schools PROGRAMME
The Festival opens with the Schools programme on
Thursday 24 and Friday 25 May, free to State schools
and funded by the Welsh Government and the Hay
Festival Foundation. Thursday is for Primary schools
and featured authors include Joe Coelho, Cressida
Cowell, Julian Clary and Andy Stanton. On Friday,
our day for Secondary schools, pupils and teachers can
listen to Gemma Cairney, Laura Dockrill, Stemettes
and Patrice Lawrence. The aim of the Schools Days is
to enthuse pupils at Key Stages 2, 3 and 4. The authors
will be present to sign copies of their books, on sale
in the Festival Bookshop. For more information, visit
hayfestival.org/schoolsprogramme.

Hay Festival Programme

THURSDAY 24 MAY
2.30pm
[3] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £6

[HD1] 6.30pm OXFAM MOOT £5

Dan Saladino, Louise Gray,
Joanna Blythman, Peter Greig

Schools Choir Event

What’s the Beef with Meat?

Global meat consumption is on an unhealthy trajectory. Short
of cutting meat out of our diet entirely, from mega-farms to
self-sufficiency, chicken sheds to free-range and organic, we
discuss the options available and their pros and cons. And
then of course there are the edible insects…The BBC Food
Programme presenter Dan Saladino talks with Louise Gray,
author of The Ethical Carnivore, Joanna Blythman from the
Sustainable Food Trust and author of Swallow This, and
farmer Peter Greig, former Food Producer of the Year in Radio
4’s Food and Farming Awards.
Sponsored by Hay Deli

4pm
[4] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £6

Dan Crossley, Alexandra Sexton, Illtud Llyr
Dunsford and Andy Fryers
1pm
[1] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £20

Hay on Earth Forum

This year’s Forum brings you five events focusing on the way
we produce, supply and regulate the food we eat, and then a
debate about the future for our energy production.
Full Day ticket allows entry to all five sessions: [2], [3], [4],
[5] and [6].
[2] 1pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

Denis Murphy, Helen Woodfield
and Graham Brookes
Feeding The Nine Billion

The Earth’s population is expected to grow to 9.7 billion over
the next 33 years, and that’s a huge exponential growth rate.
We only hit our first billion total in 1800. All in all, it adds
up to a lot of mouths to feed, especially when you consider
the vast hunger issues that certain parts of the world face
today. How can this be done both sustainably and reliably
without destroying our planet? Do we ‘simply’ need to produce
more food? Or is it more important to sort out distribution
networks, develop new technological solutions to keeping food
fresh, and cut down on waste? Denis Murphy is Professor of
Biotechnology at University of South Wales, Helen Woodfield
is a lecturer at Cardiff University’s School of Biosciences and
Graham Brookes is an agricultural economist. Chaired by
Jonathon Harrington.
Sponsored by Holdsworth Foods

6.30pm

Culture-Grown Lab Meat

Culture-grown lab meat is becoming big business. It can be
taking a few animal cells, feeding them nutrients, growing them
into meat and allowing them to self-renew indefinitely; or
taking the fish out of fishing by helping fish cells to multiply in
a brewery-like environment to create fish fillets. The benefits
could be huge, not only in removing the need to kill animals
but also in the reduction of methane production and water use.
However, it raises lots of potential ethical concerns, too. To
discuss the benefits and drawbacks, Dan Crossley, Executive
Director at the Food Ethics Council , Alexandra Sexton,
researcher on the Wellcome Trust ‘Livestock, Environment,
People’ project, and farmer Illtud Llyr Dunsford talk to Andy
Fryers, Sustainability Director at Hay Festival.
Sponsored by Cats Protection

5.30pm
[5] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £7

Minette Batters talks to Rob Yorke
The UK’s Future Food and Nature Post-Brexit
A new future beckons for the British countryside, with the
spotlight on achieving a ‘Green Brexit’ threatening to steal the
limelight over food production in the UK. As we adjust to life
outside the European Union, will we need to increase imports
of groceries? Will we need to implement regulation-lite
policies, while delivering a smarter way to feed ourselves and
look after the environment? Minette Batters, elected in 2018,
is the first female NFU President in its 110-year history. She
talks to rural commentator Rob Yorke.
Sponsored by R M Jones Farmcentre

Join us in this uplifting schools choir event. Choir leader Fiona
Evans has been working with hundreds of local primary school
pupils to create this fantastic concert where the children invite
you to Imagine the World through song.
There will be a collection for the charity Send My Friend to
School (www.sendmyfriend.org) at the end of the performance
Family
Sponsored by Hay Thursday Market

7pm
[6] 7pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7

Kevin McCloud, Solitaire Townsend
and Juliet Davenport
Small is Beautiful…Or is it Anymore?

‘Small is beautiful’ was the rallying cry of the early environmental movement, whilst cynics dismissed it as a lot of hippy
dreaming. Now small, it seems, is back and going Big. Small
scale renewable energy technologies like solar and wind,
along with the huge progress in battery storage, are now fast
becoming some of the cheapest sources of electricity on the
planet. How long before every home becomes its own power
plant, every homeowner their own power company? And how
long before local green energy sources combine with digital
technologies and 3-D printing to revive local manufacturing?
Can small really stay beautiful, or will big prove to be best?
Chaired by writer and green fururist Martin Wright.
Part of the Good Energy Series

8.30pm
[7] 8.30pm TATA TENT £25

Jake Bugg
Solo Acoustic

The sublimely gifted singer-songwriter plays an intimate gig at
Hay. His new album Hearts That Strain sees Jake work with
Grammy Award-winning producer David Ferguson and Matt
Sweeney in Nashville and recording with some of the best
players in the history of popular music. The reviews for the
record have been nothing short of revelatory.
Under 16s must be accompanied by an adult.
Sponsored by Castle House Hotel
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“I think of Hay-on-Wye as a place
standing at some slight angle to the
rest of the known universe: perhaps
a sort of Brigadoon that isn’t really
there for the rest of the twelvemonth.”
CHRISTOPHER HITCHENS

@hayfestival
#hay30
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1pm
[23] 1pm bbc tent

FRIDAY 25 MAY
4pm

5.30pm

[11] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £7

[15] 5.30pm baillie gifford stage £7

The Leak

Sarah Corbett talks to Jonathon Porritt

Horatio Clare

BBC Radio Wales

How to Be a Craftivist:
The Art of Gentle Protest

Icebreaker: A Voyage Far North

free but ticketed

Tom Price and guests from the world of comedy and
entertainment review the week’s biggest stories from around
Wales and the world.
Broadcast on Saturday 26 May at 1:30pm

2.30pm
[8] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE

£7

Rachel Lowe, Gemma Modinos,
Hanna Sykulska-Lawrence
The Royal Society Platform:
The Next Big Things

From planetary exploration and micro-sensors to tropical
disease and psychosis, three Royal Society Research Fellows
discuss their work at the forefront of science. Lowe’s research
at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine
involves understanding how environmental and socioeconomic factors interact to determine the risk of disease
transmission. Modinos’ work at King’s College London
attempts to understand the neural mechanisms of emotion
and stress response in schizophrenia. Sykulska-Lawrence’s
research interests at the University of Southampton involve
the miniaturisation of scientific instrumentation for the
in-situ study of planets. Chaired by Gabrielle Walker.
In association with The Royal Society
[9] 2.30pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

Helen Pankhurst
Deeds Not Words

To mark the centenary of women in Britain first getting the
vote, the women’s rights campaigner and great-granddaughter
of suffragette leader Emmeline Pankhurst charts how women’s
lives have changed over the past century and offers a powerful
and positive argument for the way forward.
[10] 2.30pm COMPASS free but ticketed

Claire Gorrara, Christopher Lewis,
Anna Vivian Jones, Teresa Tinsley
Why Bother Studying Modern Languages?
Everyone Speaks English

We have been repeatedly told that the UK will be looking
to create new free-trade partnerships following Brexit, above
all with the ‘Anglosphere’. Why then do we need to study or
learn other languages? Everyone speaks English. This session
will unpack some of the monolingual attitudes that sit behind
such views and ask participants to think about the role of
languages and language learning for Britain’s relationships
with a brave new world post-Brexit.
In partnership with Cardiff University

If we want a world that is beautiful, kind and fair, shouldn’t
our activism be beautiful, kind and fair? The campaigner
and founder of the global Craftivist Collective shows how to
respond to injustice not with apathy or aggression, but with
gentle, effective protest. With thoughtful principles, practical
examples and honest stories from her own experience as a once
burnt-out activist, Corbett shows how activism through craft
can produce long-lasting positive change.
[12] 4pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7

Helen Thomson
Unthinkable: An Extraordinary Journey
Through the World’s Strangest Brains

The neuroscientist and writer explains how the mind works
– from memory to emotion, navigation to creativity, through
nine extraordinary case studies.
[13] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7

Deborah Levy talks to Georgina Godwin
The Cost of Living

Witty and audacious, this second volume of memoir addresses
the dual experiences of writing and of womanhood. If a
woman dismantles her life, expands it and puts it back
together in a new shape, how might she describe this new
composition? Levy’s novels Swimming Home and Hot Milk
were both shortlisted for the Man Booker prize.
Sponsored by Bartrums Stationery & Fine Pens
[14] 4pm-6.30pm bbc tent free but ticketed

The Ice King: Screening
BBC Four

The Ice King is an extraordinary portrait of the figure skater
John Curry who was the first openly gay Olympian at a
time when homosexuality was barely legal. The film charts
the rise and fall of this forgotten cultural icon whose story
encapsulates art, sport, sexuality and rebellion. Including
unseen footage of some of his most remarkable performances;
access to Curry’s letters, archives and interviews with family,
friends and collaborators, this is a portrait of the man who
turned ice skating from a dated sport into an exalted art form.
Introduced by the director, James Erskine. Followed by
Q&A.
A Dogwoof Production in association with BBC Storyville

A message from the Finnish embassy launches Horatio
Clare on a voyage around an extraordinary country and an
unearthly place, the frozen Bay of Bothnia, just short of the
Arctic Circle. Finland is an enigmatic place, famous for its
educational miracle, healthcare and gender equality – as well
as Nokia, Angry Birds, saunas, questionable cuisine and deep
taciturnity. Aboard the icebreaker Otso Clare gets to know the
crew, and explores Finland’s history and character. His most
recent books include Down to the Sea in Ships and Myths and
Legends of the Brecon Beacons. Chaired by Peter Florence.
Sponsored by Red Indigo
[16] 5.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7

Danny Dorling
Can the UK Afford to Leave the EU?

The UK voted to leave at the peak of its economic inequality.
In hindsight this appears to have influenced the decision.
Many British citizens are likely to be impoverished as a result.
Those without citizenship already live in great fear. So, can
we actually afford to walk out on this relationship? Dorling
is Professor of Geography at the University of Oxford. His
books include Why Demography Matters, Inequality and the
1% and Population 10 Billion. Chaired by Tom Clark of
Prospect magazine.
Sponsored by Prospect Magazine
[17] 5.30pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

Helena Sanson, Bill Byrne and Marcus Tomalin
Cambridge Series 1: Lost in Translation?

How does automatic translation work and will machines ever
be able to replace a ‘human’ translator? A panel of experts
from University of Cambridge discuss latest developments.
Sanson is a Reader in Italian Language, Literature and
Culture, Byrne is Professor of Information Engineering and
Tomalin is Research Associate in the Speech Research Group
of the University Engineering Department.
In association with University of Cambridge
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5.30pm

7pm

[18] 5.30pm starlight stage £7

[22] 7pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7

[26] 8.30pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

Hugh Purcell

Hugo Drochon

Rodric Braithwaite – The Rotblat Lecture 2018

Up Top

Cambridge Series 2:
Who Believes in Conspiracy Theories?

Managing Confrontation:
Lessons from the Cold War

Up Top was the name given locally to the Mid Wales Mental
Hospital above Talgarth; a double meaning like ‘round the
bend’, which often located asylums elsewhere – out of sight
and out of mind. Purcell’s hitherto untold history, based on
archives and oral testimony from staff and patients, shows
how mentally ill people were treated through the 20th
century. At first the ‘lunatic asylums’ relied on a strict regime
of fresh air and bromide. Then they became ‘mental hospitals’,
trying desperate measures like leucotomy, deep sleep narcosis
and electro convulsive therapy. Then the word ‘mental’ was
dropped and ‘psychiatric hospitals’ moved into the era of
heavy drugs and psychotherapy. Finally, community care took
over. The history of the ‘Mid Wales’ was typical of many
institutions that lie as ruined monuments to our attempts to
help the mentally ill.

Was Diana killed by the Secret Services? Is climate change
a hoax? Did man not walk on the moon? Who shot JFK?
Drawing on a nationwide survey about belief in conspiracy
theories, Drochon will explore what factors – religious,
economic, political – make some and not others believe in
conspiracy theories and what impact that has had on
contemporary political events. Drochon is a political
theorist and historian of modern political thought.
In association with University of Cambridge

8.30pm
[24] 8.30pm baillie gifford stage £8

Johann Hari
7pm
[19] 7pm oxfam moot £8

Robert Webb
18

8.30pm

How Not to Be a Boy

Webb has been a male for his whole life. As such, he has been
a boy in a world of fighting, pointless posturing, and the
insistence that he stop crying. As an adult man, he has enjoyed
better luck, both in his work as the Webb half of Mitchell &
Webb as an acclaimed actor and comedian, and as author of
this part memoir, part call to arms.
[20] 7pm baillie gifford stage £9

Michael Gove talks to Rosie Boycott
The Future of Farming and Food

An opportunity to discuss the immediate and longer-term
challenges that range across his brief with the Secretary of
State for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs. Boycott is
chair of the London Food Board.
Sponsored by Welsh Venison Centre
[21] 7pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

Fern Riddell
Death in Ten Minutes: Kitty Marion –
Activist, Arsonist, Suffragette

The never-before-told story of radical suffragette Kitty
Marion. The historian Fern Riddell finds a hidden diary and
uses Kitty’s own words to tell the story of her sensational life
and explosive actions. Chaired by Rosie Goldsmith.

Uncovering the Real Causes of Depression –
and the Unexpected Solutions

The diplomat and historian examines the current state and
historical context of UK-Russia relations. From 1988 to
1992 Braithwaite was ambassador in Moscow, first of all
to the Soviet Union and then to the Russian Federation.
Subsequently he was the Prime Minister’s foreign policy
adviser and chairman of the UK Joint Intelligence Committee.
His books include Moscow 1941, Afgantsy: The Russians
in Afghanistan and Armageddon and Paranoia. Chaired by
Nik Gowing, author of Thinking the Unthinkable: A New
Imperative for Leadership in the Digital Age.
[27] 8.30pm starlight stage £7

Maggie Andrews, Sarah Greer,
Anna Muggeridge, Krista Cowman,
Dana Denis-Smith
Is 2018 the Year of Women?

A persuasive and inspiring argument exploring the subject
matter of his radical and brilliant book Lost Connections.
Across the world, Hari found social scientists who were
uncovering evidence that depression and anxiety are not
caused by a chemical imbalance in the brain, as we are often
told. In fact, they are largely caused by key problems with the
way we live today. Once he had uncovered nine real causes
of depression and anxiety, they led him to scientists who are
discovering seven very different solutions – ones that work.

It is 100 years since women won the right to vote in the UK
– albeit partial. Yet women are still embroiled in daily battles
to get parity with their male colleagues and partners. Will it
take another 100 years for women’s suffrage finally to mean
women’s liberation? Or will 2018 be the year that marks a true
step change in gender equality?
In partnership with University of Worcester

[25] 8.30pm good energy stage £7

[28] 9.45pm tata tent £15

Sarah Corbett, Mya-Rose Craig,
Wilfred Emmanuel-Jones,
Jonathon Porritt, Martin Wright
Do you Have to Be White and
Well-Off to Be Green?

By and large, environmentalism, at least in Britain, is
still seen as the concern of the relatively well off, and the
decidedly white, despite the fact that poorer communities
often suffer disproportionately from the impact of pollution.
In the developing world it can be a different story: where
some of environmentalism’s greatest triumphs – such as the
replacement of polluting kerosene with clean solar power –
have brought huge benefits to such communities. If the fight
against climate change and other existential environmental
crises is to get the political prominence it needs, then it has to
win support from way beyond the ‘usual suspects’. Craftivist
Corbett, campaigner Porritt, farmer Emmanuel-Jones and
young wildlife hero Mya-Rose Craig reach out with writer and
green futurist Martin Wright.

9.45pm

Russell Kane
Stand Up

The uproariously funny comedian is best known as the host
of BBC3’s Live at The Electric, regular appearances on BBC1’s
Live at the Apollo, BBC3’s Unzipped, ITV2’s Celebrity Juice
and I’m A Celebrity Get Me Out of Here! Now!
Sponsored by Herdman Coaches

10pm
[29] 10pm oxfam moot £13

Hackney Colliery Band
Live at Hay – Sharpener

The cult stars have totally re-invented the brass band sound
for the modern age. A truly brilliant live act, they have played
the closing ceremony of the London 2012 Olympics, the
BRITs, MOBO and Mercury Awards. The group has great
playing chops and a fun-loving stage presence that makes every
one of their shows both visually and musically compelling.
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“As ever the Hay audience was
receptive, compassionate and
proactive.”
LAURA BATES
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10am

11.30am

[30] 7am bbc tent free but ticketed

[34] 10am llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

[36] 11.30am tata tent £8

The Today Programme

The Man Booker Winner in Conversation
with Gaby Wood

Bettany Hughes

BBC Radio 4 LIVE

Join the audience of BBC Radio 4’s flagship news and current
affairs programme as we broadcast live from Hay.

10am
[31] 10am oxfam moot £7

Luke Harding talks to Nik Gowing
Collusion

In December 2016 Harding meets former MI6 officer
Christopher Steele to discuss the President-elect’s connections
with Russia. Harding decides to follow the money and the
sex. In Washington, January 2017, Steele’s explosive dossier
alleges that the Kremlin has been “cultivating, supporting and
assisting” Trump for years and that they have compromising
information about him. Trump responds on Twitter, ‘FAKE
NEWS’. Collusion is a gripping, alarming exposé about the
biggest political scandal of the modern era, in which Harding
reveals the true nature of Trump’s decades-long relationship
with Russia and presents the gripping inside story of
Steele’s dossier.
[32] 10am baillie gifford stage £7

David Christian talks to Rosie Boycott
Origin Story: A Big History of Everything

A majestic distillation of our current understanding of the
birth of the universe, of the solar system, of the oceans, of
mountains and minerals, of all life on earth and of the driving
dynamics of human culture and achievement. Christian is a
Distinguished Professor in History at Macquarie University
in Australia and the co-founder, with Bill Gates, of The Big
History Project.
Sponsored by Too Far Media
[33] 10am good energy stage £7

Jaideep Prahbu
Cambridge Series 3: Frugal Innovation –
How the Globe is Learning to do More
(and Better) with Less

More than three billion people in the developing world live
outside the formal economy and face unmet needs in areas
such as health, education, energy, food and financial services.
Meanwhile in the developed world, consumers are becoming
both value- and values- conscious. The Jawaharlal Nehru
Professor of Business and Enterprise at the Judge Business
School addresses how frugal innovation – the creation of
faster, better and cheaper solutions that employ minimal
resources – can help solve some of the big problems of poverty,
climate change and inequality that stalk the planet.
In association with University of Cambridge

The 2018 Man Booker International Prize

The longlist for this year’s international fiction prize consists
of Laurent Binet, Javier Cercas, Virginie Despentes, Jenny
Erpenbeck, Han Kang, Ariana Harwicz, László Krasznahorkai,
Antonio Muñoz, Christoph Ransmayr, Ahmed Saadawi, Olga
Tokarczuk, Wu Ming-Yi and Gabriela Ybarra. The winner
will be announced on 22 May.
[35] 10am meet at hay festival main entrance
for bus £15

Horatio Clare

Wayfaring: Cwmdu Valley

The author of Icebreaker, Down to the Sea in Ships, A Single
Swallow and Running for the Hills leads a walk from Tretower
Court through the Cwmdu Valley looking at stories in his
Myths and Legends of the Brecon Beacons. A member of the
Brecon Beacons National Park team will join the walk.
The bus will take you to Tretower and returns to
Hay Festival by 12.30pm
[hd2] 10am tata tent £9

David Walliams

Ten years of Glorious Stories

Since the publication of his first novel, The Boy in the Dress,
David Walliams has seen ten years of global success as a
children’s author. Hear about the inspiration for his best-loved
characters, listen to him read excerpts from some of his books
and get the chance to put your questions directly to him.
There will be a limited number of pre-signed books available
in the Festival bookshop
6+
[HD3] 10am starlight stage £6

Julia Green and Natasha Farrant
Adventure Fiction

The authors of To the End of the World and The Castle of Rock
discuss the great tradition of adventure stories and the delights
of writing modern tales to add to it with Jonathan Douglas,
Director, National Literacy Trust.
9+
[HD93] 10am compass £6

Rachel Bright

The Squirrels who Squabbled
Join the author of The Lion Inside and The Koala Who Could
for a fun-filled event packed with stories, drawing and games.
Hear about The Squirrels who Squabbled – a tale of two greedy
mammals who must learn to share – before learning how to
draw one of the iconic animal characters from Rachel’s books,
illustrated by the talented Jim Field.
4-8

Istanbul: A Tale of Three Cities

Istanbul has always been a place where stories and histories
collide and crackle, where the idea is as potent as the historical
fact. From the Qur’an to Shakespeare, this city with three
names – Byzantium, Constantinople, Istanbul – resonates
as an idea and a place, and overspills its boundaries, real and
imagined. Standing as the gateway between East and West,
it has served as the capital of the Roman, Byzantine, Latin
and Ottoman Empires. For much of its history it was known
simply as The City, but, as Bettany Hughes reveals, Istanbul
is not just a city, but a story. Chaired by Sameer Rahim of
Prospect magazine.
Sponsored by The Great English Outdoors and Still Ethical
[37] 11.30am oxfam moot £8

James O’Brien talks to Sarfraz Manzoor
The Christopher Hitchens Lecture 2018

The LBC talkshow host has become one of the most
exacting and powerful voices calling out political lies and
speaking truths to both power and prejudice. He discusses
the weaponising of fake news and ignorance, the power of
dialogue and the urgent need for journalistic vigilance and
authority. O’Brien is writing a book on these issues entitled
How to be Right, to be published by Penguin Random House
in November 2018.
Sponosred by Savage and Gray Design
[38] 11.30am good energy stage £7

David Adam talks to Daniel Davis
The Genius Within: Smart Pills,
Brain Hacks and Adventures in Intelligence

Adam, an editor at Nature, explores the ground-breaking
neuroscience of cognitive enhancement that is changing the
way the brain and the mind works – to make it better, sharper,
more focused and, yes, more intelligent. Sharing his own
experiments with revolutionary smart drugs and electrical
stimulation, he delves into the sinister history of intelligence
tests, meets savants and brain hackers, and reveals how he
boosted his own IQ to cheat his way into Mensa.
Sponsored by Too Far Media
[39] 11.30am bbc tent free but ticketed

Click
BBC World News

Experience the BBC’s flagship science and technology TV
show live on stage. Host Spencer Kelly has spent 15 years
exploring the world of technology, returning to Hay for a
third year with mind-bending live demos and tales of artificial
intelligence, robotics and virtual reality.
A Click Hay Festival special will be broadcast on the BBC
News Channel and on BBC World News.
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11.30am

1pm

[40] 11.30am starlight stage £7

[41] 1pm tata tent £9

[45] 1pm bbc tent free but ticketed

Liliana Colanzi, Felipe Restrepo Pombo
and Carlos Fonseca

Antony Beevor

The Essay

Fictions: Bogotà 39

Arnhem: The Battle for the Bridges 1944

Operation Market Garden, the plan to end the war by
capturing the bridges leading to the Lower Rhine and beyond,
was a bold concept: the Americans thought it unusually bold
for Field Marshal Montgomery. But the cost of failure was
horrendous, above all for the Dutch who risked everything to
help. German reprisals were cruel and lasted until the end of
the war. The pre-eminent war historian looks into the very
heart of the conflict.

BBC Radio 3

This is the first of two sessions introducing the most exciting
voices of Latin American fiction, stars of the 2018 selection
for Bogotà 39 and launching the English-language edition of
a globally published anthology. Colanzi is a Bolivian short
story writer and editor whose work includes the collection
Our Dead World. Restrepo Pombo is the editor of Gatopardo
magazine and of the anthology The Sorrows of Mexico. His
fiction appears in the Bogotà 39 Anthology. Fonseca was born
in Costa Rica and grew up in Puerto Rico. His novel Colonel
Lagrimas is available in English. They read and talk to Daniel
Hahn.
Event is in English
Felipe Restrepo Pombo is the British Council writer in
residence at Hay
[hd4] 11.30am baillie gifford stage £7

Cressida Cowell
22

1pm

The Wizards of Once and
How to Train Your Dragon

The winner of the 2017 Hay Festival Medal for Fiction
returns to launch the paperback of her new book. Best known
for her world-conquering How to Train Your Dragon series,
Cressida will talk about her inspiration, give tips on becoming
an author or illustrator, and share amazing behind-the-scenes
details about how the Dragon books became films. Cressida
has been an ambassador for the National Literacy Trust for
a decade and The Wizards of Once won the Blue Peter Book
Award for Best Story this year.
9+
Sponsored by Sugar & Loaf
[HD5] 11.30am llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

Andy Stanton
Going to the Volcano

Join the one and (thankfully) only, irrepressibly silly author in
an event for younger readers and their families. He reads from
Danny McGee Drinks the Sea and previews his latest picturebook, Going to the Volcano, featuring Jane-o, Dwayne-o, a
Great Dane-o, a train-o… and, of course, a VOLCANO!
Colourful, loud, energetic and hilarious – and that’s just Andy
Stanton. Come along for an unforgettable journey and enjoy
the fun. You’ll erupt with laughter.
3+

In this series, five leading writers choose their favourite
fictional female character and extract the lessons we could all
learn from their lives on the page.
Broadcast from Monday 28 May to Friday 1 June at
10.45pm on BBC Radio 3.
[453] 1pm compass free but ticketed

Clare Thomas, Marcelle Palmer, Daniel Morgan
[42] 1pm oxfam moot £7

Laura Bates talks to Owen Sheers
Misogynation

The Everyday Sexism founder reflects on the true scale of
the challenge to our aspirations to equality. From Weinstein
to Westminster, from banter to consent, and from the
President’s Club to equal pay, she makes a passionate
argument for stepping back, opening our eyes and allowing
ourselves to address the bigger picture. She talks to the writer
Owen Sheers, author of The Men You’ll Meet.
Sponsored by The Open University in Wales
[43] 1pm good energy stage £7

Ella McPherson
Cambridge Series 4:
Digital Fakery and its Consequences

Drawing on her research about human rights reporting in the
digital age, the Co-Director of the Centre of Governance and
Human Rights at the University of Cambridge argues that
digital fakery’s consequences for democracy arise not because
we are duped, but because of what we do to not be duped.
Chaired by Rachael Jolley, editor of Index on Censorship.
In association with University of Cambridge
[44] 1pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

The Dylan Thomas Prize Winner
talks to Dai Smith
The 2018 International Dylan Thomas Prize

Join us to celebrate this prestigious literary prize for writers
aged 39 and under, as the 2018 winner talks to Dai Smith,
chair of the jury. The longlist for the prize comprises Ayòbámi
Adébáyò, Kayo Chingonyi, Meena Kandasy, Lisa McInerney,
Carmen Maria Machado, Fiona Mozley, Gwendoline Riley,
Sally Rooney, Emily Ruskovich, Gabriel Tallent, Eley Willis
and Jes Womack. The winner will be announced on 10 May.
In partnership with Swansea University

Resilience and Mortality

A lively discussion on the varied approaches to education
around illness, death and bereavement. Clare Thomas
is CEO of Hope Support Services; Marcelle Palmer is
Education and Outreach Manager at St Barnabas Hospice
and Daniel Morgan is drama teacher at Royal Grammar
School, Worcester whose students have been working with
St Richards Hospice. Chaired by Maggie Turner from The
Open University.
In association with Hope Support Services, St Barnabas
Hospice and St Richards Hospice
[HD6] 1pm baillie gifford stage £6

Eoin Colfer, Andrew Donkin, Giovanni Rigano
Illegal

Join the authors and illustrator behind the Artemis Fowl
graphic novels as they present their new book Illegal and take
you on an epic and heart-breaking journey across continents.
Hear how their graphic novel came to be, the real-life stories
behind the headlines and what it takes to make a graphic
novel.
9+
[HD7] 1pm starlight stage £6

Laura Dockrill
My Mum is Growing Down!

Most people’s mums are grown-ups but Laura Dockrill’s
mum is growing down. A collection of hilarious, silly, and
occasionally soppy poems guaranteed to make you smile. Join
Laura for a fun-filled session of rhymes, stories and joining in.
6+

01497 822 629
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2.30pm

2.30pm

[46] 2.30pm tata tent £9

[49] 2.30pm baillie gifford stage £7

[hd8] 2.30pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £6

Melvyn Bragg

Andrew Davies, Laura Lankester, Faith Penhale

David Almond

William Tyndale

Les Miserables

The Colour of the Sun

On the morning of 6 October 1536, a frail scholar was taken
from a dungeon in the castle at Vilvoorde, just north of
Brussels. Armed guards kept the crowds at bay as he was led
through the streets of the small town. He was to be burned.
He was allowed a few moments of prayer. As a priest, prayer
had been the keystone of his faith. After the brief pause, he
walked up the steps to be tied to the cross. As he waited for
the flames, he called out, “Lord, open the King of England’s
eyes!” This was Willi Tyndale, the man whose translation of
the New Testament and much of the Old Testament was to
bring about more profound changes to the English-speaking
world over the next five centuries than the works of any other
man in its history.
[47] 2.30pm oxfam moot £8

Daniel Davis
The John Maddox 2018 Lecture:
The Beautiful Cure

The author of The Compatibility Gene introduces the
revolutionary new science of the immune system with its
breakthrough medical cures. He discusses how stress, sleep
and ageing affect our health. “As David Attenborough opens
our goggling eyes to the natural world without, so Daniel
Davis brings us face to face with the stunningly clever and, yes,
beautiful world within” – Stephen Fry. Davis is Professor of
Immunology at the University of Manchester.
Chaired by the Adam Rutherford, presenter of BBC Radio
4’s Inside Science.
[48] 2.30pm good energy stage £8

Dambisa Moyo
Edge of Chaos

Facing economic stagnation, inequality and the vulnerability
of liberal democracies to extremism, the economist proposes
an aggressive and radical re-tooling of our political system with
new constraints on both elected officials and voters. Moyo
argues for extending politicians’ terms so as to match better
the economic cycles; for increasing minimum qualifications
for candidates; for introducing mandatory voting, and for
implementing a weighted voting system. Moyo’s other books
include Dead Aid, Winner Take All and How The West Was
Lost. Chaired by Dharshini David.

The screenwriter (War and Peace, Bleak House, Dr Zhivago,
Pride and Prejudice) is joined by his script editor and
producer to discuss the challenges of adapting Victor Hugo’s
masterpiece for the screen. The six-hour series will broadcast
later this year with Dominic West as Valjean, David Oyelowo
as Javert and Olivia Colman as Mme Thénardier. Chaired by
Francine Stock.
[50] 2.30pm bbc tent free but ticketed

Akala’s Odyssey
BBC Four

BAFTA and MOBO award-winning hip-hop artist, writer and
social entrepreneur, as well as co-founder of The Hip-Hop
Shakespeare Company, Akala talks to the BBC’s Director
of Arts, Jonty Claypole, about his recent documentary on
Homer’s Odyssey. He discusses why this 3,000-year-old epic
poem has become the cornerstone of Western literature, how
it would have sounded to contemporaneous audiences and
how it has shaped his own experiences as an artist. Followed
by Q&A.
A Greenacre Films/Immovable Production for BBC
[51] 2.30pm starlight stage £7

Auður Ava Ólafsdóttir and Lina Meruane
talk to Rosie Goldsmith
Fictions: New Life

Ólafsdóttir’s Hotel Silence won the Icelandic Literature Prize.
Jónas feels his life is over. His wife has left him, his mother
is slipping deeper into dementia, and his daughter is no
longer the person he thought. He decides to buy a one-way
ticket to a war-ravaged country and end it all. But on arriving
at Hotel Silence, his plans dissolve. Meruane is one of the
most prominent voices in Chilean literature. In Seeing Red
a Chilean writer moves to New York to pursue an academic
career. While at a party her eyes haemorrhage. Blood floods
her vision, rendering her all but blind. As she adjusts to a very
different life, those who love her adjust to a very different
woman – one who is angry, raw, funny, sinister, sexual and
dizzyingly alive.

Join the author of Skellig in conversation with Jonathan
Douglas, Director, National Literacy Trust as he introduces
his moving, funny and magical new novel. “The day is long,
the world is wide, you’re young and free.” One hot summer
morning, Davie steps boldly out of his front door. The world
he enters is very familiar – the little Tyneside town that has
always been his home – but as the day passes, it becomes ever
more mysterious. A boy has been killed and Davie thinks
he might know who is responsible. He turns away from the
gossip and excitement and sets off roaming towards the sunlit
summit above the town. As the day goes on, the real and the
imaginary start to merge, and Davie knows that neither he nor
his world will ever be the same again.
12+
In association with National Literacy Trust

4pm
[52] 4pm tata tent £9

Bear Grylls talks to Dylan Jones
How to Stay Alive

Worldwide survival inspiration, best selling author and Chief
Scout Bear Grylls talks to the editor of GQ magazine about a
lifetime of adventure.
In collaboration with Land Rover. Part of the Tata
Pioneering with Purpose Series
[53] 4pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

John Vidal, Patrick Kamzitu and
Emma Taylor with Bettany Hughes
It Starts with a Book

Following the drought of 2012, the community of Gumbi
in rural Malawi decided they needed to diversify to protect
their families from further famine and create a brighter future
for their children. They decided that education was the key.
Today, thanks to the support of the Gumbi Education Fund,
Book Aid International and others, Gumbi has a small library,
three villagers are qualified teachers, and three more are going
to university. John Vidal, who covered the famine in the
Guardian, and Patrick Kamzitu from Gumbi, will tell this
inspiring story. They are joined by broadcaster and historian
Bettany Hughes, a long-term supporter of the Gumbi
Education Fund and Emma Taylor, Book Aid International’s
Head of Communications.
In association with Book Aid International
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4pm

4pm

[54] 4pm baillie gifford stage £7

[hd10] 4pm starlight stage £6

[59] 5.30pm baillie gifford stage £7

Ferdia Gallagher

Gemma Cairney and Laura Dockrill

Afua Hirsch talks to Amy Ansell

Cambridge Series 5: The Future of MRI

Ask Us Anything

Brit(ish): On Race, Identity and Belonging

Dr Gallagher from the Department of Radiology at the
University of Cambridge discusses the basis of MRI (magnetic
resonance imaging), how it is currently used to image cancer
and what the future of oncological imaging may entail.
In association with University of Cambridge
[55] 4pm oxfam moot £7

Tessa Dunlop talks to Claire Armitstead

The teen ambassadors, authors of Open Your Heart and Big
Bones are the best of friends and they know how important it
is to talk. You can ask them about anything from heartbreak
and heartache to body image and confidence. Gemma and
Laura are champions of freedom of self-expression and will
help you learn to love your body, your friends and your family,
and help with advice for times when things feel like they are
going wrong.
14+

The Century Girls

The author of The Bletchley Girls interviewed six centenarians
for this wonderful collection of tales: The Final Word From
the Women Who’ve Lived the Past Hundred Years of British
History. Through the prism of their own experiences and
memories, she tells the human story of how women gradually
began to build independent lives for themselves in the modern
world of post-Great War Britain, by re-telling what their
actual day-to-day reality was like, through the decades.
[56] 4pm bbc tent free but ticketed
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5.30pm

Free Thinking
BBC Radio 3

BBC Radio 3’s arts and ideas programme comes to Hay, with
guests including Rowan Williams, former Archbishop of
Canterbury, now Master of Magdalene College Cambridge
and author of books including The Tragic Imagination.
Chaired by Rana Mitter, Professor of History and Politics of
Modern China at the University of Oxford and presenter of
documentaries for BBC Radio 3 and 4.
[HD9] 4pm good energy stage £7

Andy Stanton
‘Natboff!’ and the madcap world of Mr Gum

Join the ridiculously funny writer for an hour of joyous
nonsense as he talks about the amazingly successful Mr Gum
series, as well as his new book, Natboff! One Million Years of
Stupidity, which is just as epically surreal as it sounds. There’ll
be plenty of laughter, silly voices and horrible, horrible singing
– in short, business as usual. Guaranteed to put a smile on
your face (or add an extra one if you were already smiling to
begin with).
9+

5.30pm
[57] 5.30pm tata tent £10

Hannah Critchlow and Rowan Williams
What is Consciousness?

A theologian and a neuroscientist explore the concept of
consciousness: is it unique to humans? Are we all simply
machines? Do we have free will? Can we invoke an enhanced
collective consciousness? Bringing together findings from
science and insights from religion, they unpick what it
means to be conscious. Williams is Master of Magdalene
College, Cambridge and a former Archbishop of Canterbury.
Critchlow is named as a British Council’s Top 100 UK
Scientists for her work in communication and author of
Consciousness: A LadyBird Expert book, which will be launched
at Hay.
In association with Magdalene College, Cambridge
[58] 5.30pm oxfam moot £8

Roddy Doyle talks to Stephanie Merritt
Fictions: Smile

The new novel from the Booker Prize-winning author of
Paddy Clark Ha! Ha! Ha! has all the features for which
Roddy Doyle has become famous: the razor-sharp dialogue,
the humour, the superb evocation of adolescence, but this is
a novel unlike any he has written before. When you finish
the last page you will have been challenged to re-evaluate
everything you think you remember so clearly.
Sponsored by The Open University in Wales

Where are you really from? You’re British. Your parents
are British. You were raised in Britain. Your partner, your
children and most of your friends are British. So why do
people keep asking you where you are from? Brit(ish) is about
a search for identity. It is about the everyday racism that
plagues British society. It is about our awkward, troubled
relationship with our history. It is about why liberal attempts
to be ‘colour-blind’ have caused more problems than they have
solved. It is about why we continue to avoid talking about
race. Ansell is Dean of Liberal Arts at Emerson College, and
author of New Right, New Racism: Race and Reaction in the
United States and Britain.
[60] 5.30pm good energy stage £7

Matt Hancock talks to Amol Rajan
Digital, Culture, Media and Sport: The Issues
An opportunity to discuss the immediate and longer-term
challenges that range across his brief with the Secretary of
State for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport. He talks to the
BBC’s Media Editor Amol Rajan.
[61] 5.30pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

Jo Brandon, Aviva Dautch, Shazea Quraishi
Poetic Responses to Gustav Klimt

Renowned painter of the exquisite and other-worldly The
Kiss, Gustav Klimt is the crowning jewel in Austria’s symbolist
movement. Join Brandon, Dautch and Quraishi as they
present their poetic answers to Klimt’s masterpieces, specially
commissioned by Bradford Literature Festival. The poets will
discuss how Klimt’s work inspired their own, as well as the
social and artistic context in which the paintings were created.
This one-of-a-kind event marries the contemporary with the
historical to mark the centenary of Klimt’s death.
Programmed in partnership with Bradford Literature
Festival
[62] 5.30pm bbc tent free but ticketed

Podcasts: Love to Listen
BBC Radio 3

From Serial to My Dad Wrote a Porno , a whole new
generation is learning to love podcasts. Whether you are
already hooked or wondering what all the fuss is about, come
and find out what makes a great podcast from the people
who make them. Commissioning editor Rhian Roberts is
joined by a panel that includes Georgia Catt, the maker
of Fortunately with Fi Glover and Jane Garvey, and Becky
Ripley, who recently produced the award-winning Blue Planet
II podcast.
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7pm

7pm

[63] 5.30pm starlight stage £7

[66] 7pm baillie gifford stage £7

[70] 7pm starlight stage £7

Chris Haughton and Emily Shuckburgh

Akala

Henry Firth and Ian Theasby

Trans.MISSION 1:
Polar Science and Climate Change

Natives: Race and Class in
The Ruins of Empire

BOSH!

What happens when you bring together two people at the
top of their game but from different spheres? Shuckburgh is a
climate scientist and deputy head of the Polar Oceans Team at
the British Antarctic Survey. Haughton is a designer, author
and illustrator of numerous publications including A Bit Lost,
Oh No George! and Shh! We Have a Plan. They have
collaborated to create an original piece of work that will
explore the issues around polar science and climate change.
The Trans.MISSION project was created to bring science and
culture together with the aim of communicating cutting-edge
science to new audiences through new methods.
A collaboration between Hay Festival and the Natural
Environment Research Council (NERC)

7pm
[64] 7pm tata tent £10

Simon Schama
Belonging: The Story of the Jews 1492-1900

In our own time of anxious arrivals and enforced departures,
the Jews’ search for a home is more startlingly resonant than
ever. Belonging is a magnificent cultural history abundantly
alive with energy, character and colour. From the Jews’
expulsion from Spain in 1492 it navigates miracles and
massacres, wandering, discrimination, harmony and tolerance;
to the brink of the 20th century and, it seems, a point of
profound hope. Schama tells the stories not just of rabbis
and philosophers but of a poetess in the ghetto of Venice;
a boxer in Georgian England; a general in Ming China; an
opera composer in 19th-century Germany. The story unfolds
in Kerala and Mantua, the starlit hills of Galilee, the rivers of
Colombia, the kitchens of Istanbul, the taverns of Ukraine
and the mining camps of California.
Sponsored by The Open University in Wales

A searing modern polemic on race in the UK, from the
MOBO award-winning poet, musician and outspoken
political commentator, founder of The Hip-Hop Shakespeare
Company. In his memoir Natives he speaks directly to British
denial and squeamishness when it comes to confronting issues
of race and class that are at the heart of the legacy of Britain’s
racialised empire. Chaired by Claire Armitstead.
[67] 7pm good energy stage £7

Simon Mayo talks to Georgina Godwin
Fictions: Mad Blood Stirring

Mayo’s first adult novel weaves Shakespeare’s Romeo and
Juliet through a tense prison drama that sets itself against the
epic backdrop of mighty Dartmoor in 1815. The passions
unleashed in this riveting account place black against white
and Americans against Britons with the stirring soul of a
forbidden love caught in between.
[68] 7pm oxfam moot £7

Marcus Brigstocke and David Pitt-Watson
What They Do With Your Money

An interactive exploration of how the finance industry
delivers slim pickings and creates fat cats, with financial expert
Pitt-Watson and his willing stooge, comedian Brigstocke. The
finance industry is often viewed with suspicion: complicated,
greedy, and institutionally corrupt. But its origins were
often inspired by social reformers because its purposes are so
fundamental to individual and communal prosperity. They
will discuss the expensive (but useless) things the finance
industry does, and some of the (useful and) practical things it
should do, but doesn’t. Reform is difficult, because the flaws
in the industry are hard-wired into the way we think about
economics, but they’ll have it licked within the hour.
Part of the Good Energy Series

[65] 7pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £8

Timandra Harkness, Harriet Kingaby,
Peter Lacy, Rohit Talwar

[69] 7pm bbc tent free but ticketed

Can Artificial Intelligence Be Ethical?

BBC Two

AI is going to transform society over the next couple of
decades, and we can’t wish it away. But can we ride the robot
tiger and make it serve, rather than enslave, us? Can AI be a
tool of liberation and sustainability, not just a scarily efficient
way of making rich corporations richer, while robbing us of
all our privacy? Do we need an ethical code for computers – a
Hippocratic Oath for the algorithms? And if so, how do we go
about creating one – and getting it adopted? Chaired by writer
and green futurist Martin Wright.
Sponsored by Accenture Strategy

Civilisations: David Olusoga
Historian and writer David Olusoga presented two of the
BBC’s landmark art series Civilisations in which he explored
contact, trade, empire and race, from the Benin Bronzes
to Otto Dix’s nightmarish evocation of World War One
trenches. He talks to BBC’s Director of Arts, Jonty Claypole,
about the challenges of making the series and why he hopes it
will change lives and attitudes. Followed by Q&A.

Want to cook ridiculously good vegan food from scratch but
have no idea where to start? Firth and Theasby, creators of
the world’s biggest and fastest-growing, plant-based platform,
BOSH!, are the new faces of the food revolution. They share
their favourite go-to breakfasts, crowd-pleasing party pieces,
hearty dinners, sumptuous desserts and incredible sharing
cocktails. Hosted by John Mitchinson.
Sponsored by Hannibal Brown Wines

8.30pm
[72] 8.30pm oxfam moot £10

Jane Bradley, Misha Glenny and
Luke Harding talk to Oliver Bullough
Kleptoscope 1: The Real McMafia

A walk on the dark side of globalisation and the all-pervasive
organised crime that reaches from Russia to the banks and
parliaments of the world, and to every personal computer
networked to the web. Bradley is Buzzfeed’s Investigations
Correspondent, Glenny is the author of McMafia, Harding
is the author of Collusion and a foreign correspondent at the
Guardian, Bullough’s forthcoming book is Moneyland: Why
Thieves and Crooks now Rule the World and How to Take
it Back.
[73] 8.30pm baillie gifford stage £8

Simon Brooks, Angharad Closs Stephens,
Jasmine Donahaye, Daniel G Williams
with Michael Sheen
Wales After Brexit

Unlike Scotland and Northern Ireland, Wales voted to leave
the EU. Is this an indication that the radical distinctiveness
of Wales has eroded with the Welsh language or are there
distinctive factors underlying the leave vote in Wales? Given
the EU’s response to the referendum in Catalonia, was the
Welsh Nationalist vision of ‘Wales in Europe’ built on wishful
thinking? Is Wales on the verge of a final assimilation into an
increasingly nationalist and isolationist England? Or is this
far too dramatic a prognosis? What might be the ways
ahead for Wales, Britain and Europe? Chaired by Welsh
internationalist, actor and activist Michael Sheen.
In partnership with Swansea University
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8.30pm

8.30pm

9.45pm

[74] 8.30pm good energy stage £7

[77] 8.30pm compass £7

[80] 9.45pm tata tent £25

Dolly Alderton talks to Clemency Burton-Hill

Andy Bradley, Sarah Stone, Benna Waites

Laura Mvula

Everything I Know About Love

Men and Suicide: Making Sense
and Building Resilience

Live at Hay

When it comes to the trials and triumphs of becoming
a grown-up, journalist and former Sunday Times dating
columnist, Dolly Alderton has seen and tried it all. In her
memoir, she vividly recounts falling in love, wrestling with
self-sabotage, finding a job, throwing a socially disastrous
Rod-Stewart-themed house party, getting drunk, getting
dumped, realising that Ivan from the corner shop is the only
man you’ve ever been able to rely on, and finding that your
mates are always there at the end of every messy night out.
Alderton’s captivating memoir is about bad dates, good friends
and – above all else – about recognising that you and you
alone are enough.

Suicide is the biggest cause of death in men under 50. Andy
Bradley, founder of Frameworks 4 Change, recognised by
the Observer and NESTA as one of Britain’s Most Radical
Thinkers, talks about his own experience of depression and
suicidality, and explores the role of shame. Sarah Stone is
currently Executive Director for Wales for Samaritans. They
discuss why men might be vulnerable and how communities
might rise to the challenge of male suicide. Benna Waites,
Consultant Clinical Psychologist, facilitates.

Innovative British singer-songwriter, two-time Mercury Prize
nominee and two-time MOBO award winner, Laura Mvula
grew up in Birmingham. She first sang in church and later
with all female acapella group Black Voices. By 2008 she had
formed and was composing for her own jazz/neo-soul outfit
Judyshouse. Her debut album Sing to the Moon was released
in 2013 and garnered multiple award nominations and
critical acclaim. Discussing her follow-up 2016 album The
Dreaming Room, the Guardian described how Mvula “pulls
the listener along with her through the most serpentine songs:
however, winding their routes, the melodies are almost always
beautiful.” Her live gigs are joyful, soulful, and unforgettable.

9pm
[75] 8.30pm STARLIGHT £8

The Last Poets with Christine Otten
The Last Poets Live – Reading and
Conversation

26

The Last Poets were formed in the US in the late 1960s, a
period full of hope and dreams of revolution, and a time when
the Black Panthers were at the height of their power. Taking
their name from those who believed they were in the last era
of poetry before guns would take over, these African-American
poets and musicians ignited the imagination of a generation
– and laid the groundwork for the hip hop movement of the
1980s and ‘90s. Dutch author Christine Otten was inspired
to write about their lives – and there began a deep friendship
and an acclaimed novel. The last poets are Felipe Luciano,
David Nelson, and the two who are with us today, Abiodun
Oyewole and Umar Bin Hassan.
In association with Apples and Snakes, the UK’s leading
organisation for spoken word and performance poetry.

[78] 9pm-11pm cube £10

Silent Disco with Gemma Cairney
One of the most versatile broadcasters currently in the UK,
multiple award-winning Gemma started her career at BBC
Radio 1 and 1Xtra and has since become a BBC Radio 6
Music and Radio 4 firm favourite. She has also hosted the
Glastonbury Festival coverage and BBC Music Awards. Her
first book, Open: A Toolkit For How Magic and Messed Up
Life Can Be, was published in 2017. With her prolific music
background and love of disco dancing, Gemma will grace
the decks at Hay this year, spinning her famous multi genre
party set including ole skool, hip-hop, garage and ‘90s classics,
peppered with pop bangers and perhaps some Motown and
soul… Who knows what will happen? Come and find out.

9.45pm
[79] 9.45pm baillie gifford stage £15

Jeremy Hardy
[76] 8.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES stage £7

Rowan Hooper
Superhuman: Life at the Extremes
of Mental and Physical Ability

Why can some people achieve greatness when others can’t,
no matter how hard they try? What are the secrets of long life
and happiness? The New Scientist Managing Editor takes us
on a tour of the peaks of human achievement. Drawing on
interviews with a wide range of superhumans as well as those
who study them, Hooper assesses the science of peak potential,
reviewing the role of genetics alongside the famed 10,000
hours of practice.

Live at Hay

Hardy is in his fourth decade as a stand-up this year. That’s
a more dramatic way of saying he started 33 years ago and,
without a lottery win, probably has at least another 33 years
to go. The tenth series of Jeremy Hardy Speaks to the Nation
was broadcast on Radio 4. He is also well known for his
appearances on The News Quiz and I’m Sorry I Haven’t a Clue.
“In an ideal world, Jeremy Hardy would be extremely famous,
but an ideal world would leave him without most of his best
material” - Guardian.
Sponsored by Charlotte of Hay

10pm
[81] 10pm oxfam moot £10

Benjamin Zephaniah
The Life and Rhymes of Benjamin Zephaniah

Britain’s best-loved performance poet will share stories from
his remarkable life. He befriended Nelson Mandela, fought
in the 1980s race riots and recorded radical and relevant
reggae music with Bob Marley’s former band. In a compelling
and inspiring show, Zephaniah will explain how he fought
injustice and discrimination to lead a remarkable life, while
sharing a selection of favourite stories and poems.
Sponsored by The Poetry Bookshop
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“Hay-on-Wye is way on high.
The Hay-on-Wye fortnight holds
a very special place in the
book-lover’s calendar.”
STEPHEN FRY
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10am

SUNDAY 27 MAY

10am

10am

[82] 10am tata tent £7

[85] 10am llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

[HD12] 10am starlight stage £6

Gaby Wood, Philippe Sands, Elif Shafak,
Juan Gabriel Vasquez

Ed Vaizey, Laura Tenison, Theo Fennell
and Gaye Blake-Roberts

Josh Lacey and Garry Parsons

The Golden Man Booker Prize

The Business of Creativity

What is the best Booker winner? To celebrate the 50th
anniversary of the fiction prize, five judges have each selected
what they think is the best winner of each decade since 1968.
The shortlist result will be announced at Hay on 26 May.
Wood, the Literary Director of the Booker Prize Foundation,
hosts an all-star panel who will have read the shortlisted books
and will pick a Hay winner. Sands won the non-fiction Baillie
Gifford Prize for East West Street. Turkish author Shafak’s
novels include Honour, The Forty Rules of Love and Three
Daughters of Eve. The Colombian novelist Gabriel Vasquez
won the Premio Alfaguara and the IMPAC award for The
Sound of Things Falling. His latest novel is The Shape of the
Ruins.

Can art and business coexist, or does a drive for profit lead to
the end of creative integrity? From art to literature, fashion to
ceramics, four creative pioneers discuss the tensions between
art and the corporate world with former Minister for Culture,
Ed Vaizey, Jo Jo Maman Bebe founder Laura Tenison,
jewellery designer Theo Fennell and curator at
The Wedgwood Museum Gaye Blake-Roberts.
In association with Country and Town House Magazine

What does it take to be a Dragonsitter? Could you be one?
This is your opportunity to find out. Join the author and
illustrator to learn about The Dragonsitter series in a fun-filled
event packed full of storytelling and live-drawing.
6+

[83] 10am baillie gifford stage £7

Christopher J Preston
The Synthetic Age
Imagine a future in which humans fundamentally reshape
the natural world using nanotechnology, synthetic biology,
de-extinction and climate engineering. Emerging technologies
promise to give us the power to take over some of nature’s
most basic operations. It is not just that we are exiting the
Holocene and entering the Anthropocene; it is that we are
leaving behind the time in which planetary change is just the
unintended consequence of unbridled industrialism. The
philosophy professor argues that a world designed by engineers
and technicians means the birth of the planet’s first Synthetic
Age. Chaired by Adam Rutherford, author of Creation: The
Origin of Life/The Future of Life.
[84] 10am oxfam moot £9

Ehud Barak talks to Jonathan Freedland
My Country, My Life: Fighting for Israel,
Searching for Peace
A rare interview with the former Prime Minister of Israel, the
most decorated soldier in his country’s history and author
of a new memoir. Barak is a fierce proponent of a two-state
solution for a lasting peace with Palestinians, with a shared
capital in Jerusalem. He reflects on the current state of the
peace process, on Israeli, Arab and American politicians and
on the opportunities that are still available.

[86] 10am meet at hay festival main entrance
for bus £15

Fiona Stafford
Wayfaring: Woodland
The Professor of English Language and Literature at the
University of Oxford leads a walk through ancient woodland
at Whitney-on-Wye talking about her acclaimed book, The
Long, Long Life of Trees, a lyrical tribute to the diversity of
trees, drawing on material from folklore, natural science,
literature, cultural history, European art, ancient mythology
and modern medicine to illuminate each tree’s central place
in Western civilisation. Walk accompanied by naturalist and
foresters Tom Fairfield and Lydia Robbins.
Bus will take you to Whitney and returns to Hay Festival
by 12.30pm

The Dragonsitter

11.30am
[87] 11.30am tata tent £8

Suzanne O’Sullivan
Brainstorm: Detective Stories from
the World of Neurology
The eminent neurologist examines the stories of people whose
symptoms are so strange that even their doctor struggles to
know how to treat them. A man who sees cartoon characters
running across the room; a teenager who one day arrives home
with inexplicably torn clothes; a girl whose world turns all
Alice in Wonderland; another who transforms into a ragdoll
whenever she even thinks about moving. The brain is the
most complex structure in the universe and neurologists must
puzzle out life-changing diagnoses from the tiniest of clues –
it’s the ultimate in medical detective work. O’Sullivan’s book
about psychosomatic illness, It’s All in Your Head, won both
the Wellcome Book Prize and the Royal Society of Biology
Book Prize. She talks to Rosie Boycott.
Sponsored by Too Far Media

[456] 10am bbc tent free but ticketed

Inside Science
BBC Radio 4
Adam Rutherford and guests discuss some of the big ideas in
science today.
Broadcast on Thursday 7 June at 4:30pm and repeated at
9:30pm
[hd11] 10am good energy stage £6

Rob Biddulph
Dinosaur Juniors: Happy Hatchday
Join the author and illustrator for a dinosaur event with a
difference. Hear Rob talk about how he became a children’s
author and illustrator, listen to him read from his latest book
and take part in creating some dinosaurs of your own.
3+

[88] 11.30am oxfam moot £7

Linda Yueh talks to Bronwen Maddox
The Great Economists: How Their Ideas
Can Help Us Today
Since the days of Adam Smith, economists have grappled
with a series of familiar problems but often their ideas are
hard to digest, even before we try to apply them to today’s
issues. Yueh is renowned for her combination of erudition,
as an accomplished economist herself, and accessibility, as a
leading writer and broadcaster in this field. She explains the
key thoughts of history’s greatest economists, how our lives
have been influenced by their ideas and how they could help
us with the policy challenges we face today.
Sponsored by Accenture Strategy
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11.30am

1pm

[89] 11.30am baillie gifford stage £7

[HD14] 11.30am starlight stage £6

[94] 1pm baillie gifford stage £8

Tamsin Treverton-Jones

Ruta Sepetys

Sarah Nouwen

Windblown: Landscape, Legacy and Loss

Salt from the Sea

The Great Storm of 1987 is etched firmly into the national
memory. Everyone who was there that night remembers
how hurricane-force winds struck southern Britain without
warning, claiming 18 lives, uprooting more than 15 million
trees and reshaping the landscape for future generations.
Thirty years on, the discovery of an old photograph inspires
the author to make a journey into that landscape. Weaving
her own memories and personal experiences together with
those of fishermen and lighthouse keepers, rough sleepers and
refugees, she creates a unique portrait of this extraordinary
event and a moving exploration of legacy and loss. Chaired by
Corisande Albert.
Sponsored by Claire Vaughan Designs

Meet the winner of the CILIP Carnegie Medal whose
dramatic story, set in 1945, tells of thousands of East Prussian
refugees desperate to be saved by the ship the Wilhelm
Gustloff. Among them are three children who, forced by
circumstances to come together, find their strength, courage
and trust in each other tested with each step nearer to safety.
Just when it seems freedom is within their grasp, tragedy
strikes. American-Lithuanian Ruta Sepetys discusses her
heritage, her experience of writing the novel and her delight at
winning the Carnegie Medal.
12+
This event is in association with the British Council and the
Lithuanian Culture Institute

Cambridge Series 6: Peacemaking:
What’s Law Got To Do With It?

[90] 11.30am good energy stage £7

June Sarpong talks to Dharshini David
Diversify

30

11.30am

In troubling times, it’s tempting to retreat to our comfort
zones, to be with people just like us. But what if actively
seeking the unfamiliar was proven to be the key to a brighter
future – both personally and for society at large? In this
fierce, empowering call to arms, Sarpong uncovers how a new
approach to how we work, learn and live can help us reach our
maximum potential, lessen the pressure on the State and solve
some of the most stubborn challenges we face.
[91] 11.30am bbc tent free but ticketed

Start the Week
BBC Radio 4
Tom Sutcliffe presents Radio 4’s flagship programme of ideas,
exploring our desire to survive – from Homer’s epic poetry
to global pandemics – with guests Emily Wilson, David
Christian and Jonathan D. Quick.
Broadcast every Monday at 9am on BBC Radio 4
[HD13] 11.30am llwyfan cymru – wales stage £6

M G Leonard and Max Barclay
Battle of the Beetles
Meet the beetles that inspired the entomological trilogy. M.G
Leonard and Max Barclay, Curator and Collections Manager
of Coleoptera at the Natural History Museum, introduce the
wonderful world of beetles through the important collection
owned by the Museum, which is where the trilogy begins.
Starring actual beetles from Charles Darwin’s Beagle voyage
and from the Alfred Russel Wallace collection.
9+

1pm
[92] 1pm tata tent £10

Richard Rogers in conversation
with Amanda Levete
A Place for All People: Life, Architecture
and the Fair Society
Richard Rogers, founder of Rogers Stirk Harbour and
Partners, is a pre-eminent architect of his generation. His
approach to buildings is infused with his enthusiasm for
modernism, love of life and strong sense of social justice. From
the Pompidou Centre in Paris to the Lloyds Building in the
City of London, and from airports to cancer care centres
and low-cost homes, the buildings he and his partners have
designed blend private use, public space and civic value.
Part of the Good Energy Series
[93] 1pm oxfam moot £8

Philip Ball
Beyond Weird: Why Everything You Thought
You Knew About Quantum Physics is Different
“Anyone who is not shocked by quantum theory has not
understood it.” Since Niels Bohr said this many years ago,
quantum mechanics has only been getting more shocking. We
now realise that it’s not really telling us that “weird” things
happen out of sight, on the tiniest level, in the atomic world.
Rather, we can now see that everything is quantum: our
everyday world is simply what quantum becomes at the human
scale. But if quantum mechanics is right, what seems obvious
and right in our everyday world is built on foundations that
don’t seems obvious or right – or even possible. The writer
Philip Ball was formerly an editor at Nature.

Peace and justice: who could be against them? But as soon
as we begin to unpack these much-invoked notions, tensions
emerge. How does international law resolve these tensions?
We’ll discuss emerging international norms in light of
the challenges facing mediators trying to end civil wars.
Nouwen is Co-Deputy Director of the Lauterpacht Centre
for International Law. Chaired by Tom Clark of Prospect
magazine.
In association with University of Cambridge
[95] 1pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

Javier Cercas and Juan Gabriel Vasquez
Fictions: True Stories
A conversation about fiction and language with two of the
greatest Spanish language writers. The Impostor is Cercas’
new novel about the notorious fake Holocaust survivor, Enric
Marco. With profound compassion and lacerating honesty,
Cercas takes the reader on a journey not only into one man’s
gigantic lie, but also into the deepest, most flawed parts of
our humanity. Cercas also publishes his book of essays on
the novel The Blind Spot. Gabriel Vasquez introduces his
novel The Shape of the Ruins. It takes the form of personal
and formal investigations into two political assassinations.
Separated by more than 30 years, the two murders at first
appear unconnected, but as the novel progresses Vásquez
reveals how between them they contain the seeds of the
violence that has bedevilled Colombia ever since. They talk, in
English, to Daniel Hahn.
[96] 1pm bbc tent free but ticketed

Between the Ears
BBC Radio 3
Join Helen Mort as she takes you on a climb up Langdale in
the Lake District. Inspired by the amazing life of legendary
climber Gwen Moffat, Helen weaves together poetry and
music to give you the sensation of teetering in high winds on
a rock face. “An atmospheric adventure in 3D sound...with
every footfall etched on air” – The Spectator. Described as one
of British poetry’s brightest stars, Mort has published two
collections of poetry, has won the Foyle Young Poet’s award
five times and has been shortlisted for the Costa Prize and T.S.
Eliot Prize.

01497 822 629

hayfestival.org

1pm

SUNDAY 27 MAY

2.30pm

2.30pm

[454] 1pm compass free but ticketed

[98] 2.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD stage £7

[101] 2.30pm bbc tent free but ticketed

Dr Vivien Norris

Trevor Cox talks to Adam Rutherford

The Verb

Parenting with Theraplay

Now You’re Talking: Human Conversation
from the Neanderthals to Artificial Intelligence

BBC Radio 3

Theraplay is a child and family therapy for building and
enhancing attachment, self-esteem, trust in others, and joyful
engagement. It is based on the natural patterns of playful,
healthy interaction between parent and child and is personal,
physical, and fun. Theraplay can be used in therapy for a
wide range of ages and difficulties, and is specifically helpful
for children who are Looked After and Adopted. Theraplay
ideas can also be used in everyday parenting and in any setting
where relationship connection is important. Dr Vivien Norris
is a Certified Theraplay Trainer and is Clinical Director of
The Family Place and co-author of Parenting with Theraplay:
Understanding Attachment and How to Nurture a Closer
Relationship with Your Child.

If you’ve ever felt the shock of listening to a recording of your
own voice, you realise how important your voice is to your
personal identity. We judge others not just by their words but
by the way they talk: their intonation, their pitch, their accent.
The Professor of Acoustic Engineering explores the full range
of our voice – how we speak and how we sing; how our vocal
anatomy works; what happens when things go wrong and how
technology enables us to imitate and manipulate the human
voice.
[99] 2.30pm OXFAM MOOT £7

David Olusoga

[hd15] 1pm good energy stage £6

Black and British: A Forgotten History

Maggie Aderin-Pocock
Fascinated by the wonders of the night sky? Join the Space
scientist and BBC 4’s The Sky at Night presenter as she speaks
about her passion for the stars. Take a journey through the
constellations and find out how to begin stargazing with her
new book. A must for budding astronomers.
9+

Drawing on new genealogical research, original records and
expert testimony, the historian and broadcaster reaches back
to Roman Britain, the medieval imagination, Elizabethan
‘blackamoors’ and the global slave-trading empire. He shows
that the great industrial boom of the 19th century was
built on American slavery, and that black Britons fought at
Trafalgar and in both World Wars. Black British history is
woven into the cultural and economic histories of the nation.
Chaired by Amol Rajan.

[HD16] 1pm starlight stage £6

[100] 2.30pm GOOD ENERGY stage £7

Joe Berger

Diane Coyle

Lyttle Lies: The Pudding Problem
and The Stinky Truth

Cambridge Series 7: How Do We Know
How Well Off We Are?

StarFinder for Beginners

Have you ever told a fib? Allow this author and illustrator to
introduce you to Sam Lyttle, the boy who can’t stop telling
porkies and the hero of two graphic novels Lyttle Lies: The
Pudding Problem and The Stinky Truth. Sam’s fibbing gets
him mixed up in some very twisty situations (rather like the
younger Joe Berger himself). Armed with a pen and a flipchart,
Joe draws audiences into Sam’s world and gives tips to
budding cartoonists on how to draw comic strips.
9+

2.30pm
[97] 2.30pm tata tent £10

Ian McEwan talks to Stig Abell
The Deborah Rogers Foundation Conversation
The novelist talks about his writing and reading, and the
translation of his books into film. The movie of On Chesil
Beach is released on 18 May. Towards the end of this event
McEwan will introduce the winner of the 2018 Deborah
Rogers Foundation Writers’ Award.
Sponsored by the TLS

GDP is up – but whose GDP? (And what is it anyway?)
There’s endless free stuff online but is it making anyone any
happier? Are the cat videos on the internet distracting us
from the prospect of jobs becoming automated and climate
change ravaging food supplies? Behind this lies the challenge
of how to measure economic progress. How can we tell if our
society is becoming more prosperous or not? Coyle is Bennett
Professor of Public Policy.
In association with University of Cambridge

Ian McMillan presents Radio 3’s ‘cabaret of the word’,
featuring award-winning writers alongside the most innovative
up-and-coming performers. This year, guests include The Last
Poets – legends in the world of spoken word performance in
the U.S. Join this special Hay edition of the programme, “a
linguistic leftfield joy that manages to be cosy and surreal, and
which Ian McMillan presides over like a kindly pub landlord”
– Radio Times.
Broadcast on Friday 1 June at 10pm on BBC Radio 3.
[461] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £7

Nik Gowing
Thinking the Unthinkable
Facebook’s data catastrophe; MeToo; Populism; Nationalism;
Trump; Putin, Russia and the nerve agent attack; the impact
of AI on work and skills; Brexit. The world affairs expert
analyses why disruption and unthinkables are creating
ever-greater uncertainty for corporate and political leaders.
Why do they have trouble thinking unthinkables then
leading as you expect? Gowing reveals findings from extensive
interviews with world leaders in a new book, launched today
at the Festival. Come and brainstorm unthinkables.
[hd18] 2.30pm starlight stage £6

Sophie Anderson, Juliette Forrest, James Nicol
Mysterious magic
Three authors discuss the very different ways in which the
power of magic and mystery enhance their stories, with
reference to their books The House with Chicken Legs, Twister
and A Witch Alone.
9+

4pm
[102] 4pm tata tent £9

Maurice Gourdault-Montagne,
Helen Mountfield and Simon Schama
talk to Katya Adler
The Scramble for Europe
Europe, the richest economic area in the world, faces unprecedented challenges: a protectionist US administration,
Russian interventions, a Chinese leader who has defied
succession planning, and the parliamentary success of the
far-right in Germany, Italy and Austria. And then there’s
Brexit. Something must be done. But what? And how? And
by whom? The distinguished diplomat Gourdault-Montagne
is now Secretary General of the French Foreign Ministry,
Mountfield is a British QC, Schama is an historian. Chaired
by the BBC’s Europe Editor.
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4pm

5.30pm

[103] 4pm good energy stage £7

[106] 4pm bbc tent free but ticketed

[108] 5.30pm baillie gifford stage £8

Emily Wilson

Free Thinking

Simon Armitage

The 2018 Anthea Bell Lecture: Translating Homer

BBC Radio 3

We Need to Talk About Robert:
Bob Dylan and the Nobel Prize for Literature

The first great adventure story in the Western canon, The
Odyssey, is a poem about violence and the aftermath of
war; about wealth, poverty and power; about marriage,
family and identity; and about travellers, hospitality and the
changing meanings of home in a strange world. The vivid
new translation, the first by a woman, matches the number of
lines in the Greek original, striding at Homer’s sprightly pace.
Wilson employs elemental, resonant language and a five-beat
line to produce a translation with an enchanting ‘rhythm and
rumble’. She recaptures what is epic about this wellspring of
world literature. This inaugural translation lecture is given in
the name of the pre-eminent translator, whose peerless work
rendering French, Danish and German literature into English
ranges from Asterix to Austerlitz. Chaired by Charlotte
Higgins.
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4pm

BBC Radio 3’s arts and ideas programme explores the art of
writing about your country with the authors Javier Cercas
and Juan Gabriel Vasquez. Chaired by Shahidha Bari, Senior
Lecturer at Queen Mary University of London and Fellow of
the Forum for European Philosophy at the LSE. She was one
of the first BBC Radio 3 New Generation Thinkers in 2011
and has presented programmes for BBC Radio 3 and 4. Javier
Cercas is a professor of Spanish literature and author of novels
including The Imposter, Soldiers of Salamis and The Anatomy
of a Moment. His books have been translated into more than
20 languages. Juan Gabriel Vasquez won the International
IMPAC Dublin Literary Award for The Sound of Things
Falling. His other novels include The Informers, The Secret
History of Costaguana, Reputations, and his latest, The Shape
of the Ruins.

[104] 4pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £8

[hd19] 4pm oxfam moot £8

Matt Hancock, Helen Margetts,
Timandra Harkness

Michael Morpurgo and Barroux

Spark Salon 1: Creators and Consumers:
What’s our role in responsibly designing the future?

Michael Morpurgo is joined by the French illustrator of
his remarkable new true story, about his two uncles, Pieter
and Francis, one an airman and the other an SOE (Special
Operations Executive) in the Second World War. The
event will include reading by the author and live drawing by
Barroux.
6+

Rapid advancements in computational power, decreasing
costs of hardware and software, and the ubiquity of data,
mobile and embedded technology have created unthought-of
dilemmas. Policymakers, businesses and citizens are scrambling
to understand the impact and challenges of technological
progress. As creators, consumers and users do we all need
to understand how technology works? And who can we
hold to account when it fails? Is it possible to develop a set
of regulatory principles for digital products? Hancock is
Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport.
Margetts is Director of the Oxford Internet Institute and
Professor of Society and the Internet at University of Oxford.
Harkness is a science writer, presenter and comedian.
In collaboration with TCS. Part of the Tata Pioneering
with Purpose Series

In the Mouth of the Wolf – live drawing event

[HD20] 4pm starlight stage £6

Anthony Anaxagorou
Heterogeneous
The writer of poetry, fiction and prose, poetry educator,
founder and artistic director of Out-Spoken will read new work
that explores identity, race, history and gender.
YA
Programmed in partnership with Bradford Literature
Festival

[105] 4pm baillie gifford stage £7

Terri Apter
Cambridge Series 8: Passing Judgment –
Praise and Blame in Everyday Life
It is as old as Adam and Eve: who’s to blame? Who’s innocent
and praiseworthy? Apter discusses why these questions are not
reserved just for big moral issues, but inform daily interactions
with our family, our partner, our best friends and our bosses.
She also shows that how we praise and blame our children, our
colleagues, our friends and our partners may sustain or break
our relationships with them. Apter is a psychologist, writer
and Fellow of Newnham College. Chaired by Sameer Rahim
of Prospect magazine.
In association with University of Cambridge

5.30pm
[107] 5.30pm tata tent £10

Michael Wolff talks to Dylan Jones
Fire and Fury
Who? What? When? Where? What?? Seriously??? Wolff’s
scathing, hilarious and terrifying revelations about the crazy
chaos of the Trump White House are likely to run and run.
In association with GQ Magazine

Armitage, the current Oxford Professor of Poetry and Hay
favourite, delivers his Oxford lecture on the connections
and contradictions between the art of song-writing and
the art of poetry, a topic brought to a head by Bob Dylan’s
recent recognition by the Swedish Academy. The paperback
edition of Simon Armitage’s eleventh volume of poetry, The
Unaccompanied, is published this month, as is Flit, a new
collection of poems with accompanying photographs taken by
the author, published by Yorkshire Sculpture Park.
Sponsored by Too Far Media
[109] 5.30pm good energy stage £8

Amanda Levete
Two Museums
Levete is a RIBA Stirling Prize-winning architect, founder and
principal of ALAMA, an international design and architecture
studio. She describes her approach to two exceptional urban
projects – the Exhibition Road project at the V&A in London,
creating a new exhibition space and re-connecting the museum
to open public space on Exhibition Road; and MAAT, the
new Museum of Art, Architecture and Technology in Lisbon,
a new outward-looking museum located on the banks of the
Tagus in Belém, the district from where the Portuguese great
explorers set off. Chaired by Amol Rajan.
Sponsored by Geberit
[110] 5.30pm GOOD ENERGY stage £7

Elif Shafak
The Philosophy of Rumi
“Stop acting so small. You are the universe in ecstatic motion”
– Rumi. Jalaluddin Rumi is one of the foremost poets of
the Sufi tradition, with a lasting influence that transcends
nationality, religion and literary genre. His poetry distils the
purest experience of love, life and God into some of the most
haunting, beautiful and profound verse ever written. The
acclaimed Turkish novelist celebrates Rumi’s philosophy of
love and life, and reflects on her own experience of Sufism,
and its impact on her work. Chaired by William Sieghart.
Programmed in partnership with Bradford Literature
Festival

01497 822 629
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7pm

7pm

[111] 5.30pm starlight stage £7

[114] 7pm oxfam moot £7

[118] 7pm bbc tent free but ticketed

Claudia Ulloa, Emiliano Monge, Laia Jufresa

Jim Broadbent and Dix

BBC Introducing: Live Session 1

Fictions: Bogotá 39

Dull Margaret

BBC Hereford and Worcester

The second of two sessions introducing the most exciting
voices of Latin American fiction, award-winning stars of the
2018 selection for Bogotá 39, and launching the Englishlanguage edition of a globally published anthology. Ulloa is
a short story writer from Peru, whose collection Little Birds
beautifully combines cruelty and tenderness. Monge’s The
Arid Sky has seen him hailed as a Mexican Cormac McCarthy.
Jufresa’s masterpiece Umami is a darkly comic portrayal of
contemporary life in Mexico City. They talk to Daniel Hahn.
Supported by Wom@rts, the Embassy of Mexico,
the Embassy of Peru

Inspired by Dulle Griet (aka Mad Meg), Pieter Bruegel’s
16th century painting of a “strong, intense woman striding
determinedly across a violent landscape”, Dull Margaret is
the first graphic novel by Academy award-winning-actor Jim
Broadbent (Harry Potter, Game of Thrones) and artist Dix
(best known for his comics in the Guardian). The Dulle Griet
painting shows a breastplated woman with a sword in one
hand in front of the mouth of hell. Broadbent uses that single,
vivid image as a launching point to explore what the rest of
Dull Margaret’s bleak existence may have been like. Chaired
by Georgina Godwin.
Sponsored by The Table

At BBC Music Introducing in Hereford & Worcester, we
support the very best new music from across the region. Since
2005 we’ve broadcast more than 1,000 sessions, helping to
showcase some of our area’s most talented musicians. We’ve
handpicked some of our favourite acts to join us on stage
at Hay. These artists didn’t even know they were being
considered – and we hope this inspires people to keep sending
in their music, because we really do listen to everything. We’d
love to see you at either our 7pm or 8.30pm sessions.
bbc.co.uk/introhw
These sessions will be broadcast throughout June on BBC
Hereford & Worcester on Saturdays at 8pm and Sundays
at 6pm.

[112] 5.30pm cube £6

Katie Harnett, Joe Todd-Stanton,
Jim Stoten, Ben Newman

[115] 7pm tata tent £8

Studio Dreams

Mandela: His Essential Life

[HD21] 5.30pm oxfam moot £7

The South African-born, anti-apartheid campaigner and
politician chronicles the life and legacy of Nelson Mandela,
from lawyer to ANC freedom fighter, from political prisoner
to President of the Rainbow Nation. He charts Madiba’s
post-office humanitarian campaigns and gives an intimate
and revealing portrait of the beloved global icon. The legacy is
more complex, and Hain examines the state of the RSA today
after Zuma’s corruption, and as Ramaphosa accedes to power.
Chaired by Sarfraz Manzoor.

Join the Nobrow magazine illustrators as they discuss their
work and how the environment in which we work affects what
we make. The Nobrow tenth anniversary magazine celebrates
70 different illustrators’ vision of their ideal workspaces, if the
sky were the limit.
‘Nobrow’ in association with East London Comic
Arts Festival

James Campbell
Stand up for Kids
A stand-up comedy show for children, their parents and
anyone who likes laughter without the rude words. Hold on
to your socks, take the banana out of your ears and enjoy the
best comedy for kids from the man who invented it. James’s
show will find The Hilariously Funny Things about everything
including pets, couscous, spaniels, making your own yoghurt,
bees and why we have hair.
6+
Sponsored by holidaycottages.co.uk

7pm
[113] 7pm baillie gifford stage £9

Ruth Rogers in conversation with Rosie Boycott
The River Café Kitchen

Table talk with the co-founder of the iconic Italian restaurant.
The kitchen Rogers created with her partner Rose Gray has
launched a constellation of chefs including Jamie Oliver,
Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall and Sam Clark of Moro.
Their attention to detail and exquisite local ingredients
also illuminate a series of elegant and deeply pleasurable
cookbooks, including most recently their anniversary
collection: River Café 30.
Sponsored by Baileys Home Store

Peter Hain

[116] 7pm good energy stage £7

Goldie talks to Gemma Cairney

[119] 7pm starlight stage £7

Stephanie Merritt talks to Olivia Cole
Fictions: Gothic

While You Sleep is a pacy psychological thriller that has
drawn comparisons with du Maurier, from the writer whose
crime fiction appears under her pseudonym S. J. Parris. On
a remote Scottish island, the McBride house stands guard
over its secrets. A century ago, a young widow and her son
died mysteriously there. For Zoe Adams, newly arrived from
America, the house offers a refuge from her failing marriage.
But her peaceful retreat is disrupted by strange and disturbing
events. The locals want her to believe that these incidents are
echoes of the McBrides’ dark past. Zoe is convinced the danger
is closer at hand, and all too real – but can she uncover the
truth before she is silenced?

All Things Remembered
This is the story of the man born Clifford J. Price – jungle’s
most streetwise ambassador who went on to collect an MBE
from Buckingham Palace. As one of Britain’s most influential
DJs, producers and record-label owners, Goldie’s contribution
to the UK rave scene in the 1990s with Metalheadz provided
the blueprint for dubstep and grime. Here is the memoir of an
extraordinary life, an explosive story of abuse, revenge, graffiti,
breakdancing, gold teeth, sawn-off shotguns, car crashes, hot
yoga, absent fatherhood and redemption through reality TV.
[117] 7pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

Maylis de Kerangal talks to Philippe Sands
Fictions: Mend The Living
The French winner of the 2017 Wellcome Book Prize
introduces her magnificent novel Mend the Living, a story
that is both intimate and epic and goes to the heart of what it
means to be human.
In association with the Wellcome Book Prize

8.30pm
[120] 8.30pm baillie gifford stage £12

Shazia Mirza
With Love From St Tropez
Following her critically acclaimed 2016, 103-date sell-out
international tour, ‘The Kardashians Made Me Do It’, Shazia
Mirza brings you her brand new stand-up show.
“After starving to death on a desert Island, I’ve changed my
mind about a few things. I knew nothing about men before,
I know an awful lot now. Men versus women, survival, and is
anyone really an atheist in the middle of a tsunami? Oh, and
the answers to everything are in The Periodic Table. A show
about lies and truth- or is that the same thing? Nudity and the
Periodic Table”, these things hold the key to the future. How
much do you wear? What do you look like, and will they let
you in? Whatever happens, don’t you dare wear more than
dental floss on a French beach.
Sponsored by TotalProduce
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8.30pm
[121] 8.30pm good energy stage £7

[125] 9.30pm tata tent £18

David France talks to Philippe Sands

David Baddiel

Baillie Gifford Prize Lecture:
How to Survive a Plague

My Family: Not The Sitcom

A conversation between the winners of the 2016 and 2017
Baillie Gifford Prize for non-fiction. France tells Sands the
riveting, powerful and profoundly moving story of the AIDS
epidemic and the grass-roots movement of activists, many of
them facing their own life-or-death struggles, who grabbed
the reins of scientific research to help develop the drugs that
turned HIV from a mostly fatal infection to a manageable
disease. Around the globe, the 15.8 million people taking antiAIDS drugs today are alive thanks to their efforts.
[122] 8.30pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £8

Emmeline Armitage, Anthony Anaxagorou,
Zena Edwards, Sabrina Mahfouz, Sophie
McKeand, Rufus Mufasa and Akala
The Hay Slam
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9.30pm

Our Hay Poetry Slam is hosted by 2017 SLAMbassador
Emmeline Armitage and will feature three of the most
celebrated performers of the international spoken word
circuit – Antonio Anaxagorou, Zena Edwards and Sabrina
Mahfouz, the Young People’s Laureate and Creative Wales
award-winning Sophie McKeand, and the legendary poet and
performer Akala.
[123] 8.30pm bbc tent free but ticketed

BBC Introducing: Live Session 2
BBC Hereford and Worcester
At BBC Music Introducing in Hereford & Worcester, we
support the very best new music from across the region. Since
2005 we’ve broadcast more than 1,000 sessions, helping to
showcase some of our area’s most talented musicians. We’ve
handpicked some of our favourite acts to join us on stage
at Hay. These artists didn’t even know they were being
considered – and we hope this inspires people to keep sending
in their music, because we really do listen to everything.
bbc.co.uk/introhw
These sessions will be broadcast throughout June on BBC
Hereford & Worcester on Saturdays at 8pm and Sundays at
6pm.
[124] 8.30pm starlight stage £7

Josephine and the Artizans
HipHopera
This thrilling seven-piece band fuse hip hop and classical
music with a mix of classical strings, operatic vocals, heavy
beats and energetic rap. The band’s energy is infectious:
audiences dance, jump and join in with moves and lyrical
hooks. They come to Hay after a festival tour that included
Glasto, Womad and Camp Bestival.

Following two critically acclaimed West End runs, the
comedian brings his Olivier-nominated one-man show to Hay.
This is a show about memory, ageing, infidelity, dysfunctional
relatives, moral policing on social media, golf and gay cats.
A massively disrespectful celebration of the lives of David
Baddiel’s late sex-mad mother, Sarah, and dementia-ridden
father, Colin. Come and be offended on David’s behalf!
Sponsored by The Rhydspence Inn

9.45pm
[126] 9.45pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £8

Peter Florence
The Pity of War
A reading of Norman Florence’s award-winning play about
the poet Wilfred Owen MC, who was killed in action on
4 November 1918. The full production toured the world
between 1983 and 1995.
Ticket money will go towards funding to extend the opening
hours of Hay Public Library

10pm
[127] 10pm oxfam moot £15

Catrin Finch and Seckou Keita
SOAR
This sublime, critically acclaimed collaboration between two
adventurous virtuoso musicians – Welsh harpist Catrin Finch
and Senegalese kora player Seckou Keita – delivers a stunning
exhibition of world-class musicianship. Their second album
SOAR takes flight on the wings of the osprey, the magnificent
bird of prey recently returned to Wales after centuries of
absence, which makes its annual 3,000-mile migration from
the coasts of West Africa to the estuaries of Wales, soaring like
music and dreams over man-made borders, in an innate and
epic journey of endurance. Entrancing, mesmeric, intricate
and ethereal, this is remarkable music and a thrilling live
experience.
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“Whether as a speaker or attendee, I
almost always come away from events
buzzing with ideas, not just in terms of
story subjects but in terms of technique
or motivation.”
LISA McINERNEY
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10am

MONDAY 28 MAY

10am

10am

[128] 10am baillie gifford stage £7

[131] 10am starlight stage £8

[134] 10am richard booth’s bookshop cinema £7

Kate Raworth

Rachael Jolley, Paul Caruana Galizia,
Caroline Muscat with Katya Adler

Robert Minhinnick and Eamon Bourke

The Index on Censorship Platform The Death of Daphne Caruana Galizia
and the Truth About Malta

Director Eamon Bourke’s film Diary of The Last Man delves
deep into the themes of Minhinnick’s poetry in search of the
man himself. Combining poetry, performance, interview and
layered imagery, the film explores the many identities of the
poet, real and imagined. A beautiful, strange and meditative
film, it brings the landscapes of Minhinnick’s home into
sharp focus, revealing some of the hidden places at the core of
his writing and offers a glimpse of the inner workings of the
poet. The film Diary of the Last Man is screened, following an
introduction by Eamon Bourke. As the film finishes, Robert
Minhinnick takes to the stage to perform poetry from his
2017 T.S. Eliot Prize shortlisted collection of the same title,
Diary of the Last Man.

Seeds of the 21st Century Economy
A successful economy in the 21st century will be one that
meets the needs of all within the means of the planet – but
how can it be done? Raworth explores stories from cities and
enterprises worldwide that are pioneering new economic
designs. What does it take to make a city regenerative? Can
business be designed to distribute, rather than concentrate,
the value created? Where is it happening and what are the
challenges facing the front-runners? Raworth is the author of
Doughnut Economics.
Sponsored by Triodos Bank
[129] 10am tata tent £7

Fiona Sampson

The journalist Daphne Caruana Galizia investigated
corruption in the Maltese government for decades in the
face of intimidation, libel threats and persecution. She was
assassinated in a car bomb attack on 16 October 2017. The
editor of Index on Censorship is joined by Daphne’s son Paul
and her fellow Maltese journalist Caroline Muscat of The Shift
News. They talk to the BBC’s Europe Editor.
In association with Index on Censorship, supported by
WOM@RTS

In Search of Mary Shelley:
The Girl Who Wrote Frankenstein

[132] 10am llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

Mary Shelley was brought up by her father in a house filled
with radical thinkers, poets, philosophers and writers of the
day. Aged 16, she eloped with Percy Bysshe Shelley, embarking
on a relationship that was lived on the move across Britain
and Europe, as she coped with debt, infidelity and the deaths
of three children, before early widowhood changed her life for
ever. Most astonishingly, it was while she was still a teenager
that Mary composed her canonical novel Frankenstein,
which was published exactly 200 years ago. In this fascinating
dialogue with the past, Sampson sifts through letters, diaries
and records to find the real woman behind the story.

Shapeshifters: On Medicine and Human Change

[130] 10am oxfam moot £7

Jamie Bartlett and Damian Tambini
talk to Matt Stadlen
The Internet: This is for Everyone? Really?

Tambini’s book Digital Dominance: The Power of Google,
Amazon, Facebook and Apple shows how these corporations
have accumulated power in ways that existing regulatory and
intellectual frameworks struggle to comprehend. A consensus
is emerging that the power of these new digital monopolies
is unprecedented, and that it has important implications for
journalism, politics and society. Bartlett’s The People vs. Tech:
How the Internet Is Killing Democracy (And How We Save
It) asks what does that mean for democracy, our delicately
balanced system of government that was created long before
big data, total information and artificial intelligence? The
author of The Dark Net and Radicals argues that through our
unquestioning embrace of big tech, the building blocks of
democracy are slowly being removed. The middle class is being
eroded, sovereign authority and civil society are weakened, and
we citizens are losing our critical faculties, maybe even our free
will. Chaired by Matt Stadlen of LBC.

Gavin Francis
The writer and doctor considers the transformations in mind
and body that continue across the arc of human life. Some
of these changes we have little choice about. We can’t avoid
puberty, the menopause or our hair turning grey. Others
may be welcome milestones along our path – a much-wanted
pregnancy, a cancer cured or a long-awaited transition to
another gender. We may find ourselves turning down dark
paths, towards the cruel distortions of anorexia, or the shifting
sands of memory loss. New technologies and medicine have
unprecedented power to alter our lives, but that power has
limitations.
[133] 10am bbc tent free but ticketed

The Listening Service
BBC Radio 3
BBC Radio 3’s weekly journey of imagination and insight
explores how to write for children. What are the parallels
between great children’s literature and music written for
young people? From Debussy to Prokofiev, Bizet to Britten,
childhood has fascinated some of the greatest composers. How
does their approach compare to the likes of Lewis Carroll,
Judith Kerr and Michael Morpurgo? And how ‘childish’ are
some of the most complex works of music and literature?
Joining presenter Tom Service to answer those questions at
the piano is the composer and pianist Richard Sisson who
wrote the score for Alan Bennett’s The History Boys at The
National Theatre and the Royal Shakespeare Company’s
Goodnight Children Everywhere.
Broadcast on Sunday 3 June at 5pm on BBC Radio 3

Diary of The Last Man

[135] 10am meet at hay festival main entrance
for bus £15

Alan Bowring
Wayfaring: Geopark
The Geopark expert for the Brecon Beacons National Park
will be sharing some of the geological wonders of the park and
the stories behind the landscape close to Hay.
Bus will take you to Geopark and returns to Hay Festival
by 12.30pm
[HD22] 10am good energy stage £6

Nick Sharratt
You Choose in Space
Join the illustrator and author on an intergalactic adventure
as he celebrates his fabulous new picture-book You Choose in
Space. He will be doing lots of drawing, playing Space-themed
games and you can help him invent some brand new Space
creatures. Fancy dress encouraged – astronauts and Space
monsters are most welcome.
3+

11.30am
[136] 11.30am oxfam moot £7

Stig Abell talks to Amol Rajan
How Britain Really Works: Understanding
the Ideas and Institutions of a Nation
Britain is a State that chose Brexit, rejects immigration but
is dependent on it, is getting older but less healthy, is more
demanding of public services but less willing to pay for them,
is tired of intervention abroad but wants to remain a global
authority. We have an over-stretched, free health service
(an idea from the 1940s that may not survive the 2020s),
overcrowded prisons, a military without an evident purpose, an
education system the envy of none of the Western world. How
did we get here and where are we going? Abell is editor of the
Times Literary Supplement. Rajan is the BBC’s Media Editor.
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11.30am

11.30am

1pm

[137] 11.30am baillie gifford stage £7

[hd24] 11.30am llwyfan cymru – wales stage £6

[144] 1pm good energy stage £7

Edith Hall, Shazia Mirza, Allison Pearson,
Elif Shafak, Sharlene Teo, Gabrielle Walker

Will Mabbitt

Mariana Mazzucato talks to Dharshini David

#Vote100Books

Embassy of the Dead
The writer introduces the first title in his spookily thrilling
new series. Everything about Embassy of the Dead is terrifying
as Jake discovers when he opens a strange box and finds a
severed finger inside. How will he escape being dragged into
the Eternal Void? Join the discussion on creating a world
where the living meet the dead.
9+

The Value of Everything: Making and
Taking in the Global Economy

An all-star book group of Hay writers gather to recommend
books for our #Vote100Books campaign. We want a new
library of 100 great books by women that have inspired readers
over the past century. Which books would you want to add
to this library? Books have liberated and empowered people,
books have enabled readers to imagine the world to be braver,
more equal and more dynamic. Democracy is vulnerable to
cynicism. Books offer empathy and hope.
In association with The Pool
[138] 11.30am good energy stage £7

Lucy Delap
Cambridge Series 9: Men and Feminism
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1pm
[141] 1pm oxfam moot £8

Edith Hall
Aristotle’s Way: How Ancient Wisdom
Can Change Your Life

Can men respond to feminism? In the era of Trump,
Weinstein, #metoo and #timesup, feminist anger has reached
a crescendo, and it is not for the first time. Delap looks at past
efforts by women to get men to listen, and attempts by men
to reshape masculinity in 20th century Britain. Dr Delap is a
lecturer in Modern British History.
In association with University of Cambridge

Aristotle was an extraordinary thinker, perhaps the greatest in
history. Yet he was preoccupied by an ordinary question: how
to be happy. His deepest belief was that we can all be happy
in a meaningful, sustained way – and he led by example. Life
deals the same challenges in ancient Greece or the modern
world. Aristotle’s way is not to apply rules, it’s about engaging
with the texture of existence, and striding purposefully
towards a life well lived. Chaired by Charlotte Higgins.

[139] 11.30am starlight stage £7

[142] 1pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £8

Kevin Powers talks to Claire Armitstead
Fictions: A Shout in the Ruins

Following his hugely celebrated debut novel, The Yellow Birds,
Powers returns to the battlefield and its aftermath, this time
in his native Virginia, just before and during the Civil War
and then 90 years later. The novel pinpoints with unerring
emotional depth the nature of random violence, the necessity
of love and compassion, and the fragility and preciousness
of life.
[140] 11.30am bbc tent free but ticketed

Tonight at Hay
BBC Radio Wales
A round-up of highlights from Hay Festival on the national
radio station for Wales presented by GQ editor, Dylan Jones.
[hd23] 11.30am tata tent £7

Judith Kerr talks to Clemency Burton-Hill
Fifty years of The Tiger who Came to Tea
The 94-year-old author’s creation celebrates its fiftieth
anniversary this year. The writer discusses its enduring
appeal and her long career as a writer and illustrator with the
broadcaster, musician and novelist.
6-Adult
Sponsored by Addyman Books

Allison Pearson talks to Stephanie Merritt
Fictions: How Hard Can It Be?
Kate Reddy is counting down the days until she is 50, but not
in a good way. Fifty, in Kate’s mind, equals invisibility. And
with hormones that have her in shackles, teenage children who
need her but won’t talk to her and ailing parents who aren’t
coping, Kate is in the middle of a sandwich that she isn’t even
allowed to eat because of the calories. The long-awaited sequel
to the bestselling comedy I Don’t Know How She Does It is just
as funny and wise, and unputdownable.

Who really creates wealth in our world? And how do we
decide the value of what they do? In her penetrating and
passionate new book, the UCL Professor of Economics
proposes that if we are to reform capitalism – radically to
transform an increasingly sick system rather than continue
feeding it – we urgently need to rethink where wealth comes
from. Which activities create it, which extract it, which
destroy it?
[145] 1pm bbc tent free but ticketed

Tonight at Hay
BBC Radio Wales
A round-up of highlights from Hay Festival on the national
radio station for Wales presented by GQ editor, Dylan Jones.
[146] 1pm st mary’s church £9

Sophie Daneman (soprano) and
Simon Lepper (piano)
BBC Radio 3 Lunchtime Recitals 1
The first of four recitals broadcast from Hay this week.
Felix Mendelssohn’s Auf Flugeln des Gesanges, Pagenlied,
Suleika 1 Op.57, No.3, Ferne Op.9, No.9, Neue Liebe
Op.19A, No.4; Fanny Mendelssohn Die Mainacht, Verlust,
Wanderlied; Johanna Muller-Hermann Vier Lieder Op.2,
Robert Schumann Waldszenen, Op.82; Felix Mendelssohn’s
Die Liebende schreibt, Op.86, No.3, Die Freundin, Suleika
2, Op.34, No.4, Winterlied, Op.19A, No.3, Scheidend, Op.9,
No.6.
Recorded for Broadcast on BBC Radio 3; please arrive in
good time.
[HD25] 1pm tata tent £8

[143] 1pm baillie gifford stage £7

Jacqueline Wilson

Tara Westover talks to David Runciman

Rose Rivers – Hetty Feather Series

Educated

Join us for an afternoon with the much-loved author and
discover how she started her writing career and created some
of her most popular characters, then hear about her brand new
book, Rose Rivers.
There will be signed bookplates available for book sales in the
Bookshop.
9+

Westover’s memoir Educated is fast achieving the status of a
contemporary classic. She grew up in a remote corner of the
American West preparing for the End of Days, watching for
the sun to darken, for the moon to drip as if with blood. She
hadn’t been registered for a birth certificate. She had no school
records because she’d never set foot in a classroom, and no
medical records because her father didn’t believe in doctors or
hospitals. According to the state and federal government she
didn’t exist. As she grew older, her father became more radical
and her brother more violent. At 16 Tara decided to educate
herself. Her struggle for knowledge would take her far from
the Idaho mountains, over oceans and across continents, to
Harvard and to Cambridge. Only then would she wonder if
she’d travelled too far. If there was still a way home.
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1pm

2.30pm

[HD26] 1pm starlight stage £6

[149] 2.30pm good energy stage £7

[151] 4pm tata tent £15

Ed Vere

Tishani Doshi and Owen Sheers

Margaret Atwood

How to Be a Lion

Poetry: Wales – India

The Handmaid’s Tale

You don’t need to roar to be heard... Join author and
illustrator Ed Vere for a fantastic storytelling event celebrating
daydreamers, quiet courage and the importance of being true
to yourself. Ed will be live drawing characters from his new
book and introducing children to the charms of Leonard the
Lion and his best friend Marianne, who just happens to be
a duck. A fun, thought-provoking and interactive event for
children and their parents!
3+

Doshi launches her third collection of poems Girls Are
Coming out of the Woods. “Doshi combines artistic elegance
with a visceral power to create a breathtaking panorama
of danger, memory, beauty and the strange geographies of
happiness. This is essential, immediate, urgent work and
Doshi is that rare thing, an unashamed visionary” – PBS.
Sheers reprises his landmark Reformations poem, The Men
You’ll Meet, addressed to his daughters.
Sponsored by The Poetry Bookshop

2.30pm

[150] 2.30pm starlight stage £7

[147] 2.30pm oxfam moot £7

Dharshini David talks to Guto Harri
The Almighty Dollar
From a shopping trip in suburban Texas, via China’s central
bank, Nigerian railroads, the oilfields of Iraq and beyond, the
economist and broadcaster follows the incredible journey
of a single dollar to reveal the truths behind what we see on
the news every day, and to see how the global economy really
works. Why would a nation build a bridge on the other side of
the planet? Why is China the world’s biggest manufacturer –
and the USA its biggest customer? Is free trade really a
good thing?
[148] 2.30pm baillie gifford stage £8

Nigel Shadbolt
The Digital Ape: How to Live (in Peace)
With Smart Machines
The smart-machines revolution is re-shaping our lives and
our societies. Shadbolt dispels terror, confusion and misconception. We are not about to be elbowed aside by a rebel army
of super-intelligent robots of our own creation. We were using
tools before we became homo sapiens, and will continue to
control them. How we exercise that control – in our private
lives, in employment, in politics – and make the best of the
wonderful opportunities, will determine our collective future
well-being. Shadbolt is one of the UK’s foremost computer
scientists. He is a leading researcher in artificial intelligence,
a Professor of Computer Science at the University of
Oxford, and chairman of the Open Data Institute, which he
co-founded with Tim Berners-Lee.
Part of the Tata Pioneering with Purpose Series

Janice Pariat and Lena Andersson
Fictions: Love Stories

Pariat’s captivating novel, The Nine-Chambered Heart, is a
kaleidoscopic story of one woman as seen through the eyes
of those she has loved or been loved by. To read Andersson’s
tale of an adulterous affair, Acts of Infidelity, is to dive inside
the mind of a brilliant, infuriating friend – her lovers’
entanglements and arguments are the stuff of relationship
nightmares: cutting, often cruel, and written with razor-sharp
humour. Chaired by Rosie Goldsmith.
[hd27] 2.30pm tata tent £9

Michael Morpurgo in conversation
with Peter Florence
The Director of Hay Festival talks to the author of War Horse
and Private Peaceful. They discuss in particular his latest
book Flamingo Boy, set during the Second World War in
the Camargue region of France. The book is inspired by his
grandson.
Family
Sponsored by Serious Readers
[HD28] 2.30pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £6

Frances Hardinge talks to Georgina Godwin
A Skinful of Shadows
A unique opportunity to hear from the author of the Costa
Award-winning The Lie Tree, as she talks about her new novel,
an historical tale of a mysterious family’s hidden secrets, and a
young girl’s quest to shape her own destiny.
12+

4pm

The Canadian writer discusses her 1985 dystopian masterpiece
with Peter Florence.
See also event 205 and event 189
In association with Waterstones
[152] 4pm oxfam moot £7

David Runciman
How Democracy Ends
Democracy has died hundreds of times, all over the world.
We think we know what that looks like: chaos descends and
the military arrives to restore order until the people can be
trusted to look after their own affairs again. However, there
is a danger that this picture is out of date. Until very recently,
most citizens of Western democracies would have imagined
that the end was a long way off, and very few would have
thought it might be happening before their eyes. Runciman,
one of the UK’s leading professors of politics, answers all this
and more as he surveys the political landscape of the West,
helping us to spot the new signs of a collapsing democracy
and advising on what could come next. Chaired by Sarfraz
Manzoor.
[153] 4pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

Tony Parsons talks to Dylan Jones
Fictions: Girl on Fire
The novelist introduces the new thriller in his best-selling
DC Max Wolfe series. He starts with terrorists using a drone
to bring down a plane on one of London’s busiest shopping
centres, and then…
[154] 4pm good energy stage £7

Jonathan D Quick
The End of Epidemics: The Looming Threat
to Humanity and How To Stop It
AIDS. Ebola. Bird flu. SARS. These and other epidemics
have wiped out millions of lives and cost the global economy
billions of dollars. Experts predict that the next big epidemic is
just around the corner. But are we prepared for it? And could
we actually prevent it? Somewhere out there, a super virus is
boiling up in the bloodstream of a bird, bat, monkey or pig,
preparing to jump to a human being. This as-yet-undetected
germ has the potential to kill more than 300 million people.
That risk makes the threat posed by a ground war, a massive
climate event, or even the dropping of a nuclear bomb on a
major city pale in comparison. But there is hope. The doctor
and Harvard instructor explains the science and the politics
of combatting epidemics and tells the stories of the heroes
who’ve succeeded in their fights to stop the spread of illness
and death.
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4pm

5.30pm

[155] 4pm bbc tent free but ticketed

[157] 5.30pm good energy stage £9

[161] 5.30pm bbc tent free but ticketed

Sylvia Plath: Life Under the Bell Jar

Jocelyn Bell Burnell talks to Rosie Boycott
A Quaker Life

Sylvia Plath: Life Under the Bell Jar:
Preview Screening

BBC Two
Film-maker Teresa Griffiths and academic and writer Dr
Tim Kendall discuss the challenges of making a new film
about Plath’s iconic novel, The Bell Jar. It includes interviews
with her few remaining friends and contemporaries and her
daughter Frieda Hughes. Followed by Q&A
A Yeti Television Production for BBC

A conversation about how her Quaker faith has informed
the life and work of one of the world’s greatest scientists,
celebrated for her discovery of pulsars when she was a
postgraduate student in 1967, and now the Oxford Professor
of Astrophysics.
In partnership with Quakers in Britain

[HD29] 4pm baillie gifford stage £7

[158] 5.30pm oxfam moot £7

Robin Ince and Christopher Edge

Will Hutton and Andrew Adonis

Science in Stories: The Infinite Lives of
Maisie Day and How to Build a Universe Part I

Saving Britain: What Europe Does for Us
and How to Keep the Best of It

Join the stand-up comedian and presenter of BBC Radio
4’s The Infinite Monkey Cage, and the author of The Many
Worlds of Albie Bright, as they tackle questions of science and
creativity, puzzling over mysteries such as black holes, the
Big Bang and the nature of reality as explored in their books
The Infinite Lives of Maisie Day and How to Build a Universe
Part I.
9+
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5.30pm

[HD30] 4pm starlight stage £6

Steve Lenton and Tracey Corderoy
Shifty McGifty and Slippery Sam
Join the creators of the lovable ex-robbers turned bakers,
Shifty McGifty and Slippery Sam. Hear all about their latest
adventures in this fun-packed event full of storytelling, fun
participation and laugh-out-loud games.
6+

5.30pm
[156] 5.30pm tata tent £8

Simon Schama
The Founders Lecture: Humanity
The historian celebrates the formative role art and creativity
have played in the forging of humanity itself across empires,
cultures and time. In an age of profound hostility and
manipulation, he proposes that artistic imagination is our best
hope for empathy and understanding, as it has always been.
Chaired by Stig Abell.
The landmark BBC series Civilisations is available on iPlayer.
The Lecture is given in the names of Norman Florence and
Rhoda Lewis, who wrangled the Hay Festival into being.
Sponsored by The Hay Makers

The former Observer editor and the politician and writer say
the EU is a success story despite its frailties. It has guaranteed
fundamental human freedoms and provided economic
prosperity and order. They argue that Britain is abandoning
four centuries of being part of the European diplomatic order
for illusory gains and actual losses.
[159] 5.30pm baillie gifford stage £7

BBC Two

A new film about Sylvia’s Plath’s The Bell Jar in which her
friends and contemporaries tell the real story of that ‘queer
sultry summer’ of 1953 and which looks at the lives of women
in 1950s America. Introduced by the film-maker Teresa
Griffiths.
A Yeti Television Production for BBC
[162] 5.30pm compass £7

Clive Wilkins talks to Nicky Clayton
Cambridge Series 10: The Moustachio Quartet –
An Exploration of Memory
This series of novels, written by the artist-in-residence in
Psychology at University of Cambridge, explores the subjective
experience of thinking and the fundamental role that
storytelling plays in understanding our past and determining
our futures. Clayton is Professor of Comparative Cognition.
In association with University of Cambridge

Anthony McCarten talks to Francine Stock

[HD31] 5.30pm starlight stage £6

Hawking, Churchill, Screenplay

Juno Dawson

The BAFTA-winning and Oscar-nominated screenwriter
of The Theory of Everything and Darkest Hour talks about
his work and the two great men at the centre of his most
celebrated films, Stephen Hawking and Winston Churchill.
[160] 5.30pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

Jacek Dehnel, Mick Kitson and Sharlene Teo

Clean
The top YA author is widely recognised for her skill in writing
powerful stories that include some of the most difficult issues
facing YA readers today. Clean is a gripping and moving story
that realistically tackles a broad range of issues including drug
addiction, gender identity and mental health.
14+

Fictions: The New Generation
A conversation and reading with three of the most
extraordinary young talents in international fiction. Dehnel’s
Lala is a lyrical and moving Polish family saga set against
the turbulent backdrop of 20th century Europe. Lala is an
independent woman who has survived some of the most
turbulent events of her times. As she senses the first signs
of dementia, she battles to keep her memories alive through
her stories, telling her grandson tales of a life filled with love,
betrayal and extraordinary acts of courage. Kitson’s debut
Sal is a disturbing, uplifting story of survival, of the kindness
of strangers, and the irrepressible power of sisterly love; a
love that can lead us to do extraordinary and unimaginable
things. Set in Singapore, and spanning 50 years, Teo’s Ponti is
a sweeping story of three women and the guilt that ties them
to each other. Teo was the winner of the inaugural Deborah
Rogers Foundation award in 2016. Chaired by Georgina
Godwin.

7pm
[163] 7pm oxfam moot £10

Adrian Bradshaw talks to Nik Gowing
Russia, ISIL and Other Defence and Security
Challenges – The Need for Better Strategy
General Sir Adrian Bradshaw has just stepped down as
Deputy Supreme Commander of NATO, having also served
as Director of the SAS, and taken a key strategic role in the
campaign against Daesh/ISIL. He talks to Nik Gowing,
author of Thinking the Unthinkable: A New Imperative for
Leadership in the Digital Age.
Sponsored by FW Golesworthy & Sons
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7pm

7pm

[164] 7pm baillie gifford stage £7

[168] 7pm good energy stage £7

[170] 8.30pm oxfam moot £12

Hilary Cottam

William Sieghart and Friends

Rachel Parris

The Inaugural Octavia Hill Lecture
Radical Help: How we can Remake the
Relationships Between us and Revolutionise
the Welfare State

The Poetry Pharmacy – The Hay Readings
Tried and True Prescriptions for the Heart,
Mind and Soul

It’s Fun to Pretend

The Welfare State was revolutionary: it lifted thousands out of
poverty, provided decent homes, good education and security.
But it is out of kilter now: an elaborate and expensive system
of managing needs and risks. Today we face new challenges.
Our resources have changed. How should we live: how should
we care for one another; grow our capabilities to work, to
learn, to love and fully realise our potential? Cottam is a social
entrepreneur and the founder of Participle. Prior to that she
worked as an urban poverty specialist at the World Bank.
Chaired by Justin Albert, Director of National Trust Wales.
The lecture is given in the name of the great social reformer
and founder of the National Trust.
In association with National Trust Wales
[165] 7pm starlight stage £7

Eric Ngalle Charles and Owen Sheers
The Last Ritual
A performance of the new one-man play by the
Cameroon-born playwright and actor, now a Creative Wales
Fellow, is followed by a conversation with Owen Sheers about
the work and Charles’ extraordinary life. The Last Ritual is
based on the author’s last days in the village of Small Soppo
in Buea, Cameroon. It looks at love and ultimate betrayal,
exploring the theme of witchcraft and the practice of it.
Presented by Wales PEN Cymru
[166] 7pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

Aardman’s Dan Binns and Ally Lewis
Trans.MISSION 2: Clean Air
What happens when you bring together two people at the
top of their game but from different spheres? Lewis is an
atmospheric chemist and works for the National Centre for
Atmospheric Science (NCAS) and the University of York.
His main research focus is air pollution and how to detect
chemicals in the atmosphere. Binns is a commercials director
at Aardman, the multi-award-winning studio, creators of
Wallace & Gromit. They have collaborated to create an
original piece of work that will explore the issues around air
pollution. The Trans.MISSION project was created to bring
science and culture together with the aim of communicating
cutting-edge science to new audiences through new methods.
This is a collaboration between Hay Festival and the Natural
Environment Research Council (NERC)

Sometimes only a poem will do. The founder of National
Poetry Day and The Forward Prize offers poetic prescriptions
and wise words of advice to give comfort, delight and
inspiration for all; a space for reflection, and that precious
realisation – I’m not the only one who feels like this. Whether
you are suffering from loneliness, lack of courage, heartbreak,
hopelessness, or even from an excess of ego, there is something
here to ease your pain. With readings of the poems by actors
and commentary by Sieghart. Full cast to be announced on
20 May.
[HD32] 7pm compass £6

Jon Dovey, Tom Abba, Dan Franklin,
Joanna Walsh
Ambient Literature and the Future of Storytelling
Join the Ambient Literature team and their guests for a
discussion exploring the role that digital technologies can play
in creating literary experiences that go beyond the page. The
ubiquitous smartphone and new digital platforms offer writers
and designers the opportunity to explore how we might
incorporate new technologies and new stories.
14-Adult

8.30pm

Viral sensation Rachel Parris, star of BBC’s The Mash Report,
presents a comedy show packed with stand-up, song, sketch
and, inevitably, a sideways swipe at society. “Tears of laughter...
endearingly frank and funny” – Guardian.
Sponsored by The River Café, Glasbury
[171] 8.30pm starlight stage £7

Martin Griffiths
Dark Land, Dark Skies
The astronomer subverts conventional astronomical thought
by eschewing the classical naming of constellations and
investigating Welsh and Celtic naming. Ancient peoples
around the world placed their own myths and legends in the
heavens, though these have tended to become lost behind
the dominant use of classical cultural stories to name stars.
In many cases it is a result of a literary culture displacing an
oral culture. Griffiths has researched past use of Welsh heroes
from the Mabinogion in the naming of constellations and his
new book is both an interesting, provocative combination
of a new perspective on Welsh mythology and an
astronomy guidebook.
Sponsored by Wales Cottage Holidays
[172] 8.30pm st mary’s church £7

Barney Norris and David Owen Norris
8.30pm
[169] 8.30pm tata tent £15

Les Amazones d’Afrique
The supergroup of great West African women musicians
raise the Bank Holiday Monday roof with a spectacular and
glorious concert. Their exuberant harmonies and sublime
rhythms make for a perfect celebration.
Mamani Keita (vocal), Rokia Kone (vocal), Awa Sangho
(vocal), Joseph Palmer (drums), Mariam Kone (backing vocal),
Mamadou Diakite (guitar) and Llorens Barcelo (Keys).
Their first album Republique Amazone is out now on the Real
World label.
Hosted by Georgia Ruth for BBC Radio 3’s Music Planet
and recorded as live for broadcast on BBC Radio 3 on 1 June.

The Wellspring
How does the culture of our past shape and speak to the
present? And how might a richer understanding of where we
have come from help us discover where we’re heading now?
The novelist and playwright Barney Norris and the pianist,
composer and broadcaster David Owen Norris explore these
questions in The Wellspring, a new book of interviews on
music and cultural inheritance. Uniquely placed, as father
and son artists, to engage with the question of how things are
passed on, they meet at Hay to explore the way a life is formed
by what has come before, and the way we form that past as we
go through our lives.
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“Hay always has a unique buzz,
but to see so many screen-fixated
teenagers fired up by literature was
an inspiration.”
DANIEL MORDEN
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9am
[450] 9am meet at hay festival main entrance for
bus £13.50

Maesllwch Farm Walk
Dairy farming has been much in the news recently: come to
Andrew and Rachel Giles’ farm with local vet Barney Sampson
to see how their herd of dairy cows produce most of their milk
from grass. Visitors can enter the milking parlour and help to
milk some of the cows, as well as see the young calves. Learn
how the cows are fed and find out how their four stomachs
enable them to digest grass. Samples of dairy products will
be provided for tasting and a cheese maker will demonstrate
their craft.
A minimum age of eight is required to take part in this
expedition. On the day please wear walking boots or
wellingtons and waterproof clothing in case of inclement
weather. These are visits to real working farms and are suitable
for anyone interested in learning more about food and
farming. Families are welcome but children must be supervised
at all times.

10am
[173] 10am tata tent £8

Philippe Sands
The PEN Hay Lecture: Words, Memory
and Imagination - 1945 and Today
The human rights lawyer, author of East West Street
and President of English PEN examines the state of the
contemporary world in the context of the convulsive traumas
of the 20th century that resonate today across Europe, Asia,
America and the Middle East. How do we find the language to
tell these truths? What do we say? And how might we listen?
[174] 10am good energy stage £7

Alice Rawsthorn
Design as an Attitude

At a time when so many aspects of our lives are changing
at a relentless speed and on an unprecedented scale, design
is increasingly seen as a way to help us benefit from the
opportunities created by those changes (and to avoid their
dangers). One of the world’s leading design and culture
commentators maps with resourcefulness and creativity how
design is responding to an age of intense economic, political
and ecological instability. Public interest is soaring as a
new generation of designers is using advanced technologies
to pursue their political and environmental objectives in
increasingly ambitious projects, as well as to reinvent the
objects and spaces we use every day.
Sponsored by Hay Castle Trust

TUESDAY 29 MAY

10am
[175] 10am llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

Oliver Bullough with Chibundu Onuzo
and Matthew T. Page
Kleptoscope: Nigeria

Journalist and author Oliver Bullough brings his popular
Kleptoscope series to Hay to discuss why and how so much
money is stolen from the world’s poorest countries, and what
we can do about it. Nigerian novelist Onuzo talks about how
she put corruption at the heart of her brilliant second novel
Welcome to Lagos; former US intelligence agent and foreign
affairs expert Matthew T. Page is the author of Nigeria: What
Everyone Needs to Know – a guide to the oil-rich African state,
plagued by corruption and Boko Haram, home to many of the
world’s greatest writers.
[176] 10am oxfam moot £7

Diane Reay, Alex Beard, Margaret White
Every Child: Access, Miseducation

What constitutes a good education? Why are less advantaged
children still faring so much worse than more affluent pupils?
And what we can do to achieve a fairer system? Diane Reay,
author of Miseducation, grew up in a working class, coal
mining community before becoming an inner city, primary
school teacher for 20 years. She is now emeritus Professor
of Education at the University of Cambridge and visiting
Professor of Sociology at the LSE. In his Natural Born
Learners, the Teach for All pioneer Alex Beard leads us from
the crowded corridors of a London comprehensive to the
high-tech halls of Silicon Valley, through the exam factories
of South Korea and the inclusive classrooms of Finland to
reveal that today we stand on the cusp of a learning revolution.
Margaret White has distilled a lifetime of teaching experience
into A Good Education – a study that keeps the individual
child at the heart of the discussion, focusing on every pupil’s
worth, identity, interactions and development. Chaired by
Dylan Moore, Creative Wales Hay Festival International
Fellow/Cymrawd Rhyngwladol Cymru Greadigol – Gwyl y
Gelli for 2018.
[177] 10am bbc tent free but ticketed

Asian Network’s Big Debate
BBC Asian Network LIVE

Discussion and debate on the big issues affecting British
Asians, broadcast live from Hay.

10am
[178] 10am meet at hay festival main entrance
for bus £15

Kathryn Hurlock
Wayfaring: Craswall
Following the publication of The Welsh and the Medieval
World: Travel, Migration and Exile, Dr Kathryn Hurlock
talks about medieval movement and travel through Wales and
the Welsh Marches. Having published widely on crusading
and pilgrimage, she looks at Welsh and Marcher engagement
in religious travel in the area, their responses to it in literature
and oral culture, and the ways in which they engaged with, and
understood, the world (both the natural and the man-made)
through which they passed. After the talk, Ron Shoesmith,
archaeologist, will lead a guided walk around Craswall Priory,
founded by Walter de Lacy c1225, and belonging to the
French Order of Grandmont.
Bus will take you to Craswell Church and returns to Hay
Festival by 1pm
[hd33] 10am baillie gifford stage £6

Adam Frost
Animal Quiz
The author of The Awesome Book of Animals wants to know
if you share his passion for the animal kingdom. Join him to
discover some of the wildest facts about the creatures that
share our planet and test your knowledge in a fun quiz.
6+
[HD34] 10am starlight stage £6

Zeb Soanes and James Mayhew
Gaspard the Fox

This is a charming and humorous picture-book celebrating
urban foxes and their relationship with the humans and
animals with whom they share the city. Hear about them from
the BBC broadcaster and author, and learn how to draw one
with the illustrator. Book signing includes a paw-print from
Gaspard.
3+
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11.30am

1pm

[179] 11.30am baillie gifford stage £7

[182] 11.30am good energy stage £7

[183] 1pm tata tent £8

Emma Gannon talks to Clemency Burton-Hill

Don Paterson

John Julius Norwich

The Multi-Hyphen Method: Work Less,
Create More, and Design a Career
That Works For You

The Poem: Lyric, Sign, Metre

FRANCE

The award-winning blogger/social media editor/podcast
creator teaches that it doesn’t matter if you’re a part-time
PA with a blog, or a nurse who runs an online store in the
evenings – whatever your ratio, whatever your mixture, we
can all channel our own entrepreneurial spirit to live more
fulfilled and financially healthy lives. The internet and our
phones mean we can work wherever, whenever, and allows
us to design our own working lives. Forget the outdated
stigma of being a jack of all trades and master of none, because
having many strings to your bow is essential to get ahead in
the modern working world. We all have the skills necessary to
work less and create more, and here’s the source of inspiration
you need to help you navigate your way towards your own
definition of success.
Sponsored by Hayley Hanson
[180] 11.30am oxfam moot £7

44

11.30am

Helen Jukes, Alys Fowler and Steve Benbow
talk to John Mitchinson
Buzz Buzz
A conversation about bees. Jukes is the author of A Honeybee
Heart has Five Openings, an insightful and inspiring account
of a novice beekeeper’s year of keeping honeybees in Oxford.
Fowler and Benbow’s Letters to a Beekeeper is the story of how,
over the course of a year, Alys, the Guardian gardening writer,
learns how to keep bees; and Steve, the urban beekeeper, learns
how to plant a pollinator-friendly garden.
Sponsored by Farmers’ Welsh Lavender
[181] 11.30am tata tent £7

Maggie O’Farrell talks to Cathy Rentzenbrink
I Am, I Am, I Am: Seventeen Brushes
with Death

A childhood illness she was not expected to survive. A teenage
yearning to escape that nearly ended in disaster. A terrifying
encounter on a remote path. A mismanaged labour in an
understaffed hospital. Shocking, electric, unforgettable, this
is the extraordinary memoir from Costa novel award-winner
Maggie O’Farrell. It is a book to make you question yourself.
What would you do if your life was in danger, and what would
you stand to lose? She talks to the author of A Manual for
Heartache and The Last Act of Love.

What is a poem? In what way is its use of language distinct?
What conditions allow it to arise, and what is its cultural
purpose? And how, exactly, do poems work? Part polemic,
part technical treatise and part meditation, The Poem is an
ambitious contemporary ars poetica. Paterson looks at the
writing, transmission and reading of poetry with wit and
scholarly flair in a thorough exploration of how and why
poems are composed. Paterson was awarded the Queen’s Gold
Medal for Poetry, and is garlanded with awards for his many
collections, which include Nil Nil, God’s Gift to Women, Rain
and 40 Sonnets.
[hd35] 11.30am llwyfan cymru – wales stage £6

Steven Butler and Steven Lenton
The Nothing To See Here Hotel

The author and the illustrator welcome you to check in to The
Nothing To See Here Hotel – occupied by magical creatures,
where weird is normal for Frankie Banister and his parents
who run the hotel. This series features energetic storytelling
from Butler while Lenton will draw you into the adventure as
he sketches the characters live on stage and gives you tips on
how to create your own magical establishment.
6+
[HD36] 11.30am starlight stage £6

Andy Mulligan talks to Claire Armitstead
Dog
Join the winner of the Guardian Children’s Fiction Prize and
author of Trash as he discusses his most recent book, the story
of the changing relationship that develops between a boy and
his new dog, Spider. Spider helps Tom manage things when
his life at home and at school is spinning out of control and in
return Tom gives Spider all the love and attention he needs.
Both grow stronger as a result. Dog is a book about trust,
standing up for yourself, and learning to love.
9+

From frowning Roman generals and belligerent Gallic
chieftains to Charlemagne (hated by generations of French
children taught that he invented schools) through Marie
Antoinette and the storming of the Bastille to Vichy, the
Resistance and beyond, the historian’s celebration of the
country he loves best is packed with heroes and villains,
adventures and battles, romance and revolution. The perfect
introduction to the country that has inspired the rest of the
world to live, dress, eat and love better.
[184] 1pm oxfam moot £8

Sarah-Jayne Blakemore
Inventing Ourselves: The Secret Life of
the Teenage Brain

We often joke that teenagers don’t have brains. For some
reason, it’s socially acceptable to mock people in this stage
of their lives. The need for intense friendships, the excessive
risk taking and the development of many mental illnesses –
depression, addiction, schizophrenia – begin during these
formative years. Drawing upon cutting-edge research in her
London laboratory, the neuroscientist explains what happens
inside the adolescent brain, what her team’s experiments have
revealed about our behaviour, and how we relate to each other
and our environment as we go through this period of our lives.
She shows that while adolescence is a period of vulnerability,
it is also a time of enormous creativity – one that should be
acknowledged, nurtured and celebrated. Chaired by Claire
Armitstead.
[185] 1pm good energy stage £8

Thomas Harding talks to Philippe Sands
Blood on the Page

A ground-breaking examination of a terrifying murder
and its aftermath by the bestselling author of Hanns and
Rudolf and The House by the Lake. The trial of the Chinese
dissident accused of murdering Allan Chappelow was the
first in modern British history to be held ‘in camera’ – closed,
carefully controlled, secret. Wang Yam was found guilty but
has always protested his innocence. “Meticulous and gripping
– a thriller that disturbs for revelations about a singular act of
murder, and the national security state which we call home”
–Philippe Sands.
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1pm

2.30pm

[186] 1pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

[HD38] 1pm starlight stage £6

[190] 2.30pm oxfam moot £7

Heather Widdows

Jim Smith

Helen Castor

Barry Loser is the best at football NOT

Cambridge Series 11: Elizabeth I

A Duty To Be Beautiful?

It’s not surprising that how we look matters in an increasingly
visual and virtual world. Whether you get ‘likes’ or make a
good first impression matters, and the pressure to be perfect
is something which young men and women increasingly
feel. Indeed body dissatisfaction and anxiety are so prevalent
that we regard them as normal. The extent of such anxiety
is in part explained by recognising the ethical nature of the
beauty ideal. Individuals increasingly judge themselves and
others according to whether they measure up in the beauty
stakes, and feel like failures if they do not. The University
of Birmingham’s John Ferguson Professor of Global Ethics
explores the ethical nature of the beauty ideal to make sense of
why such feelings run so deep.
In partnership with University of Birmingham
[187] 1pm compass £7

Rosie Goldsmith and the Winner
of the EBRD Literature Prize
In Conversation

The chair of judges introduces the winner of the new
international literature prize, EBRD (European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development). The shortlist of novels is
All The World’s A Stage by Boris Akunin (Russia), Belladonna
by Daša Drndic (Croatia) and Istanbul Istanbul by Burhan
Sönmez (Turkey).
Sponsored by the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development

Join the Roald Dahl Funny Prize and Lollies winner, for a
session of stories, laughs and draw-alongs. Jim will teach you
how to draw Barry Loser and his mates as well as drawing live
portraits of the audience.
7+
[HD39] 1pm cube £7

Jen Lunn
Read for Good: Secrets of the Storytelling
Universe

Unleash your inner Shakespeare by joining the professional
storyteller to discover the secrets of telling a good tale. In this
interactive creative session you’ll put into practice techniques
used by the greatest storytellers of all time, and develop the
skills you need to keep your friends entertained. Plus, who
knows? You might even find a bestseller up your sleeve.
Jen Lunn works with Read for Good to bring the magic of
storytelling to children in hospital and to develop bespoke
story workshops for schools. She has collected more than 100
stories told by children to create performances, podcasts and
digital books.
4+

2.30pm
[189] 2.30pm tata tent £10

[188] 1pm st mary’s church £9

Tom Poster (piano)

BBC Radio 3 Lunchtime Recitals 2

The second of four recitals broadcast from Hay this
week. Felix Mendelssohn’s Lieder Ohne Worte; Maria
Szymanowska’s Nocturne in B flat major; Fanny Mendelssohn
Nocturne in G major; Clara Schumann Nocturne in F major,
Op.6 No.3; Robert Schumann Waldszenen, Op.82.
Recorded for Broadcast on BBC Radio 3. Please arrive in
good time
[HD37] 1pm baillie gifford stage £6

Kevin Crossley Holland and Francesca Simon
Norse Myths: Tales of Thor, Loki and Odin

Join these master storytellers in their modern interpretations of the Norse myths. Kevin draws on his study of the
mythology to bring together these great stories in a stunningly
illustrated anthology. While equally well versed in the myths
but taking greater liberties with them, Francesca’s vibrant
re-workings, including The Lost Gods and The Monstrous
Child, and her picture-book Hack and Wack, show how
resonant the old stories are today.
9+

Margaret Atwood, Tishani Doshi,
Mererid Hopwood, Ulrike Almut Sandig,
Evelyn Schlag, Owen Sheers and friends
The Armistice Gala

To celebrate the centenary of the Armistice of 1918, we have
commissioned poets from the main protagonist nations to
respond to a Great War poem from their own culture. We
have poems in French, Russian, German, Welsh and several
forms of English. The new poems will be read today for the
first time, in the original language and in English translation
alongside the works that inspired them, and other poems of
the time. The full cast list will be announced on 20 May.
In association with The Imperial War Museum, supported by
Goethe Institut

In the popular imagination, as in her portraits, Elizabeth is the
image of monarchical power. The Virgin Queen ruled over a
Golden Age: the Spanish Armada was defeated and England’s
enemies scattered; English explorers reached almost to the
ends of the earth; a new Church of England rose from the
ashes of past conflict, and the English Renaissance bloomed in
the genius of Shakespeare, Spenser and Sidney. But the image
is also armour. In her illuminating new account of Elizabeth’s
reign, Castor shows how England’s iconic queen was shaped
by profound and enduring insecurity – an insecurity which
was both a matter of practical political reality and personal
psychology. But, facing down her enemies with a compellingly
inscrutable public persona, the last and greatest of the Tudor
monarchs would become a timeless, fearless queen.
In association with University of Cambridge
[191] 2.30pm baillie gifford stage £8

Rose Tremain talks to Peter Florence
Rosie: Scenes from a Vanished Life

The novelist introduces her exquisitely written childhood
memoir. Tremain grew up in post-war London, a city of grey
austerity, still partly in ruins, where both food and affection
were fiercely rationed. The girl known then as Rosie and her
sister Jo spent their days longing for their grandparents’ farm,
buried deep in the Hampshire countryside, a green paradise
of feasts and freedom, where they could at last roam and
dream. But when Rosie is ten years old, everything changes.
She and Jo lose their father, their London house, their school,
their friends and – most agonisingly of all – their beloved
Nanny, Vera, the only adult to have shown them real love and
affection. But slowly the teenage Rosie escapes from the cold
world of the 1950s into a place of inspiration and mischief,
of loving friendships and dedicated teachers, where a young
writer is suddenly ready to be born.
Sponsored by Brecon Beacons Holiday Cottages
[192] 2.30pm starlight stage £7

Philip Lymbery
Dead Zone: Where the Wild Things Were

Climate change and poaching are not the only culprits behind
so many animals facing extinction. The campaigning CEO
of Compassion in World Farming argues that the impact of
consumer demand for cheap meat is equally devastating and
it is vital that we confront this problem if we are to stand a
chance of reducing its effect on the world around us. He talks
to Matt Stadlen.
Sponsored by Hay Veterinary Group
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2.30pm

4pm

[193] 2.30pm bbc tent free but ticketed

[194] 4pm tata tent £9

[198] 4pm-6pm bbc tent free but ticketed

The Essay

Salman Rushdie and Tishani Doshi

The Life After: UK Premiere Screening

BBC Radio 3

In Conversation

BBC Two

[195] 4pm oxfam moot £7

The Life After is a filmed poetic response to The Troubles in
Northern Ireland. Five people who lost loved ones in violent
acts tell us their stories, parts of which have been turned into
verse by poet Nick Laird. Directors Brian Hill and Niamh
Kennedy combine testimony with archive and specially filmed
poetic sequences to create a striking picture of life in Northern
Ireland during the Troubles. Although dealing in tragedy, the
film offers hope through the resilience of the characters. The
screening is followed by a Q&A with Brian Hill and Niamh
Kennedy.
An exclusive opportunity to view this film before cinema
release and broadcast on the BBC
A Century Films Production for BBC

In this series, five leading writers choose their favourite
fictional female characters and extract the lessons we could all
learn from their lives on the page.
Broadcast from Monday 28 May to Friday 1 June at
10.45pm on BBC Radio 3.
[HD40] 2.30pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £6

Chris Bradford
Bodyguard: Fugitive
The author launches his new book, Fugitive, with a
high-energy, immersive experience and live performance.
Teen bodyguards Charley and Connor protect the world’s
high-profile figures in the most testing of situations. But
when the bodyguard is the target, who protects him or her?
Learn bodyguard skills from the author (trained in karate,
kickboxing and samurai swordsmanship) before putting these
skills to the test.
9+
[HD41] 2.30pm good energy stage £6
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4pm

Katherine Rundell and Lauren St John
Storytelling and the Influences of Childhood
Join these two brilliant writers as they discuss their titles The
Girl Savage and The Explorer, and Kat Wolfe Investigates
and The Snow Angel, and the influence that their childhoods
growing up in Zimbabwe had on their writing. Chaired by
Georgina Godwin.
9+
[HD42] 2.30pm cube £7

Jen Lunn
Read for Good: Secrets of the
Storytelling Universe

Unleash your inner Shakespeare by joining the professional
storyteller to discover the secrets of telling a good tale. In this
interactive creative session you’ll put into practice techniques
used by the greatest storytellers of all time, and develop the
skills you need to keep your friends entertained. Plus, who
knows? You might even find a bestseller up your sleeve.
Jen Lunn works with Read for Good to bring the magic of
storytelling to children in hospital and to develop bespoke
story workshops for schools. She has collected more than 100
stories told by children to create performances, podcasts and
digital books.
4+

The novelist discusses contemporary American culture, so
presciently imagined in his latest novel The Golden House,
freedom of speech, language, literature, love and death. Few
writers have such a keen sense of human absurdity, and such a
spectacular gift for telling its stories.

Rob Penhallurick
Why Dialect Fascinates Us: a Guide to
What we Know About Varieties of English
What is an ennog? A jitty? A twitten? In fact, they are all the
same thing. These are all regional names for ‘a narrow walkway
running between or alongside buildings’. The English language
has scores of different regional names for such an alleyway
including drangway, ginnel, snicket and vennel. The English
language throughout its history has been full of regional
diversity – it is a language made up of dialects. The author of
Studying Dialect will take us on an absorbing journey down
the everyday drangways of the English language.
In partnership with Swansea University
[196] 4pm good energy stage £7

Cecilia Brassett, Emily Evans, Isla Fay
Cambridge Series 12:
The Secret Language of Anatomy

Where is the seahorse in our brain? What is a sesame seed
doing in our knee? Come and find out through this illustrated
talk on the mysteries of anatomical terminology. Cecilia
Brassett is a University Clinical Anatomist; Emily Evans is
a medical illustrator who is also a senior demonstrator of
anatomy; Isla Fay is Human Anatomy Technical Coordinator
in the Department of Physiology, Development and
Neuroscience.
In association with University of Cambridge
[197] 4pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

Tyler Keevil and Eluned Gramich
talk to Dylan Moore
Fictions: Wales

A conversation about place and story, language and resilience.
Keevil has two new books out. The first is a novel called No
Good Brother – a high stakes Canadian adventure of love
and morality, introducing two unlikely outlaws. Hometown
Tales: Wales pairs two stories: Last Seen Leaving, a gripping
account of the days following the disappearance of a local man
by Keevil and The Lion and the Star by Eluned Gramich, a
vivid retelling of the Welsh language protests that electrified
Cardiganshire in the 1970s.

[199] 4pm compass free but ticketed

David Green, Jade Haley
What Price a Higher Education?

Universities have long been hailed as one of the UK’s most
successful attributes. But in a time of mounting negativity
from politicians and the media, fuelled by rising anger over
tuition fees and perceived value for money, as well as recent
attacks on free speech, what is the future for our higher
education system and that of our young people? Green is Vice
Chancellor and CEO of the University, Haley is President of
the Students’ Union.
In partnership with University of Worcester
[HD43] 4pm baillie gifford stage £6

Francesca Simon, Steven Butler, Gwen Lowe
Big, bad Characters for Big Adventures

Horrid Henry and Dennis the Menace already have a great
reputation for badness. Alice Dent is busy making one. Join
broadcaster and author Zeb Soanes for a discussion with
their creators about why these larger-than-life characters are
so popular.
9+
[HD44] 4pm starlight stage £6

Kevin Crossley Holland, Beverley Naidoo,
Will Hill, A. F. Harrold
Missing out on medals

Previous CILIP Carnegie medal winners Kevin Crossley
Holland and Beverley Naidoo join two authors who have been
longlisted and shortlisted for the 2018 for a look at some of
the classic titles that missed out on the coveted medal. Chaired
by Claire Armitstead.
12 +
A CILIP Carnegie Medal Event

01497 822 629

hayfestival.org

5.30pm

TUESDAY 29 MAY

5.30pm

7pm

[200] 5.30pm tata tent £12

[204] 5.30pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

[206] 7pm baillie gifford stage £8

Ruby Wax, Gelong Thubten, Ash Ranpura

Jeannette Littlemore

Wendy Cope

How To Be Human

How Do We Talk About Death Before Birth?

Poetry Reading: Anecdotal Evidence

Comedian, writer and performer Ruby Wax, with some
help from monk Gelong Thubten and neuroscientist Ash
Ranpura, has delved deeply into what it means to be human in
an age obsessed with the latest technology. She now provides
a manual to upgrade our minds so that they don’t get left
behind. In this event Ruby, Ash and Thubten talk about
brains, bodies and mindfulness.
[201] 5.30pm oxfam moot £7

Jonathan Miles
St Petersburg: Three Centuries
of Murderous Desire

In this lavishly illustrated talk, Miles presents his latest book,
St Petersburg –Three Centuries of Murderous Desire, an epic
tale of massacre, madness and murder played out against the
splendour of a city risen from the frozen marshlands on the
western edge of Russia – a city created to be a daring new
capital of an old country.
[202] 5.30pm good energy stage £7

Shazia Awan, Laura McAllister, Auriol Miller,
Leanne Wood, Clare Critchley
Wales Women and Public Life

IWA Director Auriol Miller, Plaid Cymru leader Leanne
Wood, equality activist Shazia Awan and politics professor
Laura McAllister discuss with Clare Critchley the challenges,
frustrations and joys of being a woman in Welsh public life.
This event launches issue 60 of the welsh agenda, magazine of
the Institute of Welsh Affairs.
In partnership with the Institute of Welsh Affairs
[203] 5.30pm baillie gifford stage £7

Joe Studholme
Joseph Banks’ Florilegium: Botanical
Treasures from Cook’s First Voyage

Joseph Banks accompanied Captain Cook on his first voyage
round the world from 1768-1771. A gifted and wealthy young
naturalist, Banks collected exotic flora from Madeira, Brazil,
Tierra del Fuego, the Society Islands, New Zealand, Australia
and Java, bringing back over 1,300 species that had never
been seen or studied by Europeans. On his return, Banks
commissioned more than 700 superlative engravings between
1772-1784. Known collectively as Banks’ Florilegium, they are
some of the most precise and exquisite examples of botanical
illustration ever created. Studholme introduces a selection of
the images and explains the process of producing them.
Sponsored by Lizzie Harper Illustrator

Professor Littlemore is one of the co-investigators on the
project ‘Death before Birth’. This examines how people who
have experienced miscarriage, termination for foetal anomaly,
and stillbirth, reach decisions concerning what happens to
their babies after death, how their perceptions of the law
impact on their decision-making, and how they communicate
their experiences and choices to those there to support them.
The project will also be examining the existing guidance on
what happens to babies after they have died, investigating how
it is interpreted in practice by professionals and the extent to
which it takes account of the views, experiences and needs of
the bereaved. Jeanette will be talking about the ways in which
people who have experienced pregnancy loss, and those who
support, use language to make sense of and communicate their
feelings about their loss.
In partnership with University of Birmingham
[hd45] 5.30pm starlight stage £6

Cat Clarke and Juno Dawson
Girlhood and Clean
Cat Clarke’s thriller Girlhood and Juno Dawson’s Clean – a
novel of addiction, bullying and gender identity – are powerful
examples of YA fiction. Join the writers for a discussion of
their books and the scope of YA fiction, why they are excited
to write it and why it is so influential and popular with
readers.
14+

7pm
[205] 7pm tata tent £20

Margaret Atwood and Gaby Wood
In conversation

In this extended session the Canadian writer discusses her
poetry, short stories and novels, which include the Booker
Prize winning The Blind Assassin, Alias Grace, Cat’s Eye and
her recent dystopian trilogy Oryx and Crake, Year of the Flood,
and Maddaddam. Gaby Wood is director of the Man Booker
Prize. See also event 189
Supported by the Man Booker Prize 50th anniversary
celebrations

In her first collection of new poetry since 2011’s acclaimed
Family Values, the captivating and brilliant poet celebrates ‘the
half-forgotten stories of our lives’ with compassion, wisdom
and wit. In several of the poems she reimagines Shakespeare in
unorthodox fashion; in others, she offers heartfelt tributes to
friends and to public figures including Eric Morecambe and
John Cage.
[207] 7pm good energy stage £7

Wendy Mitchell talks to Decca Aitkenhead
Somebody I Used to Know

Mitchell spent 20 years as a non-clinical team leader in the
NHS before being diagnosed with young onset dementia in
July 2014 at the age of 58. Shocked by the lack of awareness
about the disease, both in the community and in hospitals, she
vowed to spend her time raising awareness about dementia
and encouraging others to see there is life after a diagnosis. She
discusses her extraordinary book about her condition with the
Guardian journalist.
[208] 7pm CUBE £7

Ed Hawkins and Nicola Davies
Trans.MISSION 3: Extreme Weather Events

What happens when you bring together two people at the
top of their game but from different spheres? Ed Hawkins
is a climate scientist and works for the National Centre for
Atmospheric Science (NCAS) and the University of Reading.
Ed focuses on improving predictions of climate change and its
impacts. Nicola Davies is the author of more than 50 books
for children: fiction, non-fiction and poetry. They have
collaborated to create an original piece of work that will
explore the issues around extreme weather events.
The Trans.MISSION project was created to bring science and
culture together with the aim of communicating cutting-edge
science to new audiences through new methods.
This is a collaboration between Hay Festival and the Natural
Environment Research Council (NERC)
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7pm

8.30pm

[209] 7pm bbc tent free but ticketed

[212] 8.30pm tata tent £10

[214] 8.30pm baillie gifford stage £7

How to write a hit record,
with Alan McGee and Jim Eliot

Marcus Brigstocke, Rachel Parris,
Pippa Evans, Paul Foxcroft

Sadie Morgan talks to Andy Fryers

BBC Hereford and Worcester

There Will Be Cake: All-star Improv

Britain’s infrastructure is creaking at the seams, its quality
ranked recently by the World Economic Forum as 24th in
the world, pushing it towards the bottom of the G7 nations.
From congested, potholed roads and overcrowded trains to
woefully inadequate cycle-ways and footpaths, travellers in
Britain are struggling to get around. And it’s not just problems
with transport infrastructure. Our housing crisis is well
documented, lacking in social housing, prices out of kilter
with wages, and as fatally shown by the Grenfell Tower fire,
poor, unsafe building standards and quality control. How do
we get ourselves out of this mess? Sadie Morgan is founding
director of dRMM, winners of the Stirling Architecture Prize
in 2017, chair of the Independent Design Panel for High
Speed 2 and is a commissioner on the National Infrastructure
Commission.

BBC Music Introducing presenter Andrew Marston quizzes
two of Hay’s most prolific hit-makers about the science
behind a No.1 record. Alan McGee was the founding father of
Creation Records, responsible for signing bands such as Oasis,
Primal Scream, My Bloody Valentine and The Libertines.
Alan was also behind a club night which saw appearances
from The Killers, Kaiser Chiefs, Razorlight, Kasabian and The
Darkness. Jim Eliot has had seven UK top 10 singles – that’s
the same number as Adele. But just who is this one-man
hit factory? Jim has written and produced songs for Kylie
Minogue, Will Young, Olly Murs, Ellie Goulding, Christina
Perri, Sophie Ellis Bextor, Leona Lewis, James Morrison, Rae
Morris, Sigma and Foxes – and does all of this tucked away in
the shadows of the Black Mountains.
[210] 7pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £7

Daniel Mitchard
Me and My Lightning Machine

48

8.30pm

A brief tour of lightning research, from generating powerful
lightning bolts in Europe’s only university-based lightning
laboratory, to the role of new materials in protecting
commercial aircraft in flight from direct strikes, and to
whether increased lightning due to global warming affects tree
mortality in the tropics. Mitchard will bring us lots of exciting
images and videos, from exploding piggy banks to the Nigerian
rainforest, live Tesla coil demonstrations with music and the
appearance of a tree struck nine times that survived.
In partnership with Cardiff University
[211] 7pm STARLIGHT stage £7

Mr Bingo
Alternative Ways to Make a Living

Mr Bingo talks hilariously about his non-standard career,
having worked as a commercial illustrator for 15 years for
clients such as The New Yorker, the Guardian, TIME, CH4,
The Mighty Boosh and the New York Times. In 2015 he
launched a Kickstarter with a rap video to fund a book about
his Hate Mail project. Three years later, it’s still the most
successful UK crowdfunded publishing project ever. Now a
self-titled artist, he has said goodbye to the client world and
makes a living from what he calls ‘silly art projects’ such as a
nude Advent calendars and Brexit tea towels. Be warned, this
event is not for the easily offended.
18+

Four of the best improvisers in the country come together to
play with ideas coming from the audience. Tonight will be
a brilliant, one-off, never-to-be-repeated, dazzling, hilarious,
silly, exciting, dangerous, innovative show featuring real fire
(candles). And there will be cake. Actual cake.
[213] 8.30pm oxfam moot £13

Sam Lee
Singing with Nightingales: Live

Each year thousands of nightingales leave the forests of
sub-Saharan Africa and take up temporary residence in the
thickets of southern England, singing their much admired
night song to lure the returning females. In admiration
of these musical creatures, folk singer, song collector, and
naturalist Sam Lee has created an enchanting, open-air
experience that allows listeners to participate in a celebration
of nature and nightingale. The event has captivated audiences
through these meditative listening experiences held at special
sites where the returning birds roost.
Singing With Nightingales: Live sees the nightingales’
courtship song broadcast live into the tent at Hay, where
Sam and guest musicians will collaborate in this unique
performance from the comfort of the auditiorium. This live
broadcast concept focuses on Sam Lee’s spoken and sung
narrative, surrounding the enduring myth of these birds as
a symbol of our nation’s connection to nature; now under
threat as the UK population declines. A guided imaginatory
forest walk will draw audiences into the lore of the woods,
with transporting folk songs, and guest musicians. This
meditative journey is accompanied by immersive lighting and
a live audio feed of the evening chorus as it fades to silence,
followed by the signature duet as performers join with the
birds’ after-dark song.
Guest artists Pete Judge & Georgia Ruth.
Presented by The Nest Collective

Stirling Work

[215] 8.30pm good energy stage free but ticketed

Meltem Arikan, Menna Elfyn,
George Gumisiriza, Rebecca John,
Eric Ngalle Charles, Ben Rawlence
Wales PEN Cymru: Speaking for Ourselves

The focus of the PEN chapter this year is to defend and
support minority languages within ethnic communities in
Wales. When we are given the confidence and liberty to speak
for ourselves in our mother tongues as much as in our acquired
speech, we demonstrate the diversity, persistence and vitality
of language. Three Welsh and three refugee writers are here to
speak for themselves and to invite you into the local and global
PEN alliance of writers working to promote international
freedom of expression and linguistic equality.
In partnership with Wales PEN Cymru
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“Hay feels a bit like summer camp.
It’s warm, there’s tons of cool stuff to
do, it’s all crammed onto one site and
is slightly chaotic yet somehow comes
together at the last minute.”
TRACY CHEVALIER
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9am
[451] 9am meet at hay festival main entrance for
bus £13.50

Trevithel Court Farm Walk
David and Catherine James’s cider orchards are carefully
managed to produce a range of cider apples for Bulmers and
Gaymers for their premium brands, some of which will be
available for tasting. In a happily synergistic relationship with
a local beekeeper, the trees are pollinated by bees, the nectar
making delicious honey. Look inside the beehives, and learn
how bees make honey and store it for the winter. Agronomist
Jonathon Harrington leads the tour.
On the day please wear walking boots or wellingtons and
waterproof clothing in case of inclement weather.
These are visits to real working farms and are suitable for anyone
interested in learning more about food and farming. Families are
welcome but children must be supervised at all times.

10am
[217] 10am tata tent £7

Marcus Brigstocke, Rachel Parris,
Carrie Quinlan, André Vincent
The Early Edition 1

A little light ridicule to start the day, as the satirists read the
tabloids and surf the social media storms for an irreverent look
at what’s tickling the nation’s fancy today. The home team are
joined by guest star Rachel Parris of The Mash Report.
Sponsored by Dai & Chris Davies, The Newsagents
[218] 10am oxfam moot £7

Jessica Harrison-Hall

China: A History in Objects

From the earliest archaeological relics and rituals, through
the development of writing and state, to the advent of
empire, Harrison-Hall, head of the China section at the
British Museum, charts the country’s transformation from
ancient civilisation to the world’s most populous nation and
influential economy, showing us a myriad historical insights
and cultural treasures along the way.
In association with The British Museum
[219] 10am good energy stage £7

Alicia Stallings

Hesiod’s Works and Days

The award-winning American poet introduces her translation
of one of the great classical texts. Hesiod was the first
self-styled ‘poet’ in Western literature, revered by the ancient
Greeks. Ostensibly written to chide and educate his lazy
brother, Works and Days tells the story of Pandora’s jar and
humanity’s place in a fallen world. Blending the cosmic and
the earthy, and mixing myth, lyrical description, personal
asides, astronomy, proverbs and down-to-earth advice on rural
tasks and rituals, it is also a hymn to honest toil as
man’s salvation.

WEDNESDAY 30 MAY
10am

11.30am

[220] 10am baillie gifford stage £7

[222] 11.30am good energy stage £7

David Shaw, Marc Scriven, Ruth Jones,
Jan Frances, Frances Howie

Amanda Spielman talks to Ann Mroz

Breaking the Cycle of Abuse

The chief inspector of OFSTED discusses her work heading
the regulatory body for education, children’s services and
skills. She looks at the opportunities for schooling at a time
when Britain needs to launch our children into the world fully
prepared for a very challenging future. Chaired by the editor
of TES.
In association with TES

Growing up in a violent household is one of the most
traumatic experiences a child can go through. It can leave a
lifetime of problems affecting education, relationships and
everyday activities. Survivors and experts talk about how they
used their experiences for positive change and how society
can help lead transformation for the future. Frances Howie,
Director of Public Health at Worcestershire County Council,
is in the chair.
In partnership with University of Worcester
[221] 10am meet at hay festival main entrance for
bus £15

Jonathan Miles
Wayfaring: Capel-y-Ffin

Walking from Capel-y-Ffin chapel, the cultural historian
talks about Try the Wilderness First: Eric Gill and David Jones
at Capel-y-Ffin, looking at the landscape as inspiration for
the artistic community based here. A member of the Brecon
Beacons National Park team will join the walk.
Bus will take you to Capel-y-Ffin and returns to Hay Festival
by 12.30pm
[hd46] 10am llwyfan cymru – wales stage £6

AF Harrold
Greta Zargo

The author and poet discusses his latest series Greta Zargo,
which stars a schoolgirl turned detective. He will also talk
about the Fizzlebert Stump series, The Imaginary and The
Song from Somewhere Else. Bring your imagination and find
out what fun words can be.
6+
[HD47] 10am starlight stage £7

Little Black Fish
Hereford College of Arts Puppet Show

Performing Arts degree students from Hereford College of
Arts have interpreted a Persian story written by Samad
Behrangi, in collaboration with The Fetch Theatre Company,
using puppets created especially by Contemporary Design
Crafts students to create this show about freedom,
self-determination, courage and power. It’s about a little fish
who dares to swim against the tide. On his way he has many
adventures and meets all sorts of creatures that are both
wonderful and dangerous.
4+

OFSTED, inspected

[223] 11.30am tata tent £7

David Graeber
Bullshit Jobs: A Theory

Back in 1930, the economist John Maynard Keynes
prophesied that by the century’s end, technology would see
us all working 15-hour weeks. But instead, something curious
happened. Today average working hours have not decreased
but increased. And now, across the developed world, threequarters of all jobs are in services or admin, jobs that don’t
seem to add anything to society: bullshit jobs. The LSE
anthropologist explores how this phenomenon – one more
associated with the 20th-century Soviet Union, but which
capitalism was supposed to eliminate – has happened. In doing
so, he looks at how we value work, and how, rather than being
productive, work has become an end in itself; the way such
work maintains the current broken system of finance
capital; and, finally, how we can get out of it. Chaired by
Hannah MacInnes.
[224] 11.30am baillie gifford stage £7

Jack Hartnell

Medieval Bodies: Life, Death and
Art in the Middle Ages

Dripping with blood and gold, fetishised and tortured,
gateway to earthly delights and point of contact with the
divine, forcibly divided and powerful even beyond death, there
was no territory more contested than the body in the medieval
world. The art historian uncovers the complex and fascinating
ways in which the people of the Middle Ages thought about,
explored and experienced their physical selves.
[225] 11.30am llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

Elisa Passini

Computational Biology

A journey into the Virtual Heart, to understand how
human-based computer models and simulations can be used
to predict risk of cardiac side-effects in patients taking drugs.
This technology shows high accuracy and has the potential to
play a major role in the reduction and replacement of animal
testing in the early stages of drug development.
In association with the University of Oxford Department of
Computer Science
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11.30am
[HD48] 11.30am oxfam moot £6

Steve Mould
The Bacteria Book: gross germs,
vile viruses and funky fungi

Join the science presenter, YouTube star and author of The
Bacteria Book as he introduces the big world of tiny science
and microbiology. Through amazing experiments that will
make you ‘ooh’ and ‘ew’ in equal measure, budding scientists
will learn all about bacteria and their microbial mates, from
vile viruses and funky fungi to algae, archaea and protozoa.
Discover why bacteria are the most important living
organisms on Earth and how they keep our world and our
bodies working, from the truly gross and terrifying to the
simply amazing.
6+
[HD49] 11.30am starlight stage £6

Beverley Naidoo
One Story, Many Voices and
Cinderella of the Nile

52

For thousands of years, people have been telling stories that
are strikingly similar. Beverley introduces Cinderella of the
Nile, a 2,000-year-old Greek version of the familiar folk
tale that includes the great storyteller Aesop. Drawing from
the stories of her own childhood, she will discuss different
Cinderella versions and how stories cross boundaries, making
new tales out of the old.
6+

1pm
[227] 1pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

Alex Beard, Ben Rawlence, Kirsty Williams
The Creative Classroom

From schools to universities to industry, the voices calling for
more creativity in UK classrooms are getting louder. Research
is conclusive that creative activities have outsize impacts
on well-being, self-esteem and other cognitive abilities. In a
new book, Natural Born Learners, Alex Beard examines the
frontline of 21st-century schools from Silicon Valley and
learning with robots to his own experience in an inner-city
London school. He offers suggestions of a different way
forward. Black Mountains College is a project to create a new
kind of liberal arts university and teacher training college
in Powys to meet the challenges of future generations and
a warming planet. It proposes a radically different kind of
undergraduate experience – its director, Ben Rawlence, will
explain. They are joined by Kirsty Williams, Minister for
Education in the Welsh Government. Chaired by
Rosie Boycott.
Sponsored by Richard Booth’s Bookshop

1pm
[228] 1pm tata tent £8

Thomas Weber talks to Rosie Goldsmith

Becoming Hitler: The Making of a Nazi

The story of the making of Adolf Hitler that we are all
familiar with is the one Hitler himself wove in his 1924 trial,
and then expanded upon in Mein Kampf. Weber strips away
the layers of myth and fabrication in Hitler’s own tale to
tell the real story of his politicisation and radicalisation in
post-First World War Munich. It is the gripping account
of how an awkward and unemployed loner with virtually
no recognisable leadership qualities and fluctuating political
ideas turned into the charismatic, self-assured, virulently
anti-Semitic leader with an all-or-nothing approach to politics
with whom the world was soon to become tragically familiar.

1pm
[hd50] 1pm good energy stage £6

Ben Lyttleton
Football School Season

This series of books is based on the simple premise that there
is nothing you can’t learn through the prism of football.
Whether it’s how the geography of Brazil helps its players
acquire the fanciest footwork in the land, or how the biology
of digestion helps players plan their meals before a game,
there’s so much to discover through the power of the beautiful
game. Join the author, journalist and football consultant as he
teaches you a lesson or two in this interactive and fact-packed
event.
9+

[229] 1pm oxfam moot £7

[HD51] 1pm starlight stage £6

Jane Seymour, The Haunted Queen

Victor Dixen, Rutendo Tavengerwei,
Jenny Valentine

Alison Weir

Eleven days after the death of Anne Boleyn, Jane is dressing for
her wedding to the King. She has witnessed at first-hand how
courtly play can quickly turn to danger and knows she must
bear a son or face ruin. The acclaimed Tudor historian turns to
fiction to describe the life of the third queen of Henry VIII.
[230] 1pm baillie gifford stage £7

Ursula Martin

Ada Lovelace: The Making of
a Computer Scientist

Ada, Countess of Lovelace, daughter of romantic poet
Lord Byron and his highly educated wife, Anne Isabella, is
sometimes called the world’s first computer programmer and
has become an icon for women in technology. But how did a
young woman in the 19th century, without access to formal
school or university education, acquire the knowledge and
expertise to become a pioneer of computer science? Ursula
Martin is a professor at the University of Oxford whose
research interests span mathematics, computer science and
the humanities.
[231] 1pm bbc tent free but ticketed

Tonight at Hay

BBC Radio Wales

A round-up of highlights from Hay Festival on the national
radio station for Wales presented by GQ editor, Dylan Jones.
[232] 1pm st mary’s church £9

Albion Quartet

BBC Radio 3 Lunchtime Recitals 3

The third of four recitals broadcast from Hay this week. Felix
Mendelssohn’s Cappriccio, Op.81; Elizabeth Maconchy’s
String Quartet No.3; Antonín Dvorák’s String Quartet No.10
in E flat, Op.51 (Slavonic).
Recorded for Broadcast on BBC Radio 3. Please arrive in
good time.

International Writing for YA readers

Are themes of childhood and adolescence universal? How
are they represented in fiction? Join a panel of YA writers
from France, Zimbabwe and the UK as they discuss the
opportunities and challenges of writing children’s and
YA novels in their countries. Chaired by Daniel Hahn.
14+

2.30pm
[233] 2.30pm tata tent £9

Germaine Greer
On Rape

“Centuries of writing and thinking about rape – as inflicted
by men on women – have got us nowhere. There are those
who, like Quentin Tarantino, think it is one of the most
violent crimes in the world, and others for whom it is simply
what happens when a woman endures sex she doesn’t want.
Bestial or banal, a proven rape may carry a prison sentence of
many years, even life, but very few rapes ever find their way
into a court of law. The prosecution of a selected minority of
cases seldom results in a conviction. The crucial issue is that
of consent, which is thought by some to be easy to establish
and by others as impossible. Rape statistics remain intractable.
Again and again crime surveys tell us that one woman in
five will experience sexual violence. Despite all efforts to
root sexual assault out of workplaces and colleges, predatory
individuals still inflict lasting damage with apparent impunity.
The only result of desperate attempts to apportion blame
and enact chastisement has been an erosion of the civil rights
of the accused. Sexual assault does not diminish; relations
between the sexes do not improve; litigation balloons. There
has to be a better way.” Chaired by Rosie Boycott.
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2.30pm

4pm

[234] 2.30pm baillie gifford stage £7

[237] 2.30pm starlight stage £7

[239] 4pm tata tent £8

John D. Hosler

Alan Llwyd, Aled Eirug, Mererid Hopwood

Edmund de Waal

The Siege of Acre: Saladin, Richard
The Lionheart, and the Battle that
decided the Third Crusade

Marwolaeth Heddwch (The Death of Peace)

The Wellcome Book Prize Lecture
Memory and Memorial: Writing About
the End of Life

The two-year-long siege of Acre (1189-1191) was the most
significant military engagement of the Third Crusade,
attracting armies from across Europe, Syria, Mesopotamia,
Egypt and the Maghreb. Drawing on a balanced selection of
Christian and Muslim sources, the historian introduces his
account of this hard-won victory for the Crusaders, when
England’s Richard the Lionheart and King Philip Augustus
of France joined forces to defeat the Egyptian Sultan Saladin.
Chaired by Peter Florence.
[235] 2.30pm oxfam moot £7

Martin Gayford
Modernists and Mavericks: Bacon,
Freud, Hockney and the London Painters

The development of painting in London from the Second
World War to the 1970s is the story of interlinking
friendships, shared experiences and artistic concerns among
a number of acclaimed artists, including Francis Bacon,
Lucian Freud, Frank Auerbach, David Hockney, Bridget
Riley, Gillian Ayres, Frank Bowling and Howard Hodgkin.
Drawing on extensive first-hand interviews, many previously
unpublished, with important witnesses and participants, the
art critic Martin Gayford teases out the thread connecting
these individual lives and demonstrates how painting thrived
in London against the backdrop of Soho bohemia in the 1940s
and 1950s and ‘Swinging London’ in the 1960s.
[236] 2.30pm good energy stage £7

Martin Innes
Terrorism as a teachable moment:
analysing social media to understand public
reactions to the four UK attacks in 2017

Terrorist attacks are designed to ‘terrorise, polarise and
mobilise’ their multiple audiences. In a sense, then, they
function as teachable moments, where the perpetrators try
to teach ‘a lesson’ to their ‘adversaries’. At the same time,
however, governments use these events to instruct the wider
public about the risks that have to be managed, and how
public life and values will not be modified by them. The
Director of the Crime and Security Research Institute shows
how by applying cutting-edge social media analytics, we can
learn from past attacks about how terrorist violence tries
to work.
In partnership with Cardiff University

As Wales marks the centenary of the end of the Great
War, author of the Oscar-nominated film Hedd Wyn, and
a number of volumes on the Welsh literature of the Great
War, Professor Alan Llwyd of Academi Hywel Teifi and Dr
Aled Eirug, Morgan Academy, author of two forthcoming
publications on the opposition to the War in Wales, will
discuss the Welsh response to the call to arms and the effect
of the War on the calls for peace. The discussion will be
chaired by one of Wales’ leading poets, broadcaster and
leading member of Cymdeithas y Cymod (Welsh Fellowship
of Reconciliation) Professor Mererid Hopwood, who is also
a member of the campaign for the establishment of a Wales
Peace Academy.
In Welsh with English simultaneous translation
In partnership with Swansea University
[238] 2.30pm bbc tent free but ticketed

Beyond Belief. Religion and Humour:
How far can you go?
BBC Radio Four

When it comes to religion, what is an acceptable target? God
surely must enjoy a joke. Why else would he have created
mankind? But are those who worship him fair game for
comedians? Undoubtedly certain religions have been the
source of much humour. Jewish comics such as Joan Rivers,
Woody Allen and Groucho Marx have always been willing
to make fun of their culture but should comedians also poke
fun at their religion, and how do you disentangle culture from
religion? If you enjoy laughing at the culture and beliefs of
your own community, is it acceptable to make jokes about
a culture and religion to which you do not belong? Where
should we draw the line between freedom of speech and the
need to respect the beliefs of others? Taking a look at religion
and humour is a multi-faith panel of comedians, including
Muslim comedian Tez Ilyas, to discuss the question: how far
can you go?
[hd52] 2.30pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £6

Dave Shelton
The Book Case: An Emily Lime Mystery

A great crime mystery exists at the exclusive St Rita’s girls’
boarding school – and that’s not the only odd thing about
the school. New girl Daphne loves to read so she heads to the
library whenever she can. Here she finds there’s no librarian
but there is Emily Lime, the librarian’s assistant. The author
shares the secrets of the delightful blend of schools, sleuths
and books in this novel.
9+

There is a burgeoning literature on end-of-life writing, on
grief, bereavement and memorial. Edmund de Waal talks
about mortality and how it is reflected across different genres
and art-forms from the poetry of Anne Carson and Max
Porter, the memoirs of Paul Kalanithi and Marion Coutts, to
the writings of Atul Gawande and Julia Samuel. He will also
discuss his own porcelain installations and collaborations that
explore ideas of memorial. The Wellcome Book Prize lecture
aims to celebrate the place of medicine, science and the stories
of illness in literature, arts and culture, and how these stories
add to our understanding of what it means to be human.
Edmund De Waal, chair of judges for the 2018 prize, is an
artist and writer, author of The Hare with the Amber Eyes and
The White Road.
In association with the Wellcome Book Prize.
[240] 4pm oxfam moot £7

Ottoline Leyser
Cambridge Series 13: Thinking Without A
Brain – How Plants Decide What To Do

It is easy to assume that plants don’t do much; and many
expressions for inactivity involve plant metaphors – such as
the ‘couch potato’. However, plants, including potatoes, are
as busy as the rest of us assessing their surroundings and
changing their activity accordingly. Dame Ottoline Leyser
is Professor of Plant Development and Director of the
Sainsbury Laboratory.
In association with University of Cambridge
[241] 4pm baillie gifford stage £7

Andrew Robinson
Cracking the Egyptian Code:
The Revolutionary Life of
Jean-François Champollion

A thrilling biography of the impoverished, arrogant and
brilliant child of the French Revolution who made the vital
breakthrough in deciphering Egyptian hieroglyphs. Robinson
charts Champollion’s dramatic life and achievements: by
turns a teenage professor, a supporter of Napoleon, an exile, a
fanatical decipherer and a curator at the Louvre, he lived life
to the full but drove himself into an early grave. Chaired by
Daisy Leitch.
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[242] 4pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

Nicola Barker talks to Georgina Godwin
Fictions: H(A)PPY

Barker’s astonishing post-post-apocalyptic novel has just
won the Goldsmith’s Prize. “Imagine a perfect world where
everything is known, where everything is open, where there
can be no doubt, no hatred, no poverty, no greed. Imagine a
System that both nurtures and protects. A Community that
nourishes and sustains. An infinite world. A world without
sickness, without death. A world without God. A world
without fear. Could you...might you be happy there?”
[243] 4pm bbc tent free but ticketed

The Many Primes of Muriel Spark
BBC Four

Presenter Kirsty Wark and film-maker Morag Tinto discuss
the challenges of making a documentary about the life and
work of Dame Muriel Spark, author of The Prime of Miss Jean
Brodie and one of the 20th century’s most enigmatic cultural
figures. Followed by Q&A.
A BBC Studios production for BBC Scotland and BBC Four
[HD53] 4pm good energy stage £6

Ian Livingstone, Steve Jackson, Charlie Higson
Fighting Fantasy: The Gates of Death

54

Join blockbuster Fighting Fantasy creators and long-time
fan Charlie Higson to hear all about the new gamebook
adventure. Higson brings his own brand of heart-stopping
action, monsters and page-turning plotting to Allansia –
expect the unexpected.
9+
[HD54] 4pm starlight stage £6

Cathy Cassidy

Love from Lexie

Join the author of the Chocolate Box Girls series as she shares
her top tips on friendship and daydreaming. Plus, hear about
Love from Lexie, the first book in her heart-warming new
series, The Lost and Found. Includes a fun, interactive quiz to
find out which character you would be.

5.30pm
[244] 5.30pm tata tent £9

[247] 5.30pm good energy stage £7

Rikke Schmidt Kjærgaard and Bill Bryson

Louisa Young talks to Stephanie Merritt

The Blink of an Eye: How I Died
and Started Living

You Left Early: A True Story of Love
and Alcohol

At the age of 38, a Danish scientist, wife and mother of three,
is struck down by an acute bout of bacterial meningitis. She
awakes from a coma in intensive care to find herself locked in,
unable to show she is conscious except by blinking her eye. It
becomes her only form of communication as in the months
that follow, Kjærgaard’s husband Peter sits beside her helping
to interpret every eye movement. She struggles with every basic
of life – painfully learning how to breathe, move, eat and speak
again. Despite being given a five per cent chance of survival,
she works intensively to recover and to achieve every small
breakthrough. It is a thrill to welcome her to the Hay stage
with Bill Bryson, who has called this “the most spellbinding
and harrowing story I believe I have ever heard”.
[245] 5.30pm oxfam moot £9

Gordon Corera talks to Rosie Boycott
Secret Pigeon Service

Between 1941 and 1944, 16,000 plucky homing pigeons
were dropped in an arc from Bordeaux to Copenhagen
as part of ‘Columba’ – a secret British operation to bring
back intelligence from those living under Nazi occupation.
The messages flooded back written on tiny pieces of rice
paper tucked into canisters and tied to the legs of the
birds. Authentic voices from rural France, the Netherlands
and Belgium, they were sometimes comic, often tragic
and occasionally invaluable with details of German troop
movements, new Nazi weapons, or the deployment of the
V-1 and V-2 rockets that terrorised London. At the centre of
the story is the ‘Leopold Vindictive’ network – a small group
of Belgian villagers prepared to take huge risks. They were
led by an extraordinary priest, Joseph Raskin, a man whose
intelligence was so valuable it was shown to Churchill, leading
MI6 to parachute agents in to assist him.
[246] 5.30pm baillie gifford stage £7

9+

Jonathan White

[HD55] 4pm cube £6

Tides: The Science and Spirit of the Ocean

Jon Roberts

Through the Eyes of Me

Welcome to the world of Kya, who loves to run, read and eat
ice cream. This is a joyful picture-book describing the everyday
life of a child with autism, and helps people of all ages recognise
certain behaviour, appreciate thoughts and feelings, and learn
how to communicate with people with autism. The author
joins Inclusive Minds’ Alexandra Strick to discuss and read
from Jon’s book in this accessible, relaxed and interactive event.
The book is based on the author’s own daughter, and children
in the audience will have the chance to share the ideas, views
and experiences that they would like to see in a story.
6+
In association with Graffeg and Inclusive Minds

5.30pm

In the Arctic, White, a marine conservationist, shimmies
under the ice with an Inuit elder to hunt for mussels in the
dark cavities left behind at low tide; in China, he races the
Silver Dragon, a 25-foot tidal bore that crashes 80 miles up
the Qiantang River; in Chile and Scotland, he investigates the
growth of tidal power generation; and in Panama and Venice,
he delves into how the threat of sea level rise is changing
human culture – the very old and very new. Tides combines
lyrical prose, colourful adventure travel and provocative
scientific inquiry into the elemental, mysterious paradox that
keeps our planet’s waters in constant motion.

Louisa first met Robert Lockhart when they were both 17.
Their stop-start romance lasted decades, in which time he
became a celebrated composer and she an acclaimed novelist.
Always snapping at their heels was Robert’s alcoholism, a
helpless, ferocious dependency that affected his personality
before crippling and finally, despite five years of hard-won
sobriety, killing him. Young’s other books include My Dear I
Wanted to Tell You, The Heroes’ Welcome and Devotion.
[248] 5.30pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

Barney Norris and Emma Healey
Fictions: Family Gathering

Norris, author of Five Rivers Met in a Wooded Plain,
introduces his new novel Turning for Home, an emotional
story of a family gathering, human frailty and the marks that
love leaves on us. Healey’s Elizabeth is Missing won the Costa
First Novel Award. She talks about her new story Whistle
in the Dark, which examines the aftermath of a teenager’s
four-day mysterious disappearance. Chaired by Thea
Lenarduzzi of the TLS.
[249] 5.30pm bbc tent free but ticketed

The Many Primes of Muriel Spark: Screening
BBC Four
Kirsty Wark celebrates the life and work of Dame Muriel
Spark, author of The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie and one of the
20th century’s most enigmatic cultural figures.
BBC Studios production for BBC Scotland and BBC Four
[467] 5.30pm COMPASS £7

Marc Rees and Owen Sheers
‘Now the Hero’ – Preview

Nawr Yr Awr\Now the Hero is an immersive theatrical
experience that will take the audience on an extraordinary
journey through three intertwining narratives of war; from
Celtic history, the First World War, and today’s conflicts.
Drawing on an epic poem, some rejected paintings, and an
intimate portrait of a Swansea soldier serving today, Marc
Rees’ bold production brings the stories of war to life but
counterpoints the tragic telling with hope. At its heart is
a requiem scored by the late Oscar-nominated Icelandic
composer Jóhann Jóhansson in collaboration with Owen
Morgan Roberts with a libretto by Welsh BAFTA-winning
writer Owen Sheers. Rees introduces the music and art of the
piece and discusses the use of Sheers’ response to the classic
poem Y Gododdin.
Now the Hero will be performed in Swansea 25-29
September 2018
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7pm

8.30pm

[hd56] 5.30pm starlight stage £6

[252] 7pm starlight stage £7

[257] 8.30pm oxfam moot £12

M.A. Bennett, Sally Nicholl and Will Hill
talk to Chelsey Pippin

Mike Hoffmann and Monika Bohm
talk to Andy Fryers

Gabrielle Aplin

Species Under Threat

The entrancing singer-songwriter’s debut album English
Rain was released in 2013 and contained a slew of UK top 10
singles, including: Please Don’t Say You Love Me, Panic Cord,
Home, Salvation and Gabrielle’s unforgettable cover of The
Power of Love which reached No.1 in the UK chart.
With support from Hannah Grace.

‘The Bookseller’ YA Book Prize Panel

The YA Book Prize singles out the best new fiction every year.
Join the shortlisted authors of S.T.A.G.S, a twisting thriller
set in an exclusive boarding school, After the Fire, a scary but
uplifting story about surviving life in a cult, and Things A
Bright Girl Can Do, a coming of age story of two girls who are
caught up in the new movements to empower at the beginning
of the 20th century. The writers discuss the unwritten rules of
adolescence and the courage and power it takes to survive it.
14+

7pm
[250] 7pm baillie gifford stage £8

Ruth Jones talks to Carolyn Hitt
In Conversation

Ruth Jones is best known for her outstanding television
writing – BBC’s Gavin and Stacey, in which she played the
incorrigible Nessa, and Sky’s Stella, in which she played
the title role. She talks about her work and her debut novel
Never Greener. “We spend most of our lives wishing we were
somewhere else or someone else, or looking forward or harping
back. Always thinking the grass is greener on the other side.
But it never is. It’s still grass. Just a different patch of it,
that’s all.”
Sponsored by Mari Thomas Jewellery
[251] 7pm good energy stage £7

John Sutherland talks to Jenny Valentine
The War on the Young

For the first time since the Second World War, younger
generations can expect less fulfilled lives than their elders.
They may not be their betters, but in the second decade of
the 21st century they surely are better heeled. Traditionally,
society’s way of controlling the young has been to send them
off to war. Now we send as many as 50% to university, from
which they emerge encumbered with debt. Sutherland and
Valentine attempt to defuse a ticking generational time-bomb.

Established in 1964, the International Union for
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List of Threatened
Species has evolved to become the world’s most
comprehensive information source on the global
conservation status of animal, fungi and plant species. It is a
critical indicator of the health of the world’s biodiversity and
a powerful tool to inform and catalyse policy change. The list
provides information about range, population size, habitat and
ecology, threats, and conservation actions. Hoffman currently
heads up the Zoological Society of London (ZSL) global
conservation programmes and was previously chair of the
25-member IUCN Red List Committee. Bohm is a researcher
in the Species Indicators and Assessments Unit at ZSL.
In association with the Zoological Society of London
[254] 7pm llwyfan cymru – wales stage £7

Andy Grant

You’ll Never Walk

When Andy Grant’s eyes blinked open from a 10-day coma in
February 2009, he was alone in a hospital bed in Birmingham.
He had a broken sternum, a broken leg, a broken elbow and
shrapnel lodged in both forearms. He had a severed femoral
artery, nerve damage to his hands and feet as well as deep
gaping wounds in both cheeks. He had been blown up during
a routine foot patrol in Afghanistan as a Royal Marine with
45 Commando. He became a gold medallist at the Invictus
Games. You’ll Never Walk is his story.
[255] 7pm compass £7

Ifor ap Glyn and Damian Walford Davies
Cuddle Call?

The launch of a new bilingual collection of poetry, Cuddle
Call? by National Poet of Wales Ifor ap Glyn. An ambassador
for Welsh-language poetry both at home and internationally,
Ifor’s work is often translated.
Cyflwynir cyfrol newydd o gerddi dwyieithog, Cuddle Call?
(Gwasg Carreg Gwalch) gan Fardd Cenedlaethol Cymru Ifor
ap Glyn. Mae Ifor yn awyddus iawn i fynd â barddoniaeth
Gymraeg ar draws y byd, a chaiff ei waith ei gyfieithu’n gyson.
In association with Literature Wales and The Welsh
Academy Mewn cydweithrediad â Llenyddiaeth Cymru a’r
Academi Gymreig

8.30pm
[256] 8.30pm tata tent £27

Dara Ó Briain

Voice of Reason

“His set is a masterclass in intelligent, no-frills stand-up” Guardian. “If you want a comic who can hold an audience
in the palm of his hand for two hours, here’s your man” The Times.
Sponsored by Castle House Hotel

Live at Hay

[258] 8.30pm good energy stage £8

Humphrey Burton talks to
Clemency Burton-Hill
Bernstein 100

The biographer celebrates the centenary of the birth of the
versatile musical genius, America’s greatest conductor and
the composer of West Side Story. Burton was given exclusive
access to Bernstein’s rich legacy of letters and papers, and the
book draws on hundreds of interviews with family, friends and
colleagues to reveal his fascinating and complex personality.
The event is chaired by Humphrey Burton’s daughter, the
broadcaster and author of Year of Wonder.
Sponsored by Richard Booth’s Bookshop
[259] 8.30pm STARLIGHT stage £7

Rowley Leigh talks to John Mitchinson
A Long and Messy Business

We are thrilled to launch the new cookbook by the chef,
whose iconic restaurants Kensington Place and Le Café
Anglais have served delicious food for 30 years. His columns
in the Financial Times have conveyed the pleasure and joy of
kitchen culture and have established him as a peerless food
writer. A Long and Messy Business is arranged by months to
reflect the seasonal nature of the cooking. Come and join a
gastronomer’s treat of an evening.
Sponsored by Burger Shop, Hay pop-up
[260] 8.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £7

John Crace and Tim Shipman
Recess Tales

Two fabulously funny, acute and savage journalists give us the
skinny on the House of Commons, its characters and madness.
Crace is parliamentary sketch writer for the Guardian and is
the author of I, Maybot – a wicked chronicle of Theresa May’s
first year in power. Shipman is political editor of The Sunday
Times and author of All Out War and now Fall Out – A Year
of Political Mayhem. Pull up a chair. This will be fun. Chaired
by Hannah MacInnes.
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10am

[261] 10am TATA TENT £7

[264] 10am GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7

[HD57] 10am LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £6

Marcus Brigstocke, Carrie Quinlan,
André Vincent

Ursula Martin, Hannah Engelkamp,
Gwen Davies

Moonrise

The Early Edition 2

Three People Walk: One young woman for a
cause, the second for the diversion, the toddler
to pick up twigs from the path

A little light ridicule to start the day, as the satirists read the
tabloids and surf the social media storms for an irreverent look
at what’s tickling the nation’s fancy today.
Sponsored by Want to Canoe?
[458] 10am COMPASS £6

Nick Harkaway
Fictions: Gnomon

Near-future Britain is not just a nation under surveillance but
one built on it: a radical experiment in personal transparency
and ambient direct democracy. Every action is seen, every
word is recorded. Diana Hunter is a refusenik, a has-been
cult novelist who lives in a house with its own Faraday cage:
no electronic signals can enter or leave. She runs a lending
library and conducts business by barter. She is off the grid in
a society where the grid is everything. Denounced, arrested
and interrogated by a machine that reads your life history
from your brain, she dies in custody. Mielikki Neith is the
investigator charged with discovering how this tragedy
occurred. Neith is Hunter’s opposite. She is a woman in
her prime, a stalwart advocate of the System. It is the most
democratic of governments, and Neith will protect it with her
life. When Neith opens the record of the interrogation, she
finds not Hunter’s mind but four others, none of which can
possibly be there...
Harkaway is one of our most inventive, visionary and fantastically entertaining novelists. And this is a masterpiece, set to
become a cult classic of our time.
[263] 10am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7

Emma Yhnell
Huntington’s Disease

Join the Cardiff scientist to understand and explore the
genetic disorder, a condition that prevents the brain working
properly. It gets gradually worse over time and causes motor,
cognitive and psychiatric symptoms. Yhnell will discuss the
ethical dilemmas of genetic testing and their implications
before focusing on current research into novel therapies
and her research on computerised cognitive training (brain
training) for people with the disease.
In partnership with Cardiff University

Ursula Martin was diagnosed with ovarian cancer aged 31 and
walked around Wales to raise money for a cancer charity: she
recorded the experience in One Woman Walks Wales. Hannah
Engelkamp’s book and film Seaside Donkey were based
on her experience travelling with this companion around
Wales. Hannah’s meanders are now accompanied by her
toddler, Osian, who inspired her current writing on ‘wilding’
childhood and what the ‘dériving’ and colonialist habits of
infants can teach us about travel. They talk to Gwen Davies.
In association with the New Welsh Review
[265] 10am BBC TENt free but ticketed

How to Break into the Media

A masterclass on how to get started in the media, featuring
a discussion with researchers and producers from radio,
television and online.
[266] 10am MEET AT HAY FESTIVAL MAIN ENTRANCE
FOR BUS £15

Tristan Gooley
Wayfaring: Offa’s Dyke

The author of the internationally bestselling The Walker’s
Guide to Outdoor Clues and Signs and How to Read Water
will lead a walk up Offa’s Dyke talking about his new book
Wild Signs and Star Paths: The Keys to Our Lost Sixth Sense,
showing how it is possible to achieve a level of outdoors
awareness that will enable you to sense direction from stars
and plants, and forecast weather from woodland sounds. A
member of the Brecon Beacons National Park team will join
the walk.
Bus will take you to Offa’s Dyke and returns to Hay Festival by
12.30pm
[14] 10am oxfam moot £5

Robert Llewellyn, Mike Hawes, Jesse Norman
How Low Can We Go?

With reductions in air pollution, managing climate change
and improving fuel security becoming more urgent, how
is government policy meeting these priorities and what are
vehicle manufacturers doing to design vehicles that help to
achieve the same goals? How do we plan for the future in a
society which has been so reliant on the internal combustion
engine car? Mike Hawes, CEO of the Society of Motor
Manufacturers and Traders, and Jesse Norman, Minister for
Transport and Hereford MP are joined by senior representatives from manufacturers. Chaired by TV presenter, author
and electric vehicle expert Robert Llewellyn.
Sponsored by the Go Ultra Low Campaign

Sarah Crossan

Sarah is the author of five YA books including The Weight
of Water, One, and her latest, Moonrise. She has a passion for
words: written and spoken, poetry and prose. Join the star
of the YA fiction scene for an entertaining and sometimes
emotional conversation about her literary heroes, inspiration,
research and more.
12+
[HD58] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £6

Bruce Ingman

My Worst Book Ever!

The illustrator reveals all the things that went wrong in the
making of his picture-book. In this case, the author had a
great idea for a story about a crocodile, but, even when he was
writing it, the manuscript got soaked with tea and nibbled by
snails. And that was just the start...
3+
[HD59] 10am CUBE £5

Discover Story Building
So Much!

Ding Dong! Auntie, Uncle, Nannie and the whole family are
here and they all want to kiss, cuddle and squeeze you. Come
and listen to a heart-warming family story by Trish Cooke
from the Discover Children’s Story Centre.
30 mins 			

11.30am
[267] 11.30am TATA TENT £7

John Mullan
Persuasion

In the last of his Jane Austen Bicentenary lectures, the author
of What Matters in Jane Austen celebrates her last completed
masterpiece, published posthumously in 1818.
[268] 11.30am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7

Jackie Morris with Kerry Andrew
The Lost Words: Live Painting

The artist, co-creator of the Book of the Year, talks about
the extraordinary project to reclaim and celebrate The Lost
Words whilst she paints live onstage. She is accompanied by
the music and song of Kerry Andrew performing the spells. All
over the country, there are words disappearing from children’s
lives. These are the words of the natural world – dandelion,
otter, bramble, acorn – all gone. The rich landscape of wild
imagination and wild play is rapidly fading from our children’s
minds. Morris and her poet-spellcaster, Robert Macfarlane,
have created a joyful celebration of nature words and the
natural world they invoke. They capture the irreplaceable
magic of language and nature for all ages.
Sponsored by Richard Booth’s Bookshop, which is hosting an
exhibition of Jackie’s work until 31 August 2018
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11.30am
[269] 11.30am OXFAM MOOT £7

[271] 1pm OXFAM MOOT £8

The Brain in Minutes

The Race to Save the Romanovs

Rita Carter

The distinguished science writer explains why the human
brain became so clever; how it controls everything from
breathing, sleeping and seeing to identity, imagination,
pleasure and pain; and what will happen when the brain
integrates with computers or the latest genetic discoveries.
[270] 11.30am GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7

Horatio Morpurgo
The Paradoxal Compass: Drake’s Dilemma
Morpurgo dramatises an episode in Francis Drake’s
circumnavigation during which the Golden Hind was
stranded on a rock off Celebes, Indonesia. What altercation
occurred between Drake and the ship’s chaplain, Francis
Fletcher, during those terrifying 20 hours? Morpurgo makes
a compelling argument for what was really at the heart of that
disagreement, and its present-day repercussions. He argues
that the Tudor navigators and their stories may hold the key
to how we should approach the current environmental crisis.
Chaired by Daisy Leitch.
[HD60] 11.30am LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £6

Alex T Smith
58

1pm

Claude and Mr Penguin

The author and illustrator introduces the much-loved
character of Claude and gives a behind-the-scenes view of
the making of the new TV series about him. Come and learn
how to draw him and meet the new detective, the star of Mr
Penguin.
6+
[HD61] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £6

Emily Barr, Holly Bourne, Patrice Lawrence
‘The Bookseller’ YA Book Prize Panel

The YA Book Prize singles out the best new fiction every year.
Join the authors of The One Memory of Flora Banks, It Only
Happens in the Movies, and Indigo Donut as they discuss the
emotional range of adolescence, both now and a century ago.
Chaired by Jenny Valentine.
12+
[HD62] 11.30am CUBE £5

Discover Story Building
So Much!

Ding Dong! Auntie, Uncle, Nannie and the whole family are
here and they all want to kiss, cuddle and squeeze you. Come
and listen to a heart-warming family story by Trish Cooke
from the Discover Children’s Story Centre.
Up to 3 years (older siblings welcome)

Helen Rappaport

On 17 July 1918, the whole of the Russian Imperial Family
was murdered. There were no miraculous escapes. The former
Tsar Nicholas, his wife Alexandra, and their children – Olga,
Tatiana, Maria, Anastasia and Alexey – were all gunned
down in a blaze of bullets. On the centenary of these brutal
murders, historian Helen Rappaport set out to uncover
why the Romanovs’ European royal relatives and the Allied
governments failed to save them.
[272] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £7

Whitney Brown talks to Francine Stock

Between Stone and Sky: Memoirs of a Waller

Whitney Brown was midway through her Masters thesis
and on track for an exciting position at the Smithsonian
Institute in Washington when a chance meeting with a Welsh
dry-stone waller at a folklife festival changed the course of her
life. Within weeks Whitney had left behind her secure world
in the States and was living with him in rural Wales, learning
the craft of dry-stone walling. She fell irretrievably in love with
Wales and for what she found there – for stone, for the act of
physical creation and accompanying physical exhaustion, for
life in the countryside and days spent working in the sanctuary
of a lonely hillside to repair structures older than the country
of her birth, for windswept valleys and low hanging clouds and
chilly nights by the wood stove and, much to her dismay, for a
man 33 years her senior. She had no choice but to trust these
things and see where they might lead her. It was, after all, the
first time in her life she’d ever truly felt at peace.
Sponsored by Ty-Mawr Lime
[273] 1pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7

Kathryn Gutteridge, David Green,
Steven Thrush

Does the future of the NHS lie in the resilience
and innovation of its staff?

It is 70 years since the creation of the NHS, and health sector
staff face more challenges than ever. How do our health care
staff remain resilient, compassionate and continue to innovate
in the face of mounting pressures from over-stretched NHS
budgets, pay freezes, and a demanding population?
In partnership with University of Worcester
[274] 1pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7

Jules Hudson

Walled Gardens

For centuries, walled gardens have provided a wealth of food,
fruit and flowers for our great houses. Beginning as simple
medieval enclosures, they evolved into powerful status symbols
and centres of world-class horticultural expertise. Yet during
the 20th century their fortunes failed, and most were lost or
abandoned, as were many of the skills needed to run them.
Happily, today many have been revived. Hudson is an
archaeologist and historian who presents the BBC hit series
Escape to the Country and Countryfile.
In association with The National Trust

1pm
[275] 1pm bbc tent free but ticketed

Tonight at Hay
BBC Radio Wales

A round-up of highlights from Hay Festival on the national
radio station for Wales presented by GQ editor, Dylan Jones.
[276] 1pm ST MARY’S CHURCH £9

Ildiko Szabo (cello) and
Roman Robinovich (piano)
BBC Radio 3 Lunchtime Recitals 4

The last of four recitals broadcast from Hay this week. Felix
Mendelssohn’s Cello Sonata No.1 in B flat, Op.45; Dora
Pejacevic’s Sonata in E minor, Op.35.
Recorded for Broadcast on BBC Radio 3; please arrive in
good time
[HD63] 1pm TATA TENT £7

Robert Winston
Science Squad

The Science Squad is made up of the five STEAM subjects
– Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Maths – and
the professor will explain how they work together and why
they are so important. From the solar system to evolution
and the human body, children will discover how machines
work, where lightning comes from and how lungs allow you
to breathe. The perfect introduction to science and STEAM
subjects.
6+
[HD64] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £6

Tom McLaughlin

Happyville High: Geek Tragedy

Imagine a school where perfection and popularity is prized
above everything...what could go wrong? When the popular
kids start growing extra-long spaghetti arms it’s time for super
nerds Tyler, Dylan and Ashley to put their geek powers to the
test and save the day. Join the author as he introduces his new
series Happyville High in an event with interactive readings
and an illustration workshop.
9+
[HD65] 1pm CUBE £8

Discover Story Building
Also an Octopus

From the Discover Children’s Story Centre comes an
imaginative storytelling event based around Maggie
Tokuda-Hall and Benji Davies’ book. The audience will be
guided through a specially commissioned performance of this
picture-book, before being challenged to help create a brand
new story all together, all from nothing. This event will take
children on an adventure across Space and time.
4-7

01497 822 629
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2.30pm
[277] 2.30pm TATA TENT £8

David Crystal

The Story of Be: A Verb’s Eye View of the
English Language

It’s the most simple, unassuming, innocent-looking verb: ‘to
be’. Yet it is jam-packed with more different meanings, forms
and uses than any other English word. As he reveals ‘be’s’
multiple incarnations, Prof Crystal takes us to the heart of
our flexible and changing language. We meet circumstantial
be (“how are you?”), numerical be (“two and two is four”),
quotative be (“so I was like, ‘wow’”), and ludic be (“oh no he
isn’t!”), and a whole swarm of other meanings.
[278] 2.30pm GOOD ENERGY stage £7

Will Millard talks to Corisande Albert
The Old Man and the Sand Eel

Growing up on the Cambridgeshire Fens, Will Millard never
felt more at home than when he was out with his granddad
on the riverbank, whiling away the day catching fish. As he
grew older, his competitive urge to catch more and bigger
fish led him away from that natural connection between him,
his grandfather and the rivers of his home. That is, until the
fateful day he let a record-breaking sand eel slip through his
fingers and he knew that he had lost the magic of those days
down by the river, and that something had to change. The
Old Man and the Sand Eel is at its heart the story of three
generations of men trying to figure out what it is to be a man,
a father and a fisherman.
[279] 2.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7

Alexandra Harris and Tim Dee
Ground Work/The Life of Landscape

Why did landscape become a subject for art in the 18th
century and not before? Where might we look for clues to an
earlier ‘sense of place’? The Professor of English, author of
Weatherland and Romantic Moderns, examines the history of
English landscape painting and local writing from the particular
perspective of going back to her childhood home in Sussex. She
talks with Tim Dee, editor of a timely collection of the best
British nature writing newly commissioned by one of the great
authorities on the subject – Ground Work. The book explores a
sense of place, and our obligations of custodianship.
In partnership with University of Birmingham
[280] 2.30pm OXFAM MOOT £7

Aida Edemariam talks to Sarah Crown
The Wife’s Tale

A hundred years ago, a girl was born in the northern Ethiopian
city of Gondar. Before she was ten years old, Yetemegnu was
married to a man two decades her senior. She witnessed fascist
invasion and occupation, Allied bombardment and exile
from her city, the ascent and fall of Emperor Haile Selassie,
revolution and civil war. She endured all this alongside
parenthood, widowhood and the death of children. The Wife’s
Tale is an intimate memoir, both of a life and of a country.
Edemariam retells her grandmother’s stories in a masterpiece
that is being compared to Jung Chang’s Wild Swans.

THURSDAY 31 MAY
2.30pm

4pm

[281] 2.30pm bbc tent free but ticketed

[283] 4pm OXFAM MOOT £7

Home Front

Jonathan Drori

BBC Radio Drama

Alison Hindell, Head of Audio Drama for the BBC, and
Jessica Dromgoole, Editor of Radio 4’s Home Front, together
with key members of the writing team, discuss the epic World
War One radio drama series. Bringing home the realities of
daily life in Britain during the course of the war, the series will
conclude in November 2018 on the centenary of the Armistice.
[HD66] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £6

Ross Montgomery
Max and the Millions

A boy discovers a microscopic fantasy civilisation living on
a bedroom floor. What would it be like to be an ant-sized
person living in your own house? In this event, you’ll
re-imagine everyday places and objects – toasters, toilets,
hamsters – from the point of view of a pint-sized explorer.
9+
[HD67] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7

‘The Bookseller’ YA Book Prize

Who will win the 2018 YA Book Prize? Join the pre-award
presentation to hear from authors on the shortlist, which
this year includes Emily Barr, M.A. Bennett, Holly Bourne,
Sarah Crossan, Will Hill, Patrice Lawrence, Patrick Ness,
Sally Nicholls, Philip Pullman, Alex Wheatle, before the
announcement of the winner. The event will also celebrate
Stripes Publishing and the authors of its YA anthology A
Change Is Gonna Come, winner of the YA Book Prize Special
Achievement Award.
14+
[HD68] 2.30pm CUBE £8

Discover Story Building
Also an Octopus

From the Discover Children’s Story Centre comes an
imaginative storytelling event based around Maggie
Tokuda-Hall and Benji Davies’ book. The audience will be
guided through a specially commissioned performance of this
picture-book, before being challenged to help create a brand
new story all together, all from nothing. This event will take
children on an adventure across Space and time.
4-7

4pm
[282] 4pm TATA TENT £10

Jilly Cooper talks to Stephanie Merritt
Fictions: Unrivalled

A conversation with the great storyteller and comic novelist,
author of Rivals, Riders, and most recently, Mount!

Around the World in 80 Trees

Trees are one of humanity’s most constant and most varied
companions. From India’s sacred banyan tree to the fragrant
cedar of Lebanon, they offer us sanctuary and inspiration –
not to mention the raw materials for everything from aspirin
to maple syrup. Jonathan Drori, a trustee of the Woodland
Trust and The Eden Project, uses plant science to illuminate
how trees play a role in every part of human life, from the
romantic to the regrettable.
Sponsored by the Woodland Trust
[284] 4pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7

Sujit Sivasundaram
Cambridge Series 14: The History of Islands
and Their Contribution to the Modern World
The islands of the Pacific and Indian oceans and the people
who inhabited these seas are some of the most marginalised
places and people in Western historical memory. Yet they
played a crucial role in modern political, intellectual and
cultural thought, and may be sites to watch for the future of
humanity even as environmental change takes its course. Dr
Sivasundaram is Reader in World History.
In association with University of Cambridge
[285] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Susan Worrall, Sarah Kilroy, Hugh Houghton
Rediscovering Religious Texts

Radiocarbon dating recently identified a manuscript in the
University of Birmingham’s Cadbury Research Library as
possibly the world’s oldest fragment of the Qur’an, showing
it to be at least 1,370 years old and attracting unprecedented international interest. Similarly, the earliest Latin
commentary on the Gospels was rediscovered in a manuscript
in Cologne Cathedral Library after being lost for 1,500 years
and published for the first time last year with an English
translation. How are such texts identified, authenticated and
catalogued? What measures are taken to preserve them and
make them available for scholarly research and public interest?
What are the cutting edge technologies being used to analyse,
protect and recover key historical documents?
Susan Worrall is Director of Special Collections, Sarah
Kilroy is Head of Conservation and Programming and Hugh
Houghton is Director of Research at the Department of
Theology and Religion and leads Birmingham’s Institute for
Textual Scholarship and Electronic Editing.
In partnership with University of Birmingham
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4pm
[286] 4pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

[289] 5.30pm OXFAM MOOT £7

Young Identity

Tristan Gooley

[287] 4pm COMPASS £7

The author of the internationally bestselling How to Read
Water and The Walker’s Guide to Outdoor Clues and Signs
shows how it is possible to achieve a level of outdoors
awareness that will enable you to sense direction from stars
and plants, forecast weather from woodland sounds and
predict the next action of an animal from its body
language – instantly.
Sponsored by Borders Hideaway Holiday Home Park

Manchester-based poetry collective Young Identity presents a
live set from some of the rising stars of the UK spoken word
scene, with performances by Isaiah Hull, Damani Dennisur,
Liv Barnes, Billie Meredith and Roma Havers. This diverse
group of artists are aged 16-25 and represent some of the most
articulate young voices the country has to offer.
A Contains Strong Language event – BBC’s Festival of
Poetry and Performance

Mark Neale, Kingsley Aikins, Rachel Minto,
Guto Harri

The Power of Diaspora – a Positive Force in a
Post-Brexit Britain

60

5.30pm

The British government’s own analysis of the economic
impact of Brexit forecasts a fall in gross domestic product of
9% for Wales. The role of non-resident Welsh people (the
Welsh Diaspora) and their soft power, in bringing new wealth
and prosperity to Wales, is of huge importance and could
be transformational. With global engagement changing the
fortunes of nations and exerting huge influence over many
aspects of public life and economic development, it’s time Wales
got serious about diaspora. Mark Neale, CEO and founder of
Mountain Warehouse, Kingsley Atkins, the founder and CEO
of Ireland’s Diaspora Matters, and Rachel Minto, an EU expert
based at Cardiff University, talk to Guto Harri.
In partnership with Global Welsh
[HD69] 4pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £6

Derek Landy

Skulduggery Pleasant 11

Celebrate the launch of Skulduggery Pleasant 11: Midnight.
Revisit all your favourite characters including Skulduggery,
Valkyrie and Omen. Put your questions to The Golden
God himself and hear how he became an author and got the
inspiration for the series.
12+

5.30pm

Wild Signs and Star Paths: The Keys to our
Lost Sixth Sense

[290] 5.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7

Maryn McKenna talks to Rosie Boycott
Plucked! The Truth about Chicken

The acclaimed science writer uses chicken as the lens for
examining everything that has gone wrong in the modern
agricultural system: overuse of antibiotics, threats to the
environment, violations of animal welfare, destruction of
farm economies and rural civic structure, disruption of
international trade and delivery of over-processed,
obesity-promoting, nutritionally hollow food. McKenna
takes us from vast poultry farms to laboratories, kitchens
and street-food markets around the world, revealing how
economic, political and cultural forces converged to make
our favourite meat a hidden danger. Boycott is chair of the
London Food Board.
Sponsored by Dressings Up!
[291] 5.30pm good energy stage £7

Arthur Denaro

Lance-Corporal Allan Leonard Lewis,
Victoria Cross

Major General Arthur Denaro commemorates the centenary
of the death of Herefordshire’s only Great War recipient
of the Victoria Cross, cited for exemplary leadership and ‘a
splendid disregard of danger’ in single-handedly disabling
enemy machine gun placements that had been enfilading his
entire battalion at Ronssey during the Battle of Épehy.
Sponsored by Tanners Wines

[288] 5.30pm TATA TENT £9

Peter Snow and Ann MacMillan
War Stories

The broadcaster and historian teams up with his wife,
Canadian journalist Ann MacMillan, to present the book
they wrote together about 34 people who had extraordinary
experiences in wartime. They have found tales of stunning
individual bravery and resilience in the face of extreme
distress over the course of 150 years – from the Charge of the
Light Brigade to the Syrian government’s shelling of Homs.
They will give a fully illustrated PowerPoint presentation
highlighting some of their most gripping stories and talk about
how they came to write them.

[292] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7

Helen Moore and Jane Davidson
The 2018 INSPIRE/ASLE-UKI Lecture: Is
Love the Answer? Personal and Planetary
Wellbeing Through the Lens of Poetry

Helen Moore is an eco-poet based in north-east Scotland. She
has published two poetry collections, Hedge Fund, and Other
Living Margins and ECOZOA. A third collection, The Mother
Country, is due in 2019. Chaired by Jane Davidson, director of
the award-winning INSPIRE at University of Wales, Trinity
Saint David.
In association with INSPIRE and ASLE-UKI

5.30pm
[293] 5.30pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

Dan Cruikshank, Don McCullin
and Adrian Sibley
The Road to Palmyra
BBC Four

The Road to Palmyra follows historian Dan Cruickshank
and legendary photographer Don McCullin into the heart
of war-torn Syria, on a dangerous mission to document the
cultural destruction wrought by Isis, and to understand what
it means to the people of the nation. Their final destination
is the ancient city of Palmyra to find out what remains of the
ruins after Isis fled. These stones represent the very soul of
Syria, and the debate about what to do with them is about
to begin. For both men, it is a return journey to a place
with which they have long been obsessed, but to get there,
they have to travel through a country still in the grip of war.
Cruickshank, McCullin and director Adrian Sibley discuss the
challenges of filming in a war zone. Followed by Q&A and
also a preview screening; see [459], at 7pm.
A Bright Yellow/Oxford Films production for BBC
[294] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £6

Fiona de Londras and Máiréad Enright
Ireland’s Referendum on Abortion:
A Time for Change?

The Irish Referendum on abortion will take place on 25 May
2018. Since 1983 an estimated 170,000 Irish women have
travelled to the UK to terminate their pregnancies, incurring
high costs, logistical difficulties and emotional strain. Another
2,000 women a year end pregnancies by taking the abortion
pill, illegally obtained online. Whatever the result of the
referendum, the impact on Ireland’s society will be huge.
Professor de Londras’ research concerns constitutionalism,
human rights and transnationalism. Máiréad Enright
researches in feminist legal studies and religion.
In partnership with University of Birmingham
[295] 5.30pm COMPASS £7

Siwan Davies and Elin Rhys
Her yr Hinsawdd (Climate Challenge)

A world leading expert in her field, Professor Davies has
visited countries all around the world to see how they are
responding to the serious effects of climate change. A recipient
of the Philip Leverhulme Prize and most recently a Fulbright
Scholarship, Professor Davies presented the popular groundbreaking documentary series Her yr Hinsawdd (Climate
Challenge). With the programme’s producer, Elin Rhys, she
will discuss the importance and the challenges of engaging the
public with scientific research.
In Welsh with English simultaneous translation
In partnership with Swansea University

01497 822 629
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7pm
[296] 7pm OXFAM MOOT £10

Henry Blofeld talks to Simon Hughes
Over and Out: My Innings of a Lifetime with
Test Match Special

The first part of an evening of delicious cricket talk celebrates
the career of the legendary broadcaster and commentator.
Now that ‘Blowers’ has decided to declare his TMS innings
closed, his book reveals the secrets of life in the commentary
box and of the rich cast of characters with whom he shared
it, from the early days of John Arlott and Brian Johnson to
Aggers and new boys Boycott, Swann, Vaughan and Tuffers.
[297] 7pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7

John Crace, John Sutherland and Friends
The Two Johnnies Do Dracula, and
Frankenstein is 200!

A Book Club like no other, as our favourite literary vaudevillians
read about monsters and Europe and things that go bump in the
mind. Crace writes the satirical Digested Reads for the Guardian.
Sutherland is Emeritus Lord Northcliffe Professor of English at
UCL and the go-to senior Eng-Lit Super-Don.
[298] 7pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7

Jojo Moyes talks to Georgina Godwin
Fictions: Still Me

Lou Clark is back in the sequel to Me Before You and After
You, the latest instalment in a rollercoaster romantic life.
Moyes has become a global best-seller with a magical ability to
conjure life’s tragedies and triumphs.
[299] 7pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £7

Roy Noble talks to Carolyn Hitt
Down the Road and Round the Bend

Roy Noble is a Welsh legend – a consummate broadcaster,
mischievous raconteur and collector of tales. His new book,
launched today, is a glorious weft of fact, fiction and fancy
– always moving and hilarious, elegantly told and often true.
Pull up a chair…
[300] 7pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7

Mark Lynas talks to Andy Fryers

Seeds of Science – Why we got it so wrong on
GMOs

Mark Lynas was one of the original GM field wreckers. Back
in the 1990s – working undercover with his colleagues in the
environmental movement – he would descend on trial sites of
genetically modified crops at night and hack them to pieces.
Two decades later, most people around the world – from New
York to China – still think that GMO foods are bad for their
health or likely to damage the environment. But Mark has
changed his mind. He lifts the lid on the anti-GMO craze and
shows how science was left by the wayside as a wave of public
hysteria swept the world.

THURSDAY 31 MAY
7pm

8.30pm

[459] 7pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

[303] 8.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7

The Road to Palmyra: Screening

Mark Cousins talks to Matt Stadlen

The Road to Palmyra follows historian Dan Cruickshank and
legendary photographer Don McCullin into the heart of war
torn Syria, on a dangerous mission to document the cultural
destruction wrought by Isis, and to understand what it means
to the people of the nation. Their final destination is the
ancient city of Palmyra to find out what remains of the ruins
after Isis fled. These stones represent the very soul of Syria,
and the debate about what to do with them is about to begin.
For both men, it is a return journey to a place with which they
have long been obsessed. But to get there, they have to travel
through a country still in the grip of war.
A Bright Yellow/Oxford Films production for BBC

Looking can be an act of empathy or aggression. It can provoke
desire or express it. And from the blurry, edgeless world we
inhabit as infants to the landscape of screens we grow into,
looking can define us. In The Story of Looking, filmmaker and
writer Mark Cousins takes us on a lightning-bright tour – in
words and images – through how our looking selves develop
over the course of a lifetime, and the ways that looking has
changed through the centuries. From great works of art to
tourist photographs, from cityscapes to cinema, through
science and protest, propaganda and refusals to look, the false
mirrors and great visionaries of looking, this book illuminates
how we construct as well as receive the things we see.

BBC Four

8.30pm
[301] 8.30pm TATA TENT £25

Imelda May

Live at Hay: Life. Love. Flesh. Blood

The Irish Rockabilly superstar brings her phenomenal live
show to the festival. Her new album is described as her ‘most
personal and heartfelt work to date’ (Independent). With
accolades from the likes of Bob Dylan, her latest release has
been celebrated as a combination ‘of dusky Americana and
vintage British soul’ (All Music). Her previous albums include
Love Tattoo, Mayhem and Tribal.
Sponsored by Gypsy Castle Camping
[302] 8.30pm OXFAM MOOT £12

James Acaster
Stands Up at Hay

James Acaster is hilarious and brilliant. Here is his show blurb
for the programme: “James Acaster reflects on the best year of
his life and the worst year of his life and does stand-up comedy
about them while throwing a strop. Last year he did a book tour
and was reading from his book and while the blurb said very
clearly that it was a book reading, absolutely zero members of the
audience knew it was a book reading and turned up expecting
stand up. So, having learnt that no one reads these blurbs
you’ll excuse me if I don’t put 100% effort into this one. I will,
however, put maximum effort into the show, which is a stand-up
show although I imagine the audience will be expecting a book
reading. And yes, I’ve given up pretending it’s not me writing this
blurb.” Definitely expect stand-up. Great.
Sponsored by GL events UK

The Story of Looking

[304] 8.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £7

Paul Murdin
Universe: Exploring the Astronomical World

The Cambridge astronomer introduces his ground-breaking
survey that celebrates the popular subject of astronomy through
300 images created by those who have tried to understand
– or who have been inspired by – the beauty and mystery of
stars, planets, and beyond. The selection includes paintings,
photographs, sculpture, animation, prints, sketches and digital
renderings with iconic works by renowned photographers, artists
and astronomers alongside previously unpublished finds.
[305] 8.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7

Jasper Winn
Water Ways

For 150 years, canals were the high-tech water machines
driving the industrial revolution. Amazing feats of
engineering, they carried the rural into the city and the urban
into the countryside, and changed the lives of everyone.
Then, just when their purpose was extinguished by modern
transport, they were saved from extinction and repurposed
as a ‘slow highways’ network, a peaceful and countrywide
haven from our too-busy age. Today, there are more boats
on the canals than in their Victorian heyday. Writer and
slow adventurer Jasper Winn spent a year exploring Britain’s
waterways along 1,000 miles of ‘wet roads and water
streets’ where he discovered a world of wildlife corridors,
underground adventures, the hardware of heritage and history,
new boating communities, endurance kayak races and remote
towpaths. Chaired by Mark Skipworth.
Sponsored by The Canal and River Trust

8.45pm
[306] 8.45pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £10

Mike Brearley talks to Simon Hughes
Of Captaincy and Cricket

The great England cricket captain, in later life a psychoanalyst,
talks about the game, the players and the gentlemen. He is the
author of The Art of Captaincy and On Form.
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“I love Hay audiences – they have
exactly the right balance between the
serious and the playful.”
ARTEMIS COOPER
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10am

[452] 9am MEET AT HAY FESTIVAL MAIN ENTRANCE
FOR BUS £13.50

[310] 10am GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7

Brobury Farm Walk

Muslim Women and Radicalisation

Charlie and David Blandford’s farm lies alongside the River
Wye, in the heart of Kilvert country, and produces top quality
lamb and arable crops. Join local farmer Penny Chantler and
agronomist Jonathon Harrington on a walk of up to a mile
followed by demonstrations of working sheep-dogs, sheep
shearing and wool spinning. There will also be the opportunity
to taste lamb that has been produced on the farm.
On the day please wear walking boots or wellingtons and
waterproof clothing in case of inclement weather.
These are visits to real working farms and are suitable for anyone
interested in learning more about food and farming. Families are
welcome but children must be supervised at all times.

10am
[307] 10am TATA TENT £7

Terry Eagleton
Radical
The literary critic, famed for his wit and acute interpretations,
explores the themes of his two spring publications. Radical
Sacrifice revaluates the idea of sacrifice as purposed in theology
and philosophy, reclaiming the act as radical politics. The
re-publication of Why Marx Was Right examines the
philosopher’s core ideas in the context of capitalism’s crises
and communism’s collapse. Chaired by Dai Smith.
[308] 10am OXFAM MOOT £7

Roma Agrawal
Built: The Hidden Stories Behind our Structures
Imagine you woke up one morning to find everything created
by engineers had disappeared. What would you see? No cars,
no houses; no phones, bridges or roads. No tunnels under tidal
rivers, no soaring skyscrapers. The impact that engineering
has had on the human experience is undeniable, but it is also
often invisible. The structural engineer Roma Agrawal takes
a unique look at how construction has evolved from the
mud huts of our ancestors to skyscrapers of steel that reach
hundreds of metres into the sky. She tells vivid tales of the
visionaries who created the ground-breaking materials in
the Pantheon’s record-holding concrete dome and the frame
of the record-breaking Eiffel Tower. Chaired by Stephanie
Boland of Prospect magazine.
[309] 10am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7

David Clark
Cicely Saunders: Care for the Dying
Clark honours the life and work of the pioneer of the hospice
movement. His biography shows how Cicely Saunders and
the hospice she created, St Christopher’s, played a crucial role
in shaping a new discourse of care at the end of life. From the
pessimism of ‘there is nothing more we can do’, medicine and
healthcare gradually adopted a more purposeful approach to care
at the end of life, which came to be known as ‘palliative care’.

Katherine Brown

An exploration of Muslim women’s involvement in violent
religious politics, specifically Islam. Brown examines the ways
in which gendered jihadi narratives motivate and enfranchise,
and how they combine with everyday experiences of living and
politics. She also examines how counter-terrorism and counterradicalisation programmes impact on religious women’s rights
and Muslim communities in the UK. Brown is Lecturer in
Islamic Studies. See also event [371].
In partnership with University of Birmingham
[311] 10am BBC TENT free but ticketed

Behind the Scenes at Today
BBC Radio 4

Presenter Martha Kearney talks to Editor Sarah Sands about
the day-to-day running of Radio 4’s flagship news programme.
Followed by Q&A.
[312] 10am MEET AT HAY FESTIVAL MAIN ENTRANCE
FOR BUS £15

Alexandra Harris

WAYFARING: Llanthony
The story of our culture over 1,000 years can be told as the story
of changing ideas about the weather. Alexandra Harris looks at
writers and artists across the centuries who, when looking up at the
same skies and walking in the same brisk air, have felt very different
things. Weatherland allows us to witness cultural climates on the
move. The weather is vast and yet we experience it intimately,
which is why Harris builds her remarkable story from small
evocative details: from the Anglo-Saxons through the Norman
Conquest, the Middle Ages to the Romantics there have been times
for meteoric marvels and times for gentle breeze. Weatherland is
a celebration of British weather and a life-story of those who have
lived in it. As we enter what may be the last decades of British
weather as we know it, this is a history for our times. A member of
the Brecon Beacons National Park will join the walk.
Bus will take you to Llanthony Priory and returns to
Hay Festival by 12.30pm
[HD70] 10am LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £6

Yaba Badoe, Steve Tasane, Ele Fountain,
Mitch Johnson

Fiction and Fact – the Creating of Stories From
World News

Four books inspired by desperate stories from around
the world: A Jigsaw of Fire and Stars is Ghanaian-British
filmmaker Yaba Badoe’s story of the horrors of peopletrafficking and the magic of African folklore. In Child 1
Steve Tasane captures the survival spirit of a group of
undocumented children in a refugee camp. Inspired by the
plight of child refugees in Ethiopia, Ele Fountain’s Boy 87 is
one 14-year-old’s search for a better life. In Mitch Johnson’s
Kick, a boy called Budi is working in a sweatshop in Jakarta
making football boots but dreams of being a football star.
9+
Supported by Oxfam

10am
[HD71] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £6

Nadia Shireen

Billy and the Beast
When Billy and Fatcat discover a Terrible Beast making a
Terrible Soup out of all of their friends, they are quick to
react. Luckily Billy has a clever trick – hidden in her hair.
BookTrust’s illustrator-in-residence introduces her new story
as she champions the causes of more humour and inclusivity
in picture-books.
3+
In association with BookTrust

11.30am
[313] 11.30am TATA TENT £7

Sarah Dunant
The Renaissance: History, Fiction and Art
To recreate the past as a living, breathing place, the historical
novelist has visited churches, archives, museums and art
galleries all over Italy. In this lecture, she tells the story of her
discoveries; how the decoding of old paintings alongside the
work of the most modern historians helped her to penetrate
hidden worlds inside the Renaissance, finding wonder and
drama in ordinary lives and exploring the complexities of
politics and religion along with emotion, the senses and the
heady appetites of body and soul. Dunant’s novels include the
acclaimed trilogy The Birth of Venus, In the Company of the
Courtesan and Sacred Hearts, her two novels about the Borgias,
Blood and Beauty and her latest In the Name of the Family.
[314] 11.30am OXFAM MOOT £7

Laura Spinney
Pale Rider: The Spanish Flu of 1918 and how it
Changed the World
With a death toll of 50-100 million people and a global reach,
the Spanish ’flu of 1918-1920 was the greatest human disaster,
not only of the 20th century, but possibly in all of recorded
history. And yet, in our popular conception it exists largely as
a footnote to World War One. Spinney recounts the story of
an overlooked pandemic, tracing it from Alaska to Brazil, from
Persia to Spain, and from South Africa to Odessa. Telling the
story from the point of view of those who lived through it, she
shows how the pandemic was shaped by the interaction of
a virus and the humans it encountered; and how this
devastating natural experiment put both the ingenuity and
the vulnerability of humans to the test. Chaired by Stephanie
Boland of Prospect magazine.
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11.30am

1pm

[315] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £7

[318] 1pm TATA TENT £8

[322] 1pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

Dai Smith, Rachel Trezise, Tomos Owen and
Friends

Alexander McCall Smith talks to SJ Parris

The Private Life of the Royal Academy

The Library of Wales

Fictions: The Trick of It

BBC Two

The prolific Edinburgh novelist discusses the joys and travails
of writing fiction – plotting, voice, tone and humour – with
his fellow crime-writer. His books, in numerous series
including No.1 Ladies Detective Agency, Isabel Dalhousie
and 44 Scotland Street, have sold tens of millions of copies
worldwide, in 46 languages.
Sponsored by Charlotte of Hay

The Royal Academy of Arts in London is run by artists who
are elected in a secret ballot and allowed to put the letters
RA after their name. On the eve of its 250th anniversary, the
Academy agreed for the first time to reveal its inner workings
and the people at its heart. Five years in the making, the film
is an intimate and engaging portrait of one of Britain’s most
enduring and exclusive institutions. Charles Saumarez
Smith, Secretary and Chief Executive of the Royal Academy,
producer Martin Rosenbaum and director Adam Low
discuss the challenges of getting under the skin of Britain’s
oldest art gallery. Followed by a Q&A. See also event [327].
A Lone Star Production for BBC Two

The hugely ambitious Parthian press project to gather in one
imprint the greatest Welsh writing in English of the past 100
years has now reached 50 titles – from Raymond Williams
and Margiad Evans to Rachel Trezise and Leonora Brito. The
series editor, Dai Smith, leads a conversation about the scope
and scale, impact and treasures of Welsh literature. What do
we learn from these modern classics? What might the next 50
books be? And how might they be selected?
Sponsored by Best of Wales
[316] 11.30am LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £7

Shruti Kapila
Cambridge Series 15: India, Empire and the
Invention of Terror in the Twentieth Century
The lecturer in modern Indian history and global political
thought explores the origins of modern anti-terror legislation in
India’s struggle for independence and the reverberations today.
In association with University of Cambridge
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1pm

[317] 11.30am BBC TENT free but ticketed

The Archers: Life in Ambridge
BBC Radio Drama
Find out what goes into the making of the world’s
longest-running drama serial. Alison Hindell, currently
Acting Editor, and members of the writing team, share
some backstage secrets about living in the UK’s best-known
fictional village.
[HD72] 11.30am GOOD ENERGY STAGE £6

Ali Sparkes
Night Speakers
What keeps you awake at night? It’s probably not an
inter-dimensional beam messing with your mind at exactly
1.34am every 24 hours. The writer investigates the night-time
world of three kids who just can’t sleep. Expect interactive
comedy, weird sleep facts and a bit of hypnotism from the
creator of the Shapeshifter series.
9+
[HD73] 11.30am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £6

Nick Crumpton
The Amazing Animal Atlas
From the mangroves of Florida to the peaks of the Himalayas,
animals are found just about everywhere, so come and join the
zoologist and writer as he takes us on a voyage around Planet
Earth in search of some of our world’s weirdest, and most
recently discovered, animals.
6+

[466] 1pm oxfam moot £7

Matthew Hall and Eve Myles talk to Guto Harri
Keeping Faith – Un Bore Mercher
Hall’s compelling drama series, shot in both Welsh and
English language versions, has been one of the greatest
successes of the year with over five million viewers. The series
tells the story of lawyer, wife and mother Faith (Myles) as she
fights to find the truth behind the sudden disappearance of
her husband. The writer and star come together to give an
insight into the Pembrokeshire-set story, the twists of crime
drama, the benefits of each language (the versions are subtly
different!) and their plans for the second series, which has just
been commissioned.
Series 1 is now available on BBC iplayer
[320] 1pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7

Scilla Elworthy
The Business Plan for Peace
Every year, the world spends about $2 trillion on wars. The
total value of the global arms trade alone was at least $94.5
billion in 2014. The veteran peace campaigner suggests that
establishing world peace would cost the global economy just
$2 billion. She shows how everybody, from individuals in
their communities to diplomats and world leaders, can
realistically work together to end interminable cycles of
violence and build a better society. Elworthy’s entire working
life has been dedicated to building peace. She has been three
times a nominee for the Nobel Peace Prize, and is founder of
the Oxford Research Group. Chaired by Sarfraz Manzoor.
Programmed in partnership with Bradford
Literature Festival
[321] 1pm good energy STAGE £7

Peter Atkins

Conjuring the Universe: The Origins of the
Laws of Nature
The marvellous complexity of the Universe emerges from
several deep laws and a handful of fundamental constants that
fix its shape, scale, and destiny. There is a deep structure to the
world which at the same time is simple, elegant, and beautiful.
The University of Oxford professor asks: Where did these
laws and these constants come from? And why are the laws so
fruitful when written in the language of mathematics?

[HD74] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £7

Patrick Ness
Release

The author of the Chaos Walking trilogy and A Monster Calls
talks about how his new novel, Release, was inspired partly by
his childhood experiences. It follows a day in the life of gay
teen Adam as he negotiates family, friends and relationships,
in a world that might just be about to end. Join Patrick as he
discusses his books and his screenplays.
14+
Sponsored by Addyman Books
[HD75] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £6

Janina Ramirez

Riddle of the Runes
Be immersed in a world of riddles, runes and revenge with the
Viking expert and children’s author who will introduce you to
the fearless shield maiden Alva, reveal fascinating facts about
the Vikings, and will need your help to solve a mysterious
crime in the fjords of Kilsgard.
9+

2.30pm
[323] 2.30pm TATA TENT £9

Fergal Keane
Wounds: A Memoir of War and Love
After nearly three decades reporting conflict from all over the
world for the BBC, Fergal Keane has gone home to Ireland
to tell a story that lies at the root of his fascination with
war. It is about Irish people who found themselves caught
up in the revolution that followed the 1916 Rising, in the
pitiless violence of civil war in north Kerry after the British
left in 1922, and how the ghosts of the past return to shape
the present. It is the story of Keane’s grandmother Hannah
Purtill, her brother Mick and his friend Con Brosnan, and
how they and their neighbours took up guns to fight the
British Empire and create an independent Ireland. It is the
story of another Irishman, too, Tobias O’Sullivan, who fought
against them as a policeman because he believed it was his duty
to uphold the law of his country. He talks to Peter Florence.

01497 822 629
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2.30pm
[460] 2.30pm oxfam moot £7

Lauren Child
Time to Dream
Waterstones’ Children’s Laureate, creator of characters
including Clarice Bean, Ruby Redfort, Hubert Horatio, Bartle
Bobton-Trent and Charlie and Lola, discusses the poetry of
illustration, creativity and making time to dream.
[324] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £7

Edzard Ernst talks to Rosie Boycott
SCAM
So-called alternative medicine (SCAM) is popular
and therefore important, whether we love or loathe it.
Consequently, an impressive number of books about SCAM
are already available. Most of them, however, are woefully
uncritical, overtly promotional and dangerously misleading.
Not so this one. Edzard’s book was written by someone
who received SCAM as a patient, practised SCAM as a
doctor, and researched SCAM as a scientist. It provides an
insider’s perspective by covering aspects of SCAM that most
books avoid, and by questioning the many tacitly accepted
assumptions and wild extrapolations that underpin SCAM.
The text is factual, occasionally dosed with a touch of humour
or satire. The aim is not only to inform but also to entertain –
as he does in his other books Trick or Treatment, More Harm
Than Good and A Scientist in Wonderland.
[325] 2.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7

James Williams

Stand out of our Light: Freedom and Resistance in
the Attention Economy
The former Google advertising executive, now Oxford-trained
philosopher James Williams, launches a plea to society and
to the tech industry to help ensure that the technology we all
carry with us every day does not distract us from pursuing our
true goals in life. (At the time of going to press the Cambridge
Analytica data mining scandal has been a top story for 72
hours.) As information becomes ever more plentiful, the
resource that is becoming scarcer is our attention. Williams is
the inaugural winner of the Nine Dots Prize, a new award for
creative thinking that tackles contemporary social issues.

FRIDAY 1 JUNE
2.30pm
[327] 2.30pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

The Private Life of the Royal Academy:
Screening
BBC Two

The Royal Academy of Arts is run by artists who are elected
in a secret ballot and allowed to put the letters RA after their
name. On the eve of its 250th anniversary the RA agreed for
the first time to reveal its inner workings and the people at its
heart. Five years in the making, the film is an intimate portrait
of one of Britain’s most enduring and exclusive institutions.
A Lone Star Production for BBC Two
[HD76] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £6

Riverside Performing Arts
The Owl Who Was Afraid of the Dark
Plop is a baby barn owl. He is the same as every baby barn
owl that has ever been – except for one thing…he is afraid
of the dark. Riverside Performing Arts, who brought you
Elmer, presents Jill Tomlinson’s classic tale, illustrated by Paul
Howard. Filled with song, puppetry, dance and laughter, this
touching story is beautifully adapted for the stage.
3+

4pm
[328] 4pm tata tent £8

Marcus du Sautoy
How to Count to Infinity
The mathematician discovers how the ancient Babylonians
used their bodies to count to 60 (which gave us 60 minutes
in the hour), how the number zero was only discovered in the
seventh century by Indian mathematicians contemplating the
void, why in China going into the red meant your numbers
had gone negative, and why numbers might be our best
language for communicating with alien life. But for millennia,
contemplating infinity has sent even the greatest minds into
a spin. Then at the end of the 19th century mathematicians
discovered a way to think about infinity that revealed it is a
number that we can count. They also found that there are an
infinite number of infinities, some bigger than others…
[329] 4pm OXFAM MOOT £7

[326] 2.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7

Rachel Clark, Anita Donley, Adam Kay

Your Life is in My Hands, and This is Going
to Hurt
Times of unprecedented pressure and challenge in the NHS
have given rise to two heart-breaking memoirs of life in the
front line of medicine today. Hear Rachel Clarke, journalist
and doctor, and Adam Kay, doctor, writer and comedian in
conversation with Anita Donley on healthcare, safety and
medicine today.

Sue Black
All that Remains: A Life in Death
Sue Black confronts death every day. As Professor of Anatomy
and Forensic Anthropology, she focuses on mortal remains
in her lab, at burial sites, at scenes of violence, murder and
criminal dismemberment, and when investigating mass
fatalities due to war, accident or natural disaster. She reveals
the many faces of death, using key cases to explore how
forensic science has developed, and what her work has taught
her. There is tragedy, but there is also humour in stories
as gripping as the best crime novel. Our own death will
remain a great unknown. But as an expert witness from the
final frontier, Sue Black is the wisest, most reassuring, most
compelling of guides.

4pm
[330] 4pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7

Mohamed Keshavjee
The Ronald Higgins Memorial Lecture: Mediation
and Restorative Justice
Keshavjee will explore the ideas of internationalism and
engagement mapped in Higgins’ visionary world affairs books
The Seventh Enemy and Plotting Peace: The Owls Reply to the
Hawks. The distinguished academic received the GandhiKing-Ikeda Peace Award for his work in conflict resolution.
Patrick Pietroni will pay tribute to Ronald Higgins who died
in December. Chaired by Felicity Bryan.
[331] 4pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8

Rachel Cusk talks to Daniel Hahn
Fictions: Kudos

Kudos, which follows Outline and Transit, completes Cusk’s
trilogy: “One of the most fascinating projects in contemporary
fiction” – Adam Foulds. A woman on a plane listens to the
stranger in the next seat telling her the story of his life: his
work, his marriage and the harrowing night he has just spent
burying the family dog. That woman is Faye, who is now on
her way to Europe to promote the book she has just published.
Once she reaches her destination, the conversations she
has with the people she meets – about art, family, politics,
love, sorrow and joy, justice and injustice – are the most
far-reaching questions human beings ask. These conversations,
the last of them with her son, rise dramatically and majestically
to a beautiful conclusion.
[332] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU—WALES STAGE £7

Laura Carlin

Creativity and Life
The illustrator is a graduate of the Royal College of Art and
the winner of the V&A Book Illustration Award. Her work
has appeared in Vogue, the Guardian and the New York Times.
Her books include The Promise by Nicola Davies and The
Iron Man by Ted Hughes, which was awarded an honourable
mention in the Bologna Ragazzi Award fiction category.
In association with House of Illustration
[333] 4pm COMPASS £7

Sophie Howe and Jane Davidson
The WFGA Annual Review
The Wellbeing of Future Generations Act 2015 came into full
force in April 2016. It puts a legal responsibility on the Welsh
public sector, including Welsh Government, to consider
sustainability in all of its actions. The potential for this to
change the private sector, too, is huge, but how much progress
has been made? What are the implications of Brexit for the
Act and Wales: huge opportunity or damage limitation? Jane
Davidson was the original architect of this Act and Sophie
Howe is the Commissioner responsible for delivery.
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5.30pm
[HD77] 4pm starlight stage £7

Sarah Crossan, Patrick Ness, Alex Wheatle
‘The Bookseller’ YA Book Prize Panel
The YA Book Prize singles out the best new fiction every
year. Join the authors of Moonrise, Release, and Straight Outta
Crongton as they discuss pushing the boundaries of YA fiction.
Chaired by Emily Drabble, BookTrust.
14+
[334] 5.30pm TATA TENT £9

David Crystal talks to Peter Florence
An Alphabet (and maybe some punctuation
marks too)
An hour of glorious grammar as the fabulously entertaining
language and linguistics guru plays with two-minute lectures.
A is for Alphabet – why this order? O may well be Oxford
Comma, but it might be Original Pronunciation... (ellipsis).
What would you like to hear him explain?
Sponsored by the Society of Indexers
[335] 5.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7

Barry Cunliffe
66

The Ancient Celts
Cunliffe’s classic study of the ancient Celtic world was first
published in 1997. Since then huge advances have taken
place in our knowledge: new finds, new ways of using DNA
records to understand Celtic origins, new ideas about the
proto-urban nature of early chieftains’ strongholds. Cunliffe
explores the archaeological reality of these bold warriors and
skilled craftsmen of barbarian Europe, who inspired fear in
both the Greeks and the Romans. He investigates the texts of
the Classical writers and contrasts their view of the Celts with
current archaeological findings.
[336] 5.30pm OXFAM MOOT £7

Claire Wilcox – V&A Lecture 1
Frida Kahlo: Making Herself Up
In 1954, following her death, Frida Kahlo’s possessions were
locked away in the Casa Azul in Mexico City, her lifelong
home. Half a century later, her collection of clothing,
jewellery, cosmetics and other personal items was rediscovered.
Wilcox, curator of the Frida Kahlo exhibition at the V&A,
offers a fresh perspective on the life story of this extraordinary
artist, whose charisma and entirely individual way of dressing
made her one of the most photographed women of her time.
Specially commissioned photographs show her distinctive
Mexican outfits alongside her self-portraits, an unprecedented
pairing that is enriched by iconic images taken in her lifetime.
Chaired by Tristram Hunt.
In association with the V&A

5.30pm

7pm

[337] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7

[340] 7pm TATA TENT £9

Hattice Gunes

Richard Dawkins

Cambridge Series 16: Demsytifying the Social Robot

Science in the Soul

Sensationalist media coverage and sci-fi films often give a
skewed impression of human-like and social robots, and this
has left a major gap between the public perception of what
they can do and their actual capabilities. The Senior Lecturer
at University of Cambridge’s Computer Laboratory will
give a more balanced view and outline how social robots can
contribute to the public good.
In association with University of Cambridge

The uncompromising and passionate rationalist calls on us
to insist that reason take centre stage and that gut feelings,
even when they don’t represent the stirred, dark waters of
xenophobia, misogyny, or other blind prejudice, should stay
out of the voting booth. He investigates a number of issues,
including the importance of empirical evidence, and decries
bad science, religion in schools, and climate-change deniers.
Dawkins has equal ardour for ‘the sacred truth of nature’ and
renders with typical virtuosity the glories and complexities of
the natural world.

[338] 5.30pm COMPASS £7

Alicia Kopf talks to Daniel Hahn
Fictions: Brother in Ice
This hybrid novel – part research notes, part fictionalised
diary, part travelogue – uses the stories of polar exploration
to make sense of the protagonist’s own concerns as she
comes of age as an artist, a daughter, and sister to an autistic
brother. Conceptual and emotionally compelling, it advances
fearlessly into the frozen emotional lacunae of difficult family
relationships. Deserving winner of multiple awards upon its
Catalan and Spanish publication, Kopf has been hailed as one
of the greatest emerging talents in world literature.
Supported by Wom@rts
[339] 5.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7

Karin Wahl-Jorgensen
The Emotional Politics of Donald Trump and the
Rise of Angry Populism
The rise of Donald Trump has contributed to a shift in the
‘emotional regime’, or the ways in which we talk about and
are governed by emotions. The Trump era has made anger
the dominant political emotion. This anger cannot be viewed
in isolation but should be seen as part of the rise of a broader
trend of ‘angry populism’, evidenced in the UK’s Brexit and
the success of right-wing populist parties across Europe.
Wahl-Jorgensen is Director of Research Development and
Environment at Cardiff University’s School of Journalism,
Media and Culture.
In partnership with Cardiff University
[HD78] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £6

Dave Evans

Designing Your Life
Whether we’re 20, 40 or 60, many of us are still looking for an
answer to the question, “What do I want to be when I grow
up?”. The Silicon Valley design innovator and Co-Director
of the Stanford Life Design Lab uses his expertise to help you
work out what you want – and how to get it. This simple
method will teach you how to use basic design tools such as
re-framing, prototyping and ideation to build a life that works
for you.
YA - Adult

[341] 7pm OXFAM MOOT £7

Clemency Burton-Hill talks to Peter Florence
Year of Wonder

The award-winning violinist presents BBC Radio 3’s
Breakfast, The Proms, and Young Musician of the Year. She
introduces a beautiful engagement with classical music for
every day of the year, whoever you are and wherever you’re
from. In this session she celebrates the great sounds of spring
and summer and mixes a Hay seasonal playlist.
[342] 7pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7

Meg Wolitzer talks to Laurie Penny
Fictions: The Female Persuasion

From the New York Times-bestselling author of The
Interestings comes an electric, multi-layered novel about
ambition, power, friendship and mentorship, and the
romantic ideals we all follow deep into adulthood, not just
about who we want to be with, but who we want to be. At its
heart, The Female Persuasion is about the flame we all believe
is flickering inside us, waiting to be seen and fanned by the
right person at the right time. It’s a story about the people
who guide and the people who follow (and how those roles
evolve over time) and the desire within all of us to be pulled
into the light.
[343] 7pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7

David Pilling talks to Catharine Flood
The Scottish Mortgage Resolute Optimism event
The Growth Delusion: The Wealth and Wellbeing
of Nations
Pilling explores how economists and their cult of growth have
hijacked our policy-making and infiltrated our thinking about
what makes societies work. Our policies are geared
relentlessly towards increasing our standard measure of growth,
Gross Domestic Product (GDP). By this yardstick we have
never been wealthier or happier. So why doesn’t it feel that
way? Why are we living in such fractured times, with global
populism on the rise and wealth inequality as stark as ever?
Sponsored by Scottish Mortgage Investment Trust

01497 822 629

hayfestival.org
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8.30pm

8.30pm

[344] 7pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £7

[348] 8.30pm TATA TENT £8

[352] 8.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7

Mary Colwell, Martin Harper, Mark Isherwood

Tony Hawks

Hugh Lupton with Daniel Morden

Curlew Moon – Saving Our Most Endangered
Species

Trust the Bucket

As Britain’s largest wading bird, the curlew is known for its
evocative call, providing a range of emotions that many have
expressed in poetry, music and art. Join nature activist Mary
Colwell, who will be giving an illustrated talk on her book
Curlew Moon, the RSPB’s Global Conservation Director
Martin Harper, and curlew species champion and Assembly
Member Mark Isherwood, as they celebrate this iconic species
and look forward towards a brighter future for our most
endangered wildlife.
In association with RSPB Cymru
[345] 7pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

Front Row Late
BBC Two

Classicist and broadcaster Mary Beard hosts an episode of the
BBC’s flagship arts show. She and her guests debate the big
questions in arts and culture.
Broadcasts Friday 1 June at 11pm on BBC Two
[346] 7pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7

Keith Ray and Julian Thomas

Neolithic Britain: The Transformation of
Social Worlds
The Neolithic in Britain was a period of fundamental change:
human communities were transformed, collectively owning
domesticated plants and animals, and inhabiting a richer
world of material things: timber houses and halls, pottery
vessels, polished flint and stone axes, and massive monuments
of earth and stone. Equally important was the development
of a suite of new social practices, and an emphasis on descent,
continuity and inheritance. These innovations set in train
social processes that culminated with the construction of
Stonehenge, the most remarkable surviving structure from
prehistoric Europe. The celebrated archaeologists launch their
new book today at Hay.
[347] 7pm CUBE £5

Destino Dance Company
Movements Mean More

Destino Dance Company is the first social enterprise in
Ethiopia using dance as a tool for social change and in 2016
was funded by the European Union to lead an 18-month
project to preserve and promote Ethiopian dance. DDC,
which has performed at Sadlers Wells, travelled across
Ethiopia to document and research existing traditions, rituals
and dances, meeting different ethnic groups and gathering
their stories for the first time. Destino’s documentary film and
book, Movements Mean More, will take you to these remote
places where hidden stories are found in some of the oldest
dance movements in the world.

Join the star of Radio 4’s Just a Minute and I’m Sorry I Haven’t
A Clue for an extremely silly evening of interactive fun as we
play a special Hay version of Tony’s Game Show Trust The
Bucket. It’s laugh-a-minute stuff as The Generation Game
meets Vic and Bob meets Whose Line Is It Anyway? Someone
in the audience will walk away with a fabulous prize at the end
of the evening – something that used to belong to someone
else in the audience, and which they are delighted to get rid
of. “The sort of bonkers nonsense that one expects from Tony. I
loved it. An utterly daft experience.” – Miles Jupp. “Probably the
silliest evening I’ve ever been involved in…and the most fun.” –
Jo Brand. #justincaseyoufeelitsallabitseriousthisyear #balance
[349] 8.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £12

The Scummy Mummies
Live at Hay 2018!
Following their sell-out UK tour and smash-hit Hay gigs
last year, the outrageous and hilarious Scummy Mummies
are back with a brand-new comedy show. New songs, new
sketches, new catsuits, And even some new jokes! Join Ellie
and Helen as they celebrate the scummier side of parenting,
from drinking wine at teatime to hiding from the PTA. Bring
your friends and make it a mums’ (or dads’!) night out! Based
on the hit Scummy Mummies podcast and book.
Sponsored by Hay Does Vintage
[350] 8.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7

Rory Hide and Tristram Hunt
The V&A Lecture 2: The Future Starts Here
The new blockbuster show at the V&A begins to imagine
where our society might be headed. Cute but intelligent
robots, massive unmanned aircraft that deliver internet access,
crowdfunded buildings, tools printed in space, mysterious black
boxes that understand human genetic codes – how can these
objects affect the way we live, learn and love? And how are
they challenging our understanding of what it means to be an
individual, a citizen, a crowd or a species? Hunt is the Director
and Hyde is the Curator of Contemporary Architecture and
Urbanism at the Victoria and Albert Museum.
In association with the V&A
[351] 8.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £7

Lionel Shriver

Fictions: Property – A Reading

The Orange prize-winning author of We Need to Talk About
Kevin and A Perfect Family reads stories from her newly
published, debut short-form collection – Property. In Shriver’s
world, we may possess people and objects and places, but in
turn they possess us. Chaired by Lisa Dwan.

Fictions: The Assembly of the Severed Head
13th Century Wales. A small monastic outpost is rocked to
its core when a gruesome discovery is made on the nearby
shoreline: a severed human head, the first of several to wash up
along the surrounding coast. Not long after, the holy brothers
stumble across the smouldering ruins of a bardic school and
within, a pile of decapitated bodies – all that is left of King
John’s brutal massacre. But one man, barely alive, is found
hiding among the carnage. He is Cian Brydydd Mawr, the
greatest bard of his age, who holds in his head all the ancient
stories of his land… So begins Lupton’s masterful new novel
which tells the story of the making of the Mabinogion, the
ancient Welsh myth cycle which existed in oral form for
generations before it was set down in writing. In Lupton’s
re-telling, we witness these stories of spirits and shape-shifters,
giants and time-travellers, curses and spells being told as they
originally would have been in the ancient bardic tradition.
He introduces the tales and talks to his fellow storyteller
Daniel Morden.

9.45pm
[354] 9.45pm OXFAM MOOT £15

Trio HLK and Evelyn Glennie

This unique collaboration concert sees pioneering Scottish
ensemble Trio HLK team up with the world’s premier solo
percussionist, Dame Evelyn Glennie. HLK’s music heavily
deconstructs and reconstructs jazz standards, creating intricate
new pieces with complex frameworks for improvisation. Their
pieces are strewn with rhythmic and harmonic tricks, and
their performances deliver an explosive interactive tour de
force that distorts the meeting point of the composed and the
improvised.
“Their deconstruction of jazz classics could easily have
sounded mannered, but instead I found it genuinely complex,
uncompromising, at times very beautiful, and above all deeply
engaging. I’d never heard anything quite like it (a novel
experience at a jazz gig) and was immediately hooked.” Steven Osborne
“One of the grooviest, hippest young bands in the city...
rhythmically and melodically a great combination of subtlety
and strength” - Kevin Le Gendre
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7am
[355] 7am-9am BBC TENT free but ticketed

The Today Programme
BBC Radio 4 LIVE

Join the audience of BBC Radio 4’s flagship news and current
affairs programme as we broadcast live from Hay.

10am
[356] 10am OXFAM MOOT £7

Barry Cunliffe

On the Ocean: The Mediterranean and the Atlantic
from Prehistory to AD1500
While the land is familiar, even reassuring, the sea is unknown
and threatening. Why, then, did humans become seafarers?
Part of the answer is that we are conditioned by our genetics
to be acquisitive animals: we like to acquire rare materials
and we are eager for esoteric knowledge, and society rewards
us well for both. And our innate inquisitiveness drives us
to explore. The pre-eminent archaeologist looks at the
development of seafaring on the Mediterranean and the
Atlantic – two contrasting seas, the Mediterranean without
a significant tide, enclosed and soon to become familiar, the
Atlantic with its frightening tidal ranges, an ocean without
end. Chaired by Gabrielle Walker.
[357] 10am TATA TENT £7

James Scott
AIQ

The statistician and data scientist offers an up-close and
user-friendly look at artificial intelligence: what it is, how it
works, where it came from and how to harness its power for
a better world. A revolution of intelligent machines, from
self-driving cars to smart digital assistants, is now remaking
our world, just as the Industrial Revolution remade the world
of the 19th century. Doctors use AI to diagnose and treat
cancer. Banks use it to detect fraud. Power companies use
it to save energy. AI is changing our lives at lightning speed.
Many of these changes offer great promise, including freedom
from drudgery, safer workplaces, better health care and fewer
language barriers. But others elicit worry – whether about
jobs, data privacy, political manipulation or the prospect of
machines making biased decisions with no accountability.
Scott shows how intelligent machines operating on massive
data sets are changing the world around you, and how you can
use this knowledge to make better decisions in your own life.
[358] 10am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7

David Willetts talks to Owen Sheers
A University Education

Drawing on his experience as UK Minister for Universities
and Science from 2010 to 2014, Willetts offers a powerful
account of the value of higher education and the case for more
expansion. He discusses access for disadvantaged students,
tuition fees, the potential for business and universities to work
together in promoting innovation, and envisions how globalisation and technological progress may change the university
significantly. He talks to Owen Sheers, Professor in Creativity
at Swansea University.

SATURDAY 2 JUNE
10am

11.30am

[359] 10am GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7

[361] 11.30am TATA TENT £8

Rhidian Brook

David Miliband talks to Jim Naughtie

Fictions: The Killing of Butterfly Joe

The Eric Hobsbawm Platform: Refugees and the
Political Crisis of our Time

Llew Jones wanted to see the States and write about the
experience. Then he met Joe Bosco, a butterfly salesman as
charismatic as he was infuriating, and they were soon hurtling
across 1980s America together, caught up in an adventure that
got way, way out of control. Now Llew is in jail, his friend is
gone, and he has to give his side of the story if he’s ever going
to get free . . . Part existential road trip, part neo-Gothic
thriller, part morality tale, The Killing of Butterfly Joe is a
dazzling and propulsive novel full of characters you’ll never
forget. The film of Brook’s novel The Aftermath starring Keira
Knightley and Alexander Skarsgård comes out later this year.
He talks to Peter Florence.
[360] 10am MEET AT HAY FESTIVAL MAIN ENTRANCE
FOR BUS £10

Jackie Morris
Wayfaring: River Wye

We are in the midst of a global refugee crisis. Sixty-five million
people are fleeing for their lives. The choices are urgent, not
just for them but for all of us. What can we possibly do to
help? With compassion and clarity, Miliband shows why we
should care and how we can make a difference. He takes us
from war zones in the Middle East to the heart of Europe to
explain the crisis and to show what can be done, not just by
governments with the power to change policy but by citizens
with the urge to change lives. Miliband is President of the
International Rescue Committee.
Sponsored by Gabbs Solicitors
[362] 11.30am GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7

Colm Tóibín and Kamila Shamsie
Fictions: Mythic Grace

Artist and illustrator of The Lost Words, written by Robert
Macfarlane, The Ice Bear, Tell Me a Dragon and Song of the
Golden Hare leads an art and story workshop in the landscape,
for adults. Sketchbooks and pencils will be provided but bring
your own if you wish. The workshop will be by the River
Wye looking at river wildlife (but there is a wet-weather plan
should it rain).
Returns to Hay Festival by 12.30pm

A conversation between two of the world’s great novelists
about the elemental and eternal human crises they have
explored in their engagement with classic Greek tragedies in
their latest stories. House of Names is Tóibín’s version of the
terrible fates visited upon the House of Atreus: Agamemnon,
Clytemnestra and their children Iphigenia, Electra and
Orestes. A contemporary reimagining of Sophocles’ Antigone,
Shamsie’s Home Fire is an urgent, fiercely compelling story of
loyalties torn apart when love and politics collide.

[HD79] 10am LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £7

[363] 11.30am OXFAM MOOT £7

Jon Klassen and Mac Barnett
Triangle and Square

Join the New York Times duo as they conspire again on two
slyly funny tales about some creative shapes. Visually stunning
and full of wry humour, these thoughtful offerings about
different shapes from two of today’s most irreverent picturebook creators emphasise the importance of keeping your eyes
and your mind open to wonder, where others see only rubble
and rocks.
6+
[HD80] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £6

Sarah McIntyre
Bunnies v Dinosaurs

Join the writer-illustrator in the worlds she has created,
populated entirely by animals. Explore her two new picturebooks: hop along to meet The New Neighbours and find out
how a hopeful young Diplodocus becomes Dinoville’s hero in
Dinosaur Firefighters. Stories and drawing in this interactive
session for families.
3+

Marcus du Sautoy
The Great Unknown

Every week seems to throw up a new discovery, shaking the
foundations of what we know. But are there questions we
will never be able to answer – mysteries that lie beyond the
predictive powers of science? Marcus du Sautoy invites us
to consider the problems in cosmology, quantum physics,
mathematics and neuroscience that continue to bedevil
scientists and creative thinkers who are at the forefront of
their fields. He challenges us to consider big questions –
about the nature of consciousness, what came before the big
bang, and what lies beyond our horizons – while taking us
on a virtuoso tour of the great breakthroughs of the past.
He celebrates the men and women who dared to tackle the
seemingly impossible and had the imagination to come up
with new ways of seeing the world. The mathematician holds
the University of Oxford’s prestigious Simonyi Chair for the
Public Understanding of Science.
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11.30am
[364] 11.30am LLWYFAN CYMRU—WALES STAGE £7

[366] 1pm TATA TENT £15

Wendy Ayres-Bennett

Philip Pullman

Cambridge Series 17: The Menace of
Monolingualism

The Hay Library Platform

Is monolingualism harming us, both as individuals and as
a society? We look at the value of languages for health and
well-being, social cohesion, diplomacy and conflict resolution,
defence and national security. Wendy Ayres-Bennett is
Professor of French Philology and Linguistics.
In association with University of Cambridge
[365] 11.30am BBC TENT free but ticketed

Talking Books with Anuradha Roy and
Gavin Esler
BBC World News

Indian writer and publisher Anuradha Roy talks about her
novel An Atlas of Impossible Longing (2008), which has been
widely translated and was named one of the 60 most essential
books on modern India by World Literature Today. Her third
book, Sleeping on Jupiter (2015), about the constant human
search for another version of existence, was nominated for
the Man Booker Prize. Her new book All the Lives We Never
Lived is the story of Gayatri, a rebellious artist who abandons
her family to follow her primal desire for freedom.
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1pm

[HD81] 11.30am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8

Lauren Child
Charlie and Lola: A Dog with Nice Ears

Join Waterstones’ Children’s Laureate as she introduces a
storytelling event and talks about the inspiration for her latest
picture-book. Learn about dogs of all shapes, sizes and colours
in this interactive event, full of games and storytelling, led by
Devon Black. Lauren will read from the book and answer
questions.
3+
[HD82] 11.30am STARLIGHT STAGE £6

Nicola Davies
The First Book of the Sea

Join the author of The First Book of Nature and The First
Book of Animals as she introduces a collection of poems about
the oceans of the world and their shores. Feel what it is like
to swim with dolphins and flying fish, pore over rock-pools
and sail from pole to pole and back, learning about everything
from phosphorescence and plankton to manta rays and
puffins. With exquisite watercolour illustrations from Emily
Sutton, the book captures the excitement of a child’s first
glimpse of the sea, the majesty of ancient trading ships and the
wonder of the humpback whale.
6+

The novelist discusses his essay collection Dæmon Voices and
his novel La Belle Sauvage with Daniel Hahn.
Hay Festival is committed to working with the community to
fund Hay Public Library’s opening hours
In association with The Reading Agency

1pm
[HD83] 1pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7

Peter Lord
Early Man

The Creative Director and co-founder of Aardman
Animations takes us behind the scenes of the UK’s favourite
animation studio. The latest blockbuster adventure is
Early Man.
Family
[HD84] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £6

[367] 1pm OXFAM MOOT £8

Rose McGowan talks to Laurie Penny
Brave

McGowan is a film-maker, thought leader and agent of
change. Brave is her raw, honest, and poignant memoir/
manifesto: a no-holds-barred, pull-no-punches account of
the rise of a millennial icon, fearless activist, and unstoppable
force for change who is determined to expose the truth about
the entertainment industry, dismantle the concept of fame,
shine a light on a multibillion-dollar business built on systemic
misogyny, and empower people everywhere to wake up and
be BRAVE. Laurie Penny is author of Bitch Doctrine and
Everything Belongs to the Future.
[368] 1pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8

David Cannadine
The British Academy Lecture: Victorious Century –
The United Kingdom 1800-1906
To live in 19th century Britain was to experience an
astonishing series of changes, of a kind for which there
was simply no precedent in human experience. There were
revolutions in transport, communication, work; cities grew
vast; scientific ideas made the intellectual landscape
unrecognisable. This was an exhilarating time, but also a
horrifying one. In this lecture David Cannadine discusses
his dazzling new book offering a bold, fascinating new
interpretation of the British 19th century in all its energy and
dynamism, darkness and vice. Professor Sir David Cannadine
is President of the British Academy, Dodge Professor of
History at Princeton University and visiting Professor at the
University of Oxford. His books include Margaret Thatcher:
A Life and Legacy and The Undivided Past.
In association with the British Academy
[369] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £7

Dacia Viejo
Cambridge Series 17: War on Culture – the Politics
of Reconstructing Cultural Heritage
The destruction of cultural heritage has grabbed headlines
worldwide. Does it matter? This talk will explore the
dynamics of violence, reconstruction and repair that underlie
these dramatic acts of destruction. Dr Viejo is a Lecturer in
Heritage and the Politics of the Past.
In association with University of Cambridge

Steven Camden
Nobody Real

One of the UK’s most acclaimed spoken-word artists who has
performed around the world introduces his new book about a
girl called Marcie and her imaginary friend, Thor Baker. Join
this discussion and creative session revolving around imaginary
friends and the role they play in our lives.
12+

2.30pm
[370] 2.30pm TATA TENT £10

Sarah Churchwell

The 2018 Raymond Williams Lecture:
Behold America

The writer and academic offers a history of America First,
one of Donald Trump’s campaign slogans. Although popular
wisdom attributes the phrase to Charles Lindbergh and
the isolationist America First Committee of 1940-1941,
in fact the expression has a longer, and darker, history than
that, a story of nativism and the Ku Klux Klan, of 100 %
Americanism and isolationism, and of a homegrown fascism
that America continues to pretend “can’t happen here”.
[371] 2.30pm OXFAM MOOT £9

Åsne Seierstad talks to Sarfraz Manzoor
Two Sisters

One morning in October 2013, 19-year-old Ayan Juma and
her 16-year-old sister Leila left their family home in Oslo.
Later that day they sent an email to their parents. “Peace,
God’s mercy and blessings upon you, Mum and Dad ... Please
do not be cross with us...” Leila and Ayan had decided to
travel to Syria, “and help out down there as best we can”.
While their father Sadiq risks his own life to bring his
daughters back, at home his wife Sara begins to question their
life in Norway. How could her children have been radicalised
without her knowledge? How can she protect her two younger
sons from the same fate? Seierstad – with the complete
support of the Juma family – followed the story from the
beginning, through its many dramatic twists and turns.
It’s a tale that crosses from Sadiq and Sara’s original home
in Somalia, to their council estate in Oslo, to Turkey and
to Syria – where two teenage sisters must face the shocking
consequences of their decision. The investigative journalist’s
previous books include The Bookseller of Kabul and One of Us.
See also [310].
Supported by NORLA
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2.30pm

4pm

[372] 2.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7

[375] 2.30pm COMPASS £7

[376] 4pm TATA TENT £12

Ed Bullmore

Dylan Moore talks to Peter Florence

Philip Pullman, Marina Warner and Jack Zipes

In Conversation: Driving Home Both Ways

Tales of Wonder, Magic, Resistance and Hope

Cambridge Series 19: Inflamed Mind: A Radical
new Approach to Depression

Bullmore reveals the breakthrough new science on the link
between depression and inflammation of the body and brain.
He explains how and why we now know that mental disorders
can have their root cause in the immune system, and outlines
a future revolution in which treatments could be specifically
targeted to break the vicious cycle of stress, inflammation and
depression. The Inflamed Mind goes far beyond the clinic and
the lab, representing a whole new way of looking at how mind,
brain and body all work together in a sometimes-misguided
effort to help us survive in a hostile world. Bullmore is
currently Co-Chair of Cambridge Neuroscience, Scientific
Director of the Wolfson Brain Imaging Centre, and Head of
the Department of Psychiatry.
In association with University of Cambridge
[373] 2.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7

Helen Pilcher, Katie Steckles,
Marcus du Sautoy and Friends
Spark Salon 2: The Magical World of Numbers,
A new way to Understand Maths

Mathematics underlies everything – from how our universe
holds itself together to how our cities run – and it sits at the
forefront of discovery across topics such as AI, genetics and
quantum mechanics. How do we make mathematics fun and
inspire young people to want to pursue the world of numbers
as a career? Join us at a special Spark Salon at Hay Festival
for a very special alternative maths lesson. Pilcher is a science
writer, maths champion and author of Bring Back the King:
the New Science of De-Extintinction. Steckles is a member
of Matt Parker’s Think Maths team and an award-winning
science communicator.
In collaboration with TCS. Part of the Tata Pioneering with
Purpose Series
[374] 2.30pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

HARDTalk
BBC NEWS

Join Stephen Sackur on the set of the BBC’s tough-talking
interview programme. If you have a thirst for inquiring
journalism and enjoy the cut and thrust of gladiatorial theatre,
get a seat in the BBC tent and judge for yourself.

Moore has been awarded the 2018 Creative Wales Hay
Festival International Fellowship/Cymrawd Rhungwladol
Cymru Greadigol Hay Festival, and will be visiting all
our festivals worldwide over the next 12 months. In this
introductory conversation, he talks about his collection of
travel writing, on the day of its launch, which takes him from
bull runs in the Basque Country to the mangrove swamps
of the Gulf of Guinea. Driving Home Both Ways is part
essay collection, part travelogue through life. It offers fresh
reflections on the changing nature of the local and the global,
epiphanies of tribe and faith, and is underscored always by the
enduring allure of elsewhere and the constant pull of home.
Funded by Arts Council of Wales
[HD85] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £6

Amy Lamé in conversation with Jenny Valentine
Join the author, activist, BBC Radio 6 Music presenter and
the Mayor of London’s very first Night Tsar as she looks back
at the rise and achievements of the LGBTQ+ movement.
With the help of her new book, From Prejudice to Pride,
Amy charts LGBTQ+ history from ancient civilisations
to the present day, exploring the pioneers, heartbreaks and
courageous communities that have helped us understand what
it means to be LGBTQ+ today.
11+
[HD86] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £6

Emma Carroll, Kiran Millwood Hargrave,
Jacob Sager Weinstein
Imaginary worlds

How do you create a world where everything is different to
our own? Join three authors as they discuss the imaginative
journey it takes to create alternative worlds in their books
including Skychasers, The Girl of Ink and Stars and The City of
Secret Rivers. Chaired by Emily Drabble, BookTrust.
9+

“Fairy tales since the beginning of recorded time, and perhaps
earlier, have been a means to conquer the terrors of humanity
through metaphor.”
This is one of many challenging and thought-provoking
observations made over a long career by Jack Zipes, one of the
most eminent scholars of folklore, fairy tales and children’s
literature, whose 80th birthday was celebrated last year. It
identifies not only one of the key characteristics of ‘wonder
tales’ but also proposes a much wider audience and more
important function for such tales than is often recognised.
Joining Jack to discuss the past, present and future of the
‘wonder tale’ is Philip Pullman, one of the foremost writers
of speculative fiction and author of Clockwork, the His Dark
Materials trilogy, La Belle Sauvage and Daemon Voices; and
Marina Warner, novelist, short story writer, mythographer,
scholar and author of Stranger Magic, Fly Away Home, Once
Upon A Time and Forms of Enchantment. Chaired by
Hamish Fyfe.
This event is jointly supported by the George Ewart Evans
Centre For Storytelling, University of South Wales and the
British Academy
[377] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £7

Christine Chinkin
The LSE Lecture: The Challenge of Women, Peace
and Security

The United Nations Security Council’s agenda on Women,
Peace and Security seeks the inclusion of women’s experiences
into decision and policy-making about conflict and its
aftermath, encompassing women’s participation, preventing
and protecting against sexual violence and post-conflict relief
and recovery. Chinkin will consider the challenge presented
in making a top down Security Council agenda meaningful to
women on the ground. Professor Christine Chinkin, CMG,
FBA, is the Director of the LSE Centre for Women, Peace
and Security and a leading human rights and international law
expert. Chaired by Stephanie Boland of Prospect magazine.
In association with the London School of Economics
[378] 4pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8

Kate Brandt talks to Andy Fryers
A Sustainable Digital World?

The digital revolution touches all aspects of our human and
physical world in constantly changing ways, and alongside this,
total carbon emissions from the digital world are growing,
so we need to find more advanced methods of incorporating
carbon impact into digital decision-making. Kate Brandt,
Obama’s Chief Sustainability Officer and now Google’s
Sustainability Director, is in the hot seat.
Part of the Tata Pioneering with Purpose Series
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4pm
[379] 4pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7

Alan Hollinghurst talks to Georgina Godwins
Fictions: The Sparsholt Affair

[385] 5.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8

Building Empathy Through Stories

All in the Downs: Reflections on Life,
Landscape and Song

Miranda McKearney, Nicola Davies, Atinuke
The founder of EmpathyLab, a new organisation inspired by
scientific research showing that reading builds our real-life
empathy, discusses how to create stories that elicit empathy in
readers with the two writers. There will be an opportunity to
join in empathy-boosting activities, and look ahead to national
Empathy Day on 12 June.
6+
An EmpathyLab event

[380] 4pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

[382] 5.30pm TATA TENT £27

BBC World News
One of Ireland’s most successful writers, Marian Keyes, best
known for Watermelon (1995) and Lucy Sullivan is Getting
Married (2000) and most recently, The Break (2017), talks to
Martha Kearney about writing the stories of modern women
in a modern world. She has written 13 best-selling novels,
three non-fiction books and one autobiographical cookbook.

5.30pm

Letters Live 2018

The all-star performance returns to Hay for the fifth year.
Letters Live has rapidly established itself as a wonderfully
dynamic and exciting new format for presenting memorable
letters to a live audience, and each event celebrates in an
unforgettable way the joy, pain, wisdom and humour that so
often hallmarks this most intimate of literary forms. Letters
Live is inspired by Shaun Usher’s Letters of Note anthologies
and Simon Garfield’s To the Letter. The cast will be
announced on the day. There will be a second Letters Live on
Sunday 3 June at 2.30pm, event [427]

[381] 4pm COMPASS £7

Christopher Meredith talks to Diana Wallace
Fictions: Brief Lives

In Brief Lives, six fictions by Christopher Meredith take the
reader from the South China Sea in 1946 to a nameless place
at the end of time, where the dead have risen. In between are
stories in the new post-War South Wales, in which characters
sense their aloneness while being a part of the larger world.
The individual and community have been at the heart of
much of Meredith’s prose and poetry, as it has been in
British life over the past century, and it is his skill in creating
characters whose brief lives the reader finds engaging that
makes this book so relevant. He reads and discusses the book
with Diana Wallace, author of Christopher Meredith in the
UWP Writers of Wales series.
[HD87] 4pm OXFAM MOOT £6

Lucy Worsley
Lady Mary

Join the historian for the dramatic and captivating story of
Henry VIII and Catherine of Aragon’s divorce, told through
the eyes of their daughter, Lady Mary. Expect costumes, trivia
and tips on how to get a princess out of jail.
9+

5.30pm

[HD88] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £6

Man Booker Prize-winning author Alan Hollinghurst’s
masterly novel evokes the intimate relationships of a group of
friends bound together by art, literature and love across three
generations. It explores the social and sexual revolutions of
the most pivotal years of the past century, whose life-changing
consequences are still being played out to this day. Richly
observed, disarmingly witty and emotionally charged, The
Sparsholt Affair is an unmissable achievement from one of our
finest writers.

Talking Books: Marian Keyes and
Martha Kearney
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4pm

[383] 5.30pm OXFAM MOOT £8

Chelsea Clinton and Devi Sridhar

Governing Global Health: Who Runs the
World and Why

Governments, NGOs and corporations collaborate across the
world on campaigns to respond to global health issues such
as AIDS, Ebola, SARS and malaria. But how do you regulate
these PPPs (private-public partnerships)? And how do you
analyse the accountability, effectiveness and sustainability of
the biggest campaigns? Clinton is Vice Chair of the Clinton
Foundation and a Lecturer at the Mailman School of Public
Health at Columbia. Sridhar is Professor of Global Public
Health at the University of Edinburgh. Chaired by the science
writer and climatologist Gabrielle Walker.
[384] 5.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8

Jan Zalasiewicz

Skeletons: The Frame of Life

Over half a billion years ago life on Earth took an incredible
step in evolution, when animals learned to build skeletons.
Using many different materials, from calcium carbonate
and phosphate, and even silica, to make shell and bone, they
started creating the support structures that are now critical
to most living forms, providing rigidity and strength. The
Leicester University palaeobiologist explores the incredible
variety of the skeleton innovations that have enabled life to
expand into a wide range of niches and lifestyles on the planet.
Discussing the impact of climate change, which puts the
formation of some kinds of skeleton at risk, he also considers
future skeletons as well as the possible materials for skeleton
building on other planets.

Shirley Collins talks to Stewart Lee
A legendary singer, folklorist and music historian, Shirley
Collins has been an integral figure in the English folk music
scene for more than 60 years. In her autobiography, All in the
Downs, Collins tells the story of that lifelong relationship with
English folksong – a dedication to artistic integrity that has
guided her through the triumphs and tragedies of her life.
[386] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £8

Liz Rideal, Kathleen Soriano, Joan Bakewell
Madam and Eve: Women Portraying Women

How do women paint or photograph each other? How do
they represent each other in performance or sculpture? As
mothers or heroines? With tenderness, aggression or respect?
Madam and Eve explores the female gaze as it focuses on other
women. Rideal is an artist and photographer; Soriano is one
of the world’s most respected curators; Bakewell is Bakewell –
broadcaster, writer, pioneer.
Sponsored by Oriel Mimosa Gallery
[387] 5.30pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

Stories That Shaped the World
BBC Culture

BBC Culture has recently asked writers, literary critics,
journalists, thinkers and leaders to nominate the stories that
they think have shaped the world. These are the stories that
have really changed the way people think or live. A panel
of authors that includes, Colm Tóibín, Kamila Shamsie
and Sarah Churchwell discuss the results and debate the
importance and power of fiction in the real world.
[388] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7

Andy Kirkpatrick

Unknown Pleasures: Collected Writing on Life,
Death, Climbing and Everything in Between

One moment Kirkpatrick is attempting a rare solo ascent
of Norway’s Troll Wall, the next he is surrounded by the TV
circus while climbing Moonlight Buttress with the BBC’s
The One Show presenter Alex Jones. Yosemite’s El Capitan is
ever-present; he climbs it alone – strung out for weeks, and he
climbs it with his 13-year-old daughter Ella – her first big wall.
[389] 5.30pm COMPASS £7

Guy Gunaratne and Amy Sackville
Fictions:Language, Voice

A reading and conversation with two outstanding emerging
novelists. Gunaratne’s debut, In the Mad and Furious City
follows three young men on a London council estate caught
up in a wave of anger and rioting following the killing of a
soldier. Sackville’s Painter to the King charts Velasquez’ time
at the court of King Philip IV of Spain, a court collapsing
under the weight of its own excess. They read and talk to
Georgina Godwin.

01497 822 629

hayfestival.org

5.30pm
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7pm

7pm

[390] 5.30pm RICHARD BOOTH’S BOOKSHOP CINEMA £7

[392] 7pm TATA TENT £8

[395] 7pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £7

Alan Trow

Jon Sopel in conversation with Jim Naughtie

Timothy Garton Ash

Kësulat – Screening and Q&A

If Only They Didn’t Speak English: Notes from
Trump’s America

The Wales for Europe Lecture at Hay:
Brexit! Can Britain Still Stay In Europe?

2018, the people of the still disputed territory of Kosovo
celebrate the 10th anniversary of their declaration of
independence from Serbia – 19 years since NATO bombs
forced the Serbian President, Slobodan Milosevic, to withdraw
his troops from their land. This powerful drama documentary
takes an intimate look at the horrors of the 1998/99 war
and the strong agonising memories still burning within the
Kosovar people. Directed by cinematographer Alan Trow.
Written by Albanian writer/actor Jimi Tihofsi. “A persuasive
and poignant drama, it evokes both the dramatic upheaval and
the trauma that persists long after the news cameras move on”
– Francine Stock.
This film carries a 15 certificate. Total duration 90 mins.

7pm
[253] 7pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

Germaine Greer: Exclusive Preview
BBC Two

A sneak preview of a new documentary about Germaine
Greer. A mix of observational filming, music and archive,
this brand new film tells the story of what it was like being
Germaine Greer in the ’70s and what it’s like being Germaine
Greer today. Followed by a Q&A with film-maker Clare
Beavan.
A Big Wheel Film & Television production for BBC
[391] 7pm OXFAM MOOT £10

Monty Don and Derry Moore
Paradise Gardens

In the Islamic tradition, a garden with its central elements of
water, the scent of fruit trees, and places for rest and reflection,
celebrates Heaven on Earth. The gardener Monty Don and
acclaimed photographer Derry Moore set off on a journey to
find out more about the principles and immersive delights of
paradise gardens and how a very different culture and climate
has influenced garden design round the world. From the Real
Alcazar and the Alhambra in Spain to a Mughal garden in
Bradford, the Taj Mahal in India, and the Maidan in Isfahan,
Iran, the birthplace of paradise gardens, they present a glorious
celebration of the richness of Islamic culture through some of
the most beautiful gardens on earth.
Sponsored by Brobury House & Gardens

It’s taken 18 months for a TV reality star to go from laughingstock to leader of the free world. The BBC’s North America
Editor has travelled the length and breadth of the United
States, experiencing it from a perspective that most of us
could only dream of: he has flown aboard Air Force One,
interviewed President Obama and has even been described as
‘a beauty’ by none other than Donald Trump. Sopel sets out
to answer our questions about a country that once stood for
the grandest of dreams but which is now mired in a storm of
political extremism, racial division and increasingly perverse
beliefs. Chaired by Jim Naughtie.
[393] 7pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7

Cordelia Fine
The Royal Society Platform
Testosterone Rex: Unmaking the Myths of our
Gendered minds

A timely contribution to the gender debate, psychologist and
author Cordelia Fine overhauls the idea that a single molecule
could rule the gender divide. Fine uses the latest scientific
evidence to challenge – and ultimately overturn – dominant
views on both masculinity and femininity, calling for readers
to rethink their differences and play their part in closing the
gender gap. Fine won the Royal Society Insight Investment
Science Book Prize in 2017, joining Stephen Hawking,
Andrea Wulf, Jared Diamond and Stephen Jay Gould on a
winners’ list dedicated to the best in science writing. “The
mistress of ‘It’s a bit more complicated than that’ delivers a
brilliant and witty riposte to the ‘boys will be boys’ bores.” –
Caroline Criado-Perez.
In association with The Royal Society
[394] 7pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7

William Atkins talks to Owen Sheers
The Immeasurable World: Journeys in Desert Places
In the classic literary tradition of Bruce Chatwin, Atkins
offers a rich and exquisitely written account of travels in eight
deserts on five continents that evokes the timeless allure of
these remote and forbidding places. From the Gobi Desert and
Taklamakan deserts of north-west China to the man-made
desert of the Aral Sea in Kazakhstan and the Black Rock
and Sonoran Deserts of the American south-west, each of
Atkins’ travel narratives effortlessly weaves aspects of natural
history, historical background and present-day reportage into
a compelling tapestry that reveals the human appeal of these
often inhuman landscapes.
Sponsored by The Eccles Centre for American Studies at
The British Library

The Oxford Professor of European Studies examines the best
interests of the United Kingdom, the European Union, global
trade and Western democracy in this lecture, part of a series
curated by Geraint Talfan Davies, who chairs. Garton Ash’s
many books about world affairs include Freedom of Speech, The
File, The Magic Lantern and Free World.
In association with Wales for Europe
[397] 7pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7

Akram Khan and S. F. Said
Black Holes and Multiverses: Where Science and
Fiction Collide

Every day, scientists make discoveries that shape our idea
of who we are and where we are in the universe, but these
theories often originated in the medium of science fiction.
Before Stephen Hawking was talking about multiple universes,
Douglas Adams was creating them in The Hitchhiker’s Guide
to the Galaxy. This fascinating conversation between CERN
physicist Professor Akram Khan and author S. F. Said will
explore the interaction between works of the imagination and
cutting-edge science.
Programmed in partnership with Bradford Literature
[398] 7pm COMPASS £7

Kate Harding and Benna Waites

Men and Suicide: The People Left Behind

Suicide is the biggest cause of death in men under 50.
Kate Harding, a hospice doctor and part-time GP whose
anaesthetist husband, Richard, committed suicide last year,
explores the legacy that suicide leaves to those left behind.
Along with Kate and other panellists, Benna Waites, Joint
Head of Psychology in Aneurin Bevan University Health
Board, looks at what sense can be made of this troubling loss
of life, and what could be done to change it.

8.30pm
[399] 8.30pm OXFAM MOOT £13

Chris Bonington
Ascent

The great climber charts not only his many triumphs in
the climbing world – from the Alps to the Eiger, and the
Himalaya – but also the struggles he has faced in his life
bringing up a family and maintaining a successful and loving
marriage over the decades of travelling the world to conquer
mountains. An evening with a legend.
Sponsored by Outdoors@Hay
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8.30pm

8.30pm

[400] 8.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7

[403] 8.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7

[406] 9.45pm OXFAM MOOT £15

Donna Brazile talks to Helena Kennedy

Mark Cocker

Show of Hands, with Miranda Sykes

Hacks: The Inside Story of the Break-ins and
Breakdowns that put Donald Trump in the White
House

Our Place: Can we Save British Wildlife
Before It Is Too Late?

As chairwoman of the Democratic National Committee
during the 2016 campaign, Brazile had a front-row seat to
the wildest, craziest, and most disturbing presidential race in
American history. She was called to take over a party riven by
scandal and allegations of corruption, and then thrust into
the international spotlight after the DNC email system was
hacked by the Russians, a brazen and wholly unprecedented
attempt by a foreign power to influence a presidential election.
She talks about the roles played by Hillary Clinton, Bernie
Sanders and President Obama with an insider’s knowledge,
and looks forward to the 2018 November mid-terms and the
potential Democrat runners for 2020.

The wish to protect wildlife is now a central goal for our
society, but where did these ‘green’ ideas come from? And
who created the cherished institutions, such as the National
Trust or the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, which
are now so embedded in public life and attract millions of
members? Cocker asks searching questions such as who owns
the land and why? And who benefits from green policies?
Why do the British seem to love their countryside more than
almost any other nation, yet have come to live amid one of the
most denatured landscapes on Earth? He tries to map out how
this overcrowded island of ours could be a place fit not just
for human occupants but also for its billions of wild citizens.
Chaired by Andy Fryers.
Sponsored by Wyevale Nurseries Ltd

[401] 8.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £7

Martin Rowson and Phil Jupitus
The Communist Manifesto: The Graphic Novel
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9.45pm

The Guardian cartoonist Martin Rowson employs his
trademark draughtsmanship and wit to this lively graphic
novel adaptation of Marx and Engels’ revolutionary pamphlet.
Published to coincide with the 200th anniversary of Marx’s
birth, at a time of deep mistrust in The Establishment, The
Communist Manifesto is both a timely reminder of the politics
of hope and a thought-provoking guide to the most influential
work of political theory ever published. He introduces his
pictures and talks with the comedian Phil Jupitus.
[402] 8.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7

Deborah Frances-White talks to Clemency
Burton-Hill
The Guilty Feminist: Live at Hay

A funny, frank conversation about embracing both feminism
and our imperfections with the host of the hit comedy podcast
The Guilty Feminist (22 million downloads). From confidence
to the secret power of rom-coms, from effective activism to
what poker can tell us about gender, Deborah Frances-White
explores what it means to be a 21st century woman, and
encourages us to make the world better for all women.
guiltyfeminist.com

[404] 8.30pm COMPASS £7

Yrsa Daley-Ward
The Terrible

This is the story of the celebrated poet Yrsa Daley-Ward,
and all the things that happened – “even the Terrible Things
(and God, there were Terrible Things)”. It’s about her
childhood in the north-west of England with her beautiful,
careworn mother Marcia, Linford (the man formerly known
as Dad, “half-fun, half-frightening”) and her little brother
Roo, who sees things written in the stars. It’s about growing
up and discovering the power and fear of her own sexuality,
of pitch grey days of pills and powder and encounters. It’s
about damage and pain, but also joy. Told with raw intensity,
shocking honesty and the poetry of the darkest of fairy tales,
The Terrible is a memoir of going under, losing yourself, and
finding your voice.

9pm
[405] 9pm-11pm CUBE £10

Silent Disco with Amy Lamé

The evening queen of the London scene is spinning discs here
at Hay Festival. Broadcaster, performer and writer Amy Lamé
hosts BBC Radio 6 Music’s Sunday Service and as London’s
first ever Night Tsar, she is charged with ensuring London
parties hard. This year, with her eclectic mix, she will make
sure Hay parties hard, loud and proud...you will be Lamé-zed!

Live at Hay

The Show of Hands success story tells a vivid account of
more than two decades of international touring, 25 album
releases, three BBC Folk Awards, and four Royal Albert Hall
sell-outs. A sorcerous combination, Steve Knightley, Phil
Beer and Miranda Sykes blend captivating songwriting with
flawless musicianship and a ceaselessly innovative approach to
remain steadfastly at the top of their game. Expect the songs
you love, and prepare to fall for the ones you’ve not yet met.
“Formidable operators…a class act.” – Independent.
[407] 9.45pm TATA TENT £15

Bridget Christie
Stand Up: What Now?

Brexit. Trump. Nuclear apocalypse. Environmental
catastrophe. Is rolling news affecting your ability to enjoy
the simple things? Like baking, gardening and autoerotic
asphyxiation? Then this new show from multi-award winning
member of the Metropolitan Liberal Elite, and star of her own
Netflix special, is for you. Join Bridget (Room 101, Have I Got
News for You, Harry Hill’s Alien Fun Capsule) for a night of
hope and despair. Winner of Rose D’Or, Edinburgh Comedy
Award and Southbank Sky Arts Award.
[408] 9.45pm STARLIGHT STAGE £9

Lisa Dwan and Colm Tóibín
Pale Sister: A Rehearsed Reading

Pale Sister, written by Colm Tóibín for the great Beckett
actress Lisa Dwan, is a dramatisation of the voice of Ismene,
the sister of Antigone, who recounts her sister’s defiance
of the king as pressures mount on Ismene herself to act to
vindicate her sister, or even follow her example. It arises from
The Antigone Project, a course taught at Columbia University
by Dwan and Tóibín, which examined the ways in which
this story – a woman’s powerlessness emerging as power,
conscience versus law, defiance versus might, protest versus
order, individual versus authority. It runs for one hour and 15
minutes and will be followed by a discussion.
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10am

11.30am

[409] 10am tata tent £9

[412] 10am GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7

[415] 11.30am TATA TENT £8

Bridget Kendall

Stephen Moss

AC Grayling

The Cold War

Mrs Moreau’s Warbler: How Birds
Got Their Names

Democracy and its Crisis

The Cold War is one of the furthest-reaching and longestlasting conflicts in modern history. It spanned the globe
– from Greece to China, Hungary to Cuba – and lasted for
almost half a century. It has shaped political relations to this
day, drawing new physical and ideological boundaries between
East and West that have suddenly and dramatically resurfaced
with Russian resurgence and interventions. Kendall was
foreign correspondent for the BBC in Moscow during the
collapse of the Soviet Union. Formerly the BBC’s diplomatic
correspondent, she is now Master of Peterhouse College,
Cambridge.
[410] 10am oxfam moot £8

Steve Brusatte
The Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs

Sixty-six million years ago the dinosaurs were wiped from
the face of the earth. One of the leading scientists of a
new generation of dinosaur hunters, armed with cutting
edge-technology, is piecing together the complete story of how
the dinosaurs ruled the earth for 150 million years. At a time
when Homo sapiens has existed for less than 200,000 years and
we are already talking about planetary extinction, The Rise
and Fall of the Dinosaurs is a timely reminder of what humans
can learn from the magnificent creatures that ruled the earth
before us. Chaired by Gabrielle Walker.
[411] 10am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7

Candice Brathwaite, Rebecca Schiller,
Clemmie Telford, Helen Thorn and
Clemency Burton-Hill
Motherhood

An all-star panel gather to talk about birth rights, inequality,
working motherhood, (lack of) diversity in (social) media,
body image and post-natal depression, physical extremity
and joy. Brathwaite is the co-founder of Make Motherhood
Diverse, Schiller is director of Birthrights, the human rights
in childbirth charity, Telford is creator of the parenting
site Mother of all Lists, Thorn is a Scummy Mummy and
Burton-Hill is a broadcaster and writer.

Swallow and starling, puffin and peregrine, blue tit and
blackcap. We use these names so often that few of us ever
pause to wonder about their origins. What do they mean?
Where did they come from? And who created them? The
words we use to name birds are some of the most lyrical and
evocative in the English language. They also tell incredible
stories: of epic expeditions, fierce battles between rival
ornithologists, momentous historical events and touching
romantic gestures. Moss is one of our most treasured
naturalists and broadcasters.
Sponsored by The Old Railway Line Garden Centre
[413] 10am LLWYFAN CYMRU–WALES STAGE £7

Lidia Yuknavitch talks to Laurie Penny
Fictions: The Book of Joan

A group of rebels has united to save a world ravaged by
war, violence and greed. Joan is their leader. The future of
humanity is being rewritten. Yuknavitch’s mesmerising novel
sees Joan of Arc’s story reborn for the near future. It is a genredefying masterpiece that may very well rewire your brain.

The philosopher investigates why the institutions of
representative democracy seem unable to hold up against
forces they were designed to manage, and why it matters. He
considers those moments in history when the challenges we
face today were first encountered and what solutions were
found. Then he lays bare the specific threats facing democracy
today.
[416] 11.30am BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8

Anne Applebaum, Bill Browder and
Helena Kennedy talk to Oliver Bullough
Kleptoscope: Moscow and London

The journalist and writer Bullough (The Last Man in Russia,
Moneyland) follows the money from Russia that flows into the
UK and the darkmoney laundromat London housing market.
Applebaum is a journalist and Russian expert, author of Gulag,
Iron Curtain and Red Famine. Browder, founder and CEO
of Hermitage Capital Management, was the largest foreign
investor in Russia until 2005. He is the author of Red Notice:
How I Became Putin’s No.1 Enemy. And that’s a tough field.
[417] 11.30am good energy stage £7

[414] 10am MEET AT HAY FESTIVAL MAIN ENTRANCE
FOR BUS £15

Patrick Barkham, Isabel Hardman,
Rob Pickford
Wayfaring: Talgarth

The writers look at how ‘prescribing nature’ and a daily dose
of wildness can help our mental health, and explore themes
of nature deprivation and social isolation. Isabel Hardman,
assistant editor of The Spectator, found relief from depression
in being outdoors (and is author of the forthcoming The
Natural Health Service: What the Great Outdoors can do
for Your Mind), talks with Patrick Barkham, author of
Badgerlands, Coastlines and Islander. They are joined by Rob
Pickford, Chair of Wildlife Trust Wales.
After the conversation there will be a a walk around
Pwll-y-Wrach Nature Reserve, led by Gwent Wildlife Trust
CEO Ian Rappel, in the Black Mountains.
Bus will take you to Talgarth Tabernacle and returns to
Hay Festival by 1pm
[HD89] 10am STARLIGHT STAGE £6

Atinuke
Baby Goes to Market

Join spectacular storyteller Atinuke for a bouncy read-along
with Baby and his mama. Hear all about the traditional folk
tales and the stories from the bustling city in Nigeria where
she grew up and which inspired her writing.
3+

Shashi Tharoor
Why I Am a Hindu

The writer, diplomat and politician offers a profound
examination of Hinduism, one of the world’s oldest and
greatest religious traditions. He lays out Hinduism’s origins
and its key philosophical concepts, and its everyday beliefs and
practices, from worship to pilgrimage and caste. Tharoor is
unsparing in his criticism of extremism and unequivocal in his
belief that what makes India a distinctive nation with a unique
culture and democratic tradition will be imperilled if Hindu
fundamentalists, the proponents of ‘Hindutva’, or politicised
Hinduism, seize the high ground.
[418] 11.30am starlight stage £7

Lucy van de Wiel
Cambridge Series 20: Freezing Fertility,
How Reproductive Ageing is Changing in
the 21st Century

Egg freezing is an increasingly popular reproductive
technology that offers the potential of staying fertile later in
life. Yet while it opens up possibilities of having children at
a later age, promise of ‘rewinding the biological clock’ also
encourages younger, presumably fertile, women to undergo
infertility treatment. Dr Lucy van de Wiel will discuss how egg
freezing profoundly shifts our understanding of what it means
to be fertile, and to age. Dr van de Wiel is a Research Associate
at the Reproductive Sociology Research Group.
In association with University of Cambridge
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11.30am

1pm

[HD90] 11.30am OXFAM MOOT £8

[422] 1pm TATA TENT £9

[425] 1pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7

Chelsea Clinton talks to Alex Jones

Alice Roberts

Patrick Barkham

She Persisted Around the World: 13 Women
Who Changed History

Tamed: Ten Species That Changed Our World

Islander: A Journey Around Our Archipelago

[423] 1pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7

[426] 1pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

Come and be inspired by some great heroes. Clinton’s new
picture book, with illustrations by Alexandra Boiger, celebrates
13 women from around the world who have used their voices
and determination to create change and to shape history. The
women whose stories she tells include: Marie Curie, Sor Juana
Inés de la Cruz, Leymah Gbowee, Caroline Herschel, Wangari
Maathai, Aisha Rateb, J.K. Rowling, Yuan Yuan Tan and
Malala Yousafzai.
4-8
[HD91] 11.30am LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £6

Greg James and Chris Smith
Kid Normal
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1pm

Calling all heroes, villains and Super Zeroes. Join the radio
personalities and authors for an action-packed Kid Normal
event, including a reading from the new book, Kid Normal
and the Rogue Heroes. Dave Cribb will provide musical
accompaniment throughout. Help create a brand new
superhero story and prepare for lots of games, singing and
audience participation. Superpowers not required.
7+
[420] 11.30am COMPASS free but ticketed

The Hay Writers Group
The 2018 Festival Anthology

New work from the local writers group. All welcome.

1pm
[421] 1pm OXFAM MOOT £10

Michael Ignatieff
The Ordinary Virtues: Moral Order in a
Divided World

During a three-year, eight-nation journey, Ignatieff found that
while human rights is the language of states and liberal elites,
the moral language that resonates with most people is one of
everyday virtues: tolerance, forgiveness, trust and resilience.
These ordinary virtues are the moral system of global cities and
obscure shantytowns alike. A novelist and historian, Ignatieff
is Rector and President of Central European University in
Budapest. Chaired by Rosie Boycott.

The anthropologist and broadcaster uncovers the deep history
of ten familiar species with incredible wild pasts: dogs, apples
and wheat; cattle, potatoes and chickens; rice, maize and
horses – and, finally, humans. She reveals how becoming part
of our world changed these animals and plants, and shows how
they became our allies, essential to the survival and success of
our own species.
Sponsored by Colcombe House Ciders

Bryony Gordon
Eat Drink Run

Bryony Gordon was not a runner. A loafer, a dawdler, a
drinker, a smoker, yes. A runner, no. Yet somehow, as she
began to recover from the emotional rollercoaster of laying her
life bare in her mental health memoir Mad Girl, she started
to realise that getting outside, moving her body and talking to
others for whom life was also an occasional challenge, might
actually help her. Going for a run might not banish her sadness
but at least it might show that she was damn well trying to
beat it, which is sometimes half the battle. As she began to
run further she started to see the limitations she had imposed
on her life more clearly. Why couldn’t she be a runner? Or a
bungee jumper? Or a deep-sea diver? Maybe rather than sitting
on the sofa watching the world go by, fulfilling your dreams
was just about standing up and taking that first step.
[424] 1pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7

Jesse Norman
Adam Smith: What he Thought and
why it Matters

Adam Smith is now widely regarded as ‘the father of modern
economics’. But what he really thought, and what the
implications of his ideas are, remain fiercely contested. Was
he an eloquent advocate of capitalism and the freedom of the
individual? Or a prime mover of ‘market fundamentalism’
and an apologist for inequality and human selfishness?
Norman’s biography explores his work as a whole and traces
his influence over the past two centuries. He shows how
a proper understanding of Smith can help us grasp – and
address – the problems of modern capitalism. His account
of Smith offers not only the first thinker to place markets
at the heart of economics, but also a pioneering theorist of
moral philosophy, culture and society. Jesse Norman is MP for
South Herefordshire, an historian and economist. Chaired by
Bronwen Maddox.

The British Isles are an archipelago made up of two large
islands and 6,289 smaller ones. The nature writer meets all
kinds of islanders, from nuns to puffins, from local legends to
rare subspecies of vole, as he seeks to discover what it is like to
live on a small island, and what it means to be an islander.
Barkham’s books include Coastlines, Badgerlands and The
Butterfly Isles.
Sponsored by Mostlymaps

Paradise Lost
BBC Radio 4

Susan Roberts, Editor of BBC Drama North talks to
Simon Russell Beale about his portrayal of Satan, the most
complex emotional character, in her recent production for
Radio 4 of Milton’s masterpiece, Paradise Lost. They
discuss the challenges of turning Milton’s epic poem into
a two-and-a-half hour dramatisation, written by poet
Michael Symmons Roberts.
[HD92] 1pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £6

Allie Esiri
A Poem for Every Day of the Year

The poetry curator’s latest anthology is a journey through
a calendar year, highlighting key moments and dates with a
poem for every day, by writers including Wordsworth, Lewis
Carroll, Maya Angelou and Emily Dickinson. Join Allie and a
host of actors including Gina Bellman in a highly entertaining
hour as they perform their favourite poems from the book, a
humorous journey through history and human experience.
9 - Adult

2.30pm
[427] 2.30pm TATA TENT £27

Letters Live 2018, Two

The all-star performance returns to Hay for the fifth year with
a second performance. Letters Live has rapidly established
itself as a wonderfully dynamic and exciting new format for
presenting memorable letters to a live audience, and each event
celebrates in an unforgettable way the joy, pain, wisdom and
humour that so often hallmarks this most intimate of literary
forms. Letters Live is inspired by Shaun Usher’s Letters of Note
anthologies and Simon Garfield’s To the Letter.
This event will have a different selection of letters to the
Saturday reading.

01497 822 629
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2.30pm

SUNDAY 3 JUNE

2.30pm

[428] 2.30pm OXFAM MOOT £9

[431] 2.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £7

Richard Holloway talks to Joan Bakewell

Alex Jones talks to Clemency Burton-Hill

Waiting for the Last Bus: Reflections on Life
and Death

Winging It

Now in his ninth decade, former Bishop of Edinburgh,
Richard Holloway, has spent a lifetime at the bedsides of the
dying, guiding countless men and women towards peaceful
deaths. In Waiting for the Last Bus, he presents a positive,
meditative and profound exploration of the many important
lessons we can learn from death: facing up to the limitations
of our bodies as they falter, reflecting on our failings, and
forgiving ourselves and others. Holloway’s previous books
include Leaving Alexandria and Looking in the Distance.

Joining the parenting club in our thirties and beyond means
that we are spinning an extraordinary amount of plates, often
including a career at its peak. Most of us co-parent or fly solo
in the true sense of the word, relying solely on our partners
and/or friends when, more often than not, extended family are
too far away to help on a regular basis. Our parents could look
to their parents for the usual guidance and extra support, but
our situation is new, modern and unique. We are winging it!
The One Show star shares what happens when the best thing
ever comes later than planned...

[429] 2.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8

[432] 2.30pm BBC TENT free but ticketed

Anne Applebaum
Red Famine: Stalin’s War on Ukraine

In 1932-33, nearly four million Ukrainians died of starvation,
having been deliberately deprived of food. It is one of the most
devastating episodes in the history of the 20th century. With
unprecedented authority and detail, Red Famine investigates
how this happened, who was responsible, and what the
consequences were.
The famine was rapidly followed by an attack on Ukraine’s
cultural and political leadership – and then by a denial
that it had ever happened at all. Some Western journalists
shamelessly swallowed the Soviet line; others bravely rejected
it, and were undermined and harassed. The Soviet authorities
were determined not only that Ukraine should abandon its
national aspirations, but that the country’s true history should
be buried along with its millions of victims. At a moment of
crisis between Russia and Ukraine, it also shows how far the
present is shaped by the past. Chaired by Oliver Bullough.
[430] 2.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7

Simon Jenkins
Britain’s Best Railway Stations

From Waterloo to Whitby, St Pancras to Stirling, these are
the marvellous, often under-sung places that link our nation.
Blending his usual insight and authority, Jenkins examines the
geography, architecture and symbolism of these glories of our
national heritage.

Talking Books: Åsne Seierstad and Gavin Esler
BBC World News

Norwegian journalist and author Åsne Seierstad is renowned
for her accounts of day-to-day life from war zones and has
written six non-fiction books. The Bookseller of Kabul (2002),
based on her time living with an Afghan family following the
fall of the Taliban, was an instant best-seller and has since been
translated into 29 languages. Her new book Two Sisters: Into
the Syrian Jihad follows two teenage girls as they travel from
their home in Oslo to Syria, and the shocking consequences of
their decision.
[433] 2.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7

Geoff Mulgan and Anthony Seldon
Artificial Intelligence and Our Future

Two of the most creative innovators in Britain discuss the
impacts and opportunities of new technologies. Mulgan,
CEO of NESTA, is the author of Big Mind: How Collective
Intelligence can Change our World, which posits that this
“bigger mind” – human and machine capabilities working
together – has the potential to solve the great challenges
of our time. Seldon is Vice-Chancellor of the University
of Buckingham and the author of The Fourth Education
Revolution: How Artificial Intelligence is Changing the Face
of Learning.

2.30pm
[434] 2.30pm COMPASS £7

Kehinde Andrews
Back to Black

Back to Black traces the long and eminent history of Black
radical politics. Born out of resistance to slavery and
colonialism, its rich past encompasses figures such as Marcus
Garvey, Angela Davis, the Black Panthers and the Black Lives
Matter activists of today. At its core it argues that racism is
inexorably embedded in the fabric of society, and that it can
never be overcome except by enacting change outside of this
suffocating system. Yet this Black radical tradition has been
diluted and moderated over time; wilfully misrepresented
and caricatured by others; divested of its legacy, potency,
inclusivity and force for global change. Kehinde Andrews,
Professor of Sociology at Birmingham City University,
explores the true roots of this tradition and connects the dots
to today’s struggles by showing what a renewed politics of
Black radicalism might look like in the 21st century.
Chaired by Bidisha.

4pm
[435] 4pm OXFAM MOOT £9

Michael Dobson, Abigail Rokison-Woodall,
Simon Russell Beale
Hamlet

A conversation about the greatest play in the English language,
with the series editors of the new Arden Shakespeare editions,
Michael Dobson and Abigail Rokison-Woodall of the
Shakespeare Institute and the actor Simon Russell Beale, “the
greatest stage actor of his generation” – the Independent.
[436] 4pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8

Roland Phillipps and Ben Macintyre
Spies Like Us: The Russia Files, part 22

A conversation about the most notorious spies of the Soviet
era – until today, the most high-profile example of Moscow
Station intervention in the UK. Phillips is the author of a
new biography, A Spy Named Orphan: The Enigma of Donald
Maclean. Christened ‘Orphan’ by his Russian recruiter,
Maclean was the perfect spy and Britain’s most gifted traitor.
But as he leaked huge amounts of top-secret intelligence, an
international code-breaking operation was rapidly closing in
on him. Moments before he was unmasked, Maclean vanished.
Macintyre wrote A Spy Among Friends, a book about Kim
Philby, probably the most famous British defector and Soviet
mole in history. Agent, double agent, traitor and enigma, he
betrayed every secret of Allied operations to the Russians in
the early years of the Cold War. His other spy books include
Agent Zigzag, Operation Mincemeat and Double Cross.
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4pm
[437] 4pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7.30

Owen Sheers and Pip Broughton
Poetry on Film: To Provide All People

The poet and the film-maker collaborated on the BAFTA
Cymru award-winning Aberfan: The Green Hollow, an
hour-long film poem about the 1966 tragedy, and are now
working on To Provide for All People – a new film celebrating
the 70th anniversary of the founding of the NHS. They
discuss the stories and people who feature in the new film,
and the freedoms and forms of working with poetry. They
preview clips of the NHS film that will be broadcast later in
the summer.
[438] 4pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £7

Tony Juniper
Rainforest: Dispatches from Earth’s Most
Vital Frontlines

80

Rainforests are the lungs of our planet – regulators of the
Earth’s temperature and weather. They are also home to 50
per cent of the world’s animals and plants – which for
centuries have been the source of many of our key medicines.
And yet we’ve all heard of their systematic destruction; the
razing of trees to make way for cattle or plantations of oil
palms, the disenfranchisement of indigenous peoples, and the
corruption that leads to illegal logging and pollution. But the
great environmentalist tells the other, inspirational story we’ve
almost never heard: what is being done, and can be done in
future, to protect the forests and the 1.6 billion people who
depend upon them.
[439] 4pm COMPASS £7

Yascha Mounk
The People vs. Democracy: Why our Freedom
is in Danger and How to Save It

From India to Turkey, from Poland to the United States,
authoritarian populists have seized power. Two core
components of liberal democracy, individual rights and the
popular will, are at war, putting democracy itself at risk.
In plain language, Yascha Mounk, Harvard lecturer on
government, describes how we got here, where we need to go,
and why there is little time to waste.
[440] 4pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7

Bidisha and Michael Stewart
Bad Men and the Brontës

For almost two centuries, Jane Eyre and Wuthering Heights
have constantly featured on lists of English literature’s most
epic and affecting romances. This event brings together
broadcaster Bidisha and novelist Michael Stewart to explore
the real-life inspiration for the fascinating figures of Heathcliff
and Rochester, examining whether they really are romantic
heroes or whether the relationships in the novels show
something much darker, and why, despite their flaws, they still
appeal to readers today.
Programmed in partnership with Bradford Literature
Festival

4pm

5.30pm

[441] 4pm TATA TENT £8

[443] 5.30pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £8

Our Times

Homo Sapiens

Gordon Brown

The former Chancellor and Prime Minister brings an
extraordinary amount of experience to bear in considering
the political moment, in a wide-ranging conversation about
politics and hope. His memoir My Life, Our Times was
published last year.

5.30pm
[462] 5.30pm TATA TENT £6

Cast to be Announced on 20 May

Josephine Hart’s Poetry Hour: Poetry of the
Great War

Today’s programme of 30 First World War poems gives
voice to the humanity, loss and suffering of the poets of the
Great War. The selection includes Wilfred Owen’s Dulce et
Decorum Est, W. B. Yeats’ An Irish Airman Foresees His Death
and Rudyard Kipling’s Epitaphs of The War. For over 25
years Josephine Hart’s hugely popular Poetry Hours, founded
originally as Gallery Poets in the West End, were presented at
such celebrated venues as The National Theatre, The Donmar
Warehouse, The New York Public Library and Harvard
University. They now continue quarterly at the British Library
and, annually, here at Hay, at London University and at
The Abbey Theatre in Dublin. Josephine wrote wonderfully
incisive introductions to the life and work of each poet as, like
Eliot, she believed that, “we understand the work better when
we understand something of the poet’s life”.
[442] 5.30pm OXFAM MOOT £8

Alice Roberts
The Celts

In 387BC, Celtic warriors defeated a Roman army and sacked
Rome. It was the bold act of a confident superpower, one that
had dominated Europe for 300 years and whose influence
stretched from Britain to Turkey, from Poland to Portugal.
What do we know about the warriors that humiliated Rome
1,400 years ago? The Celts did not keep written records and
so much of their story and many of their achievements were
forgotten. And yet, their world is not entirely lost to us. Using
the latest archaeological and scientific research, Roberts tells
the story of a multicultural empire, built not just on military
might and migration but also through a cultural conquest of
trade and influence. It was a pioneering civilisation, capable
of teaching Rome about weapons and infrastructure; of
producing exquisite jewellery and intricate royal tombs; and
of acting with callous brutality. This is the story of a European
culture that changed Britain for ever.
Sponsored by Freerein Riding Holidays

André Aciman and Colm Tóibín

A conversation with two masters of fiction: Tóibín, author
of Brooklyn and House of Names and the American novelist
André Aciman, author of Call Me by Your Name, the story
of a sudden and powerful romance that blossoms between an
adolescent boy and a summer guest at his parents’ cliffside
mansion on the Italian Riviera. The film of the book has made
the love story a modern classic.
[444] 5.30pm LLWYFAN CYMRU – WALES STAGE £7

Caroline Elton and Christie Watson
The People, the Professionals

Who do we rely on to be there for us? Who are the people
who actually deliver the National Health Service? We need
to know. Elton is a psychologist, whose book Also Human:
The Inner Lives of Doctors asks: what does it take to confront
death, disease, distress and suffering every day? To work in a
healthcare system that is stretched to breaking point? To carry
the responsibility of making decisions that can irrevocably
change someone’s life – or possibly end it? And how do
doctors cope with their own questions and fears, when they are
expected to have all the answers? Watson was a nurse for 20
years. Her book The Language of Kindness: A Nurse’s Story is
an astonishing account of a profession defined by acts of care,
compassion and kindness. They talk to doctor Julie Grigg.
[445] 5.30pm STARLIGHT STAGE £7

Paul Henry and Brian Briggs
The Glass Aisle

This stunning long poem by Paul Henry with songs, set on
a stretch of the Monmouthshire-Brecon canal, is brought to
life in Brian Briggs’ clear tenor. The work breaks down the
borders between the poem and the song lyric while offering
a haunting elegy to the displaced. Two presences loom in the
poem: Marconi, who conducted his experiments for radio on
this particular part of the canal, and an old union workhouse,
now converted into houses.
[457] 5.30pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £7

Lindsey Hilsum and Matthew Heineman
Telling the Story of Syria: City of Ghosts

A conversation about reporting on the realities of Syria.
Heineman’s extraordinary documentary City of Ghosts
follows the journey of “Raqqa is Being Slaughtered Silently”
– a handful of anonymous activists who banded together
after their homeland was taken over by ISIS in 2014. With
astonishing, deeply personal access, this is the story of a brave
group of citizen journalists as they face the realities of life
undercover, on the run, and in exile, risking their lives to stand
up against one of the greatest evils in the world today. Hilsum
is International Editor for Channel 4 News and reports
regularly from the frontline in Syria. Her book about Marie
Colvin will be published later this year.

01497 822 629
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7pm
[463] 7pm BAILLIE GIFFORD STAGE £8

Bill Nighy talks to Francine Stock
The Bookshop: Preview

The actor talks about his work on the new film of Penelope
Fitzgerald’s novel, directed by Isabel Coixet. Set in a small
town in 1959 England, it is the story of a woman who
decides, against polite but ruthless local opposition, to open
a bookshop, a decision which becomes a political minefield.
With film clips.
[464] 7pm GOOD ENERGY STAGE £7

Dee McLaren, Stuart Hill and Karl Tearney
talk to Oliver Poole
Poem to Remember

One hundred years on from the end of the First World
War, poetry remains as potent and inspirational as ever for
the casual reader but it also holds a therapeutic power for
those who have come through conflict. Three survivors
of more recent wars talk candidly to Oliver Poole about
coming face to face with death. They will then read out some
of the poetry they subsequently wrote to help put their lives
back together. McLaren, who served in the infantry, talks
about her sense of helplessness as a “sitting duck” in Iraq and
how it haunted her return to the UK; Hill, who suffered
a severe head wound in action, tells how poetry helped his
recovery; and Tearney, discharged from the air corps with
PTSD after 34 years, explains why he calls poetry his “greatest
therapy”. All three are inspiring examples of the healing power
of the arts and they are supporting the national Poem to
Remember competition, backed by Prince William, to uncover
a new war poem by a new generation. The five-strong shortlist,
selected from the 3,000 entries received, will be announced at
the end of the session.

8.30pm
[465] 8.30pm TATA TENT £5*

The Festival Choirs and Audience
The Last Night of the Festival – Nine Songs
and Speeches

A rousing party brings together choirs from Hay, Brecon and
the Hay Audience under the direction of Tanya Walker and
Fiona Evans for a concert of nine songs and nine inspiring
speeches from the last 100 years – including Emmeline
Pankhurst, Martin Luther King and David Lloyd George.
* All profits from this event will be directed to running costs
for Hay Library
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Hay Festival offers a packed programme of events and workshops for young adults and students at Hay Festival
each summer, and a dedicated student venue: Hay Compass.
If you are aged 16-25, you can join Hay Compass online to access a host of free resources especially created for students
including Hay Levels, short films for A level students, and free access to Hay Player, full of audio and film of the world’s
great writers. You can also gain access to free tickets to Hay Festival events. Hayfestival.org/compass.
EVENTS

HAY FESTIVAL BEACONS PROJECT

Hay Festival programme has dozens of #HayYA events – see full details here:
hayfestival.org/hayya. Hay Compass is a venue programmed specifically for young adults.
Follow #HayYA for the daily Hay Compass events curated with university partners and
including strands on A level subjects and issues concerning students, from maths to mental
health. Join the ‘How I Got Here’ in-conversation events with Hay Festival speakers, and
sessions programmed and delivered by young people for young people. Hay Festival works
with students from Hereford Sixth Form College and Hereford College of Arts as well as
students from across Wales through the Beacons Project. #HayYA

The Beacons Project is a residency during Hay Festival for 16-18-year-olds interested in
creative writing and the communication of ideas, offering a unique opportunity for Welsh
students to work with writers and journalists in a stimulating environment. There will
be workshops, discussions and events exploring the strong links between environment
and landscape, art and literature. Beacons Project students will be invited to join the Hay
Festival Youth Council.

HAY COMPASS ONLINE

Hay Academy offers outstanding opportunities for students in photography, journalism,
arts management, film, press and marketing to gain valuable work experience. Open to
anyone over 18 countrywide, you will work with a wide team of editors, film-makers and
photographers, and receive specific training in each area. You will receive a certificate
on completion of the programme and may then join a mentoring scheme where you can
develop your career in the creative industries.

Hay Compass is a space for older teenagers and students to be inspired and discover new
ideas. Sign up here at hayfestival.org/compass for all the latest news and access free tickets
for the Festival programme and free online resources including Hay Levels and Hay Player.
You will also find out there about opportunities such as Hay Festival Beacons Project and
the Hay Academy. Sign up for Hay Compass here: hayfestival.org/compass

HAY ACADEMY

01497 822 629
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Hay Festival Site is free to enter and is packed
with activities. Exhibition stands include
vintage clothing, Welsh blankets, jewellery,
woodcraft, fresh farm lavender, organic wine,
cider and cheese.
The Festival’s gardens provide the perfect place for you to relax
with a book and there is plenty to keep young children busy at
our Make and Take and Mess tents where collage, glue and paint
reign supreme.
You will find many other free events and workshops, many
of which are free but require booking in advance, so please
remember to check the programme for more details.

Hay Festival Bookshop

This year, the bookshop will be even bigger, with plenty of
room to relax and browse. It will stock books by all the authors
attending the Festival, as well as other relevant titles, and will
host book signings as usual. This year there is a newly expanded
children’s section. Please note that only one book per person
that is not purchased from us can be accepted for signature.
The Festival Bookshop is open from 9am daily.

Illustration Hot Desk

Come and see wonderful artists at work every day in the Make
and Take tent and find out what it’s like to be a working
illustrator. See who’s in residence each day on the chalkboard
outside the Make and Take tent and check it out on
#hayillustrates

British Council Writer in Residence

Hay Festival is pleased to welcome Felipe Restrepo as British
Council Writer in Residence. He is the editor of Gatopardo
magazine in Mexico and writes a column for El Pais. In
2015 he edited the book The Sorrows of Mexico, winner of
the English PEN Award. In 2016 he edited an anthology of
narrative journalism published as Crónica. He is a contributor
to Bogota 39, published in the UK at Hay Festival in May 2018,
celebrating the very best fiction writers aged under 40 across
Latin America. You can read Restrepo’s reflections on Hay by
visiting Hay Festival International Writers blog throughout
the Festival.

Hay Festival Gallery

New this year, Hay Festival hosts a gallery space which everyone
is welcome to explore. Packed with great children’s illustrators,
it is a visual treat and a chance to view your favourite characters
up close. There will be a chance to see artists at work and
an exhibition of the winners of the International Bologna
Children’s Illustrators.

ON SITE EXTRAS

Wild Garden
This year, the Wild Garden on the Festival site will host safaris
and treasure hunts organised by RSPB Cymru. Come and find
out what creatures are hiding in and among the leaves, logs and
long grass. Along the way you’ll discover the many shades of
colours that nature takes, as you collect natural treasures and
create a unique colour collage. On Sunday 3 June 11am-4pm,
learn how to identify our native wildflowers and grasses with
Gwent Wildlife Trust.

Hereford College of Arts
HCA degree students from different departments are bringing
exciting and varied content to the Festival this year. Illustration
and Textiles students are running workshops, Performing Arts
and Design students are staging Little Black Fish, a Persian
story, with giant puppets, about a little fish who dares to swim
against the tide. Graphic Design students are creating motion
graphics and animations, and Illustration students are creating
a timeline on site. HCA staff are also running animation,
projection mapping and life-drawing workshops.

FOOD & DRINK
Whatever your taste you’ll find something
on the Festival site to satisfy your appetite or
quench your thirst. This year Hay Festival will be
switching to reusable beer and wine ‘glasses’ and
we are the first Festival to trial a new reusable hot
drink cups system. There will be a small charge
at the bars and restaurants which will go towards
the increased costs, or bring your own cup and
get a discount on hot drinks at the Friends Café
and other Coffee Cart outlets, which are in the
Festival Food Hall and on the walkway towards
the Tata Tent. Whether a three-course meal,
light lunch or sandwich, the restaurants and
Festival Food Hall have a huge range. Choose
from freshly baked pizza, pasta and venison
burgers to sandwiches, baguettes, falafels and
more. Vegetarian, vegan and gluten-free options
are, of course, available. As always, Shepherds
will be serving their locally made ice-creams –
perfect in any weather.

Festival Bars

For a pint of real ale, a glass of wine, Prosecco, a jug of Pimm’s to
enjoy in the sunshine, head to the Festival Bars. The Airstream
Bar is returning to the Food Hall this year.

Friends Café

The café is open early for your first shot of coffee through to the
call for last orders. Join your friends or make new ones here.

Relish Festival Restaurant
Café, Bar, Restaurant

Relish returns to Hay Festival 2018, bringing you the Festival
Restaurant, Café and Bar. Their focus is on sourcing locally and
sustainably to create delicious dishes. The restaurant will open
each day of the Festival for lunch and dinner, featuring seasonal
ingredients from local farms. The bar will serve draft beers, wine
and cocktails. Their barista coffees, homemade cakes and other
deli treats will be available all day to eat in or take away. Local
veg soups and fresh bread will be on offer, for a quick lunch
between talks and shows. The Relish Café, Bar and Restaurant
aims to offer excellent customer service, making your festival
experience a memorable one. Private parties are welcome. They
also take walk-ins and will be offering Dining Deals. To book,
call 01285 658 444 or email info@relishmail.co.uk.

Shepherds Ice Cream
If you are looking for irresistible ice-creams, sublime sundaes
and toppings, you’re in the right place. Shepherds have been
making artisan ice-cream since 1987, using a unique recipe
based on sheep’s milk. Visit their stall on site and their café/
ice-cream parlour at 9 High Town, Hay, chosen by Condé Nast
Traveller as ‘one of the world’s best local ice-cream shops’.
Follow them on Facebook or Twitter @shepherdsices.
Don’t be a lost sheep – flock to Shepherds.

FESTIVAL FOOD HALL
Buon Gusto Pizza

Buon Gusto is pleased once again to be at Hay Festival, where
authentic Italian pizza is made fresh every day. Choose from
the quirky Festival-themed menu and enjoy stone-baked pizza,
which uses a unique dough recipe and is cooked to order. Open
every day till late.

Falafel Mama

A friendly falafel bar in the heart of the Festival site serving
delicious, healthy, fresh food: from classic falafels in pitta, to
falafel and hummus salad boxes with chips and olives on the
side. All of the falafels are vegan and gluten free.

La Bonne Crêpe

La Bonne Crêpe is a traditional crêperie. It offers authentic crêpes
and galettes (savoury crêpes: gluten, wheat and dairy free, along
with vegan options) using organic, Fairtrade, local ingredients.
Food is cooked all day, to order, made from scratch and served
with a smile.
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ON SITE EXTRAS
FESTIVAL FOOD HALL
Meat & Greek

Meet a Cardiff-based Greek Cypriot family passionate about
sharing their authentic Souvlaki fresh from the skewer. Greeks
don’t do anything by halves, especially food. Their portions are
generous and the ingredients wholesome. All food is cooked to
perfection over charcoal. For those not familiar with Souvlaki,
think toasted pitta breads packed with hand-cut cubes of
charcoaled chicken or pork and market-fresh salad, topped with
a helping of homemade tzatziki or houmous and garnished
with parsley and onion. Vegetarians can swap it for charcoaled
halloumi.

Old Granary Pierogi
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EXHIBITORS
Soulfood Kitchen

Soulfood Kitchen is a dynamic new start-up with the motto
‘Caterers with a Conscience’. They bring a French flair to
the Festival with an array of duck confit dishes. Vegetarian
options are oyster mushrooms and creamed potatoes cooked
with smoked garlic and Welsh cheddar. The company’s social
enterprise model means that they donate a set percentage of
all profits to charity and employ marginalised individuals.
They buy local to minimise their carbon footprint and use
only quality ingredients, cooking in small batches to ensure a
tantalising taste.

The Spanish Buffet

Old Granary Pierogi, a finalist in the BBC Food and Farming
Awards 2018 (Best Street Food/Takeaway category), are
passionate about cooking and eating good, wholesome food.
They are a Polish family that has chosen to settle in rural
Herefordshire, embracing British cuisine and infusing it
with their own culinary knowledge and heritage. Pierogi is
a traditional, hearty dish that resembles Italian ravioli when
boiled, or the traditional Cornish pasty when baked. The
pierogi ‘dumplings’ are the most famous Polish food, known and
loved all over the world and getting more popular here in the
UK, thanks to the Hairy Bikers, Nigel Slater and Andi Oliver.
The baked pierogi are hand-crafted in yeast dough cases, handrolled and stuffed with meaty and vegetarian fillings. Along with
both types of pierogi, they also serve other Polish dishes such
as kopytka (Polish gnocchi) with wild mushroom sauce or beef
goulash, bigos (hunter’s stew), Polish sausage with sauerkraut
and a selection of soups. Vegetarian, vegan and gluten-free
options are available.

Since 2012 The Spanish Buffet has provided authentic Spanish
street food at many markets and festivals around south Wales
and beyond, offering their famous paella and classic tapas to
large audiences. Their colourful, Mediterranean, healthy options
are for everyone; gluten-free alternatives available. It’s fiesta
time!

Squid INC

Enjoy healthy, tasty festival food from the Bristol-based Yellow
Turban Thali. They will be serving vegetarian, vegan and glutenfree Indian street food with snacks of pakoras and samosas (and
tamarind sauce) throughout the day. Or try their authentic
Thali plate for a more substantial meal, with two contrasting
curries, dahl, the finest basmati rice and chutneys. Savour
and enjoy their food, the country air and the Hay Festival
experience.

Squid INC is bringing Salt and Pepper Baby Squid – just add a
Vietnamese or Thai twist to the squid at no extra charge if you
wish. The squid is sourced from the south-west, cooked to order
and topped with homemade pickled salad. Perfect with their
triple-fried British organic chips.

The Cowshed

The Cowshed was opened in 2009 with an emphasis on quality,
local produce. In 2016 it won Best Restaurant in the Bristol
Lifestyle Awards. Ruby & White was opened in 2011 and is
now one of the south-west’s leading purveyors of bespoke meats.
It has merged the two to offer outstanding, locally sourced
street food ranging from burgers and steaks to veggie halloumi
options.

The Fritter Shack

This is a small company from Mid-Wales producing homemade
vegan and gluten-free dishes. Try their vegan crispy fritters
served on a bed of spicy slaw and topped with chilli jam. Their
vision is to reduce their carbon footprint and operate as ethically
as possible. They won the Glastonbury Sustainable Trader Gold
Award 2017.

Welsh Venison

Welsh venison is a local farming family, butcher’s and farm
shop. It offers festival followers the healthy venison option and
will be open every day with a varied menu including its famous
gourmet venison burgers, chilli, meatballs, salads and wedges.
For the early birds, the free-range egg and bacon rolls are a great
way to start the day. The family’s farm shop, stocked with Welsh
produce, local bread and gifts for the home, is also worth a visit:
www.beaconsfarmshop.co.uk

Yellow Turban Thali

Bonne Maman Desserts

Bonne Maman’s new range of delicious desserts are made to
simple, timeless French recipes, using the finest ingredients.
Come and try a luscious Strawberry or Chocolate Mousse, made
with fresh cream, whole milk and gently simmered strawberries
or fine cocoa, whisked together to make little pots of perfection.
bonnemaman.co.uk

Cats Protection

Cats Protection is the UK’s leading feline welfare charity. Its
vision is a world where every cat is treated with kindness and an
understanding of its needs. How can you help? Sponsor a cat
pen or take part in the weekly lottery. Visit cats.org.uk;
cats.org.uk/sponsor.

Claire Vaughan Designs

This local artist and illustrator specializes in images inspired
by the natural world. Her beautifully detailed work comes in
the form of prints, cards, exquisite bone china, recycled glass
and – new for 2018 – kitchen and dining room linens
from beetles to butterflies, birds to bees.
clairevaughandesigns.co.uk; tel: 01981 551187.

Colcombe House Ciders

Colcombe House Ciders is an emerging craft producer founded
by Kier Rogers. His award- winning ciders are finding their way
into notable bars and restaurants across the country. Apples are
hand-selected from his single estate orchards in Herefordshire.
www.colcombehouse.co.uk

Dressings Up!

This Hay-based company offers superb Italian olive oil, balsamic
vinegar, Herefordshire cold-pressed rapeseed oil and cider
vinegar, English flavoured vinegars, exotic chilli oils and sauces
to taste and buy, along with a range of olive wood boards,
platters and bowls. tel: 07780 784696.

Farmers’ Welsh Lavender

The constantly evolving Farmers’ Welsh Lavender makes
nourishing bodycare products in the hills of Wales, half an hour
by car from Hay-on-Wye. In 2003, journalist Nancy Durham
and philosopher Bill Newton-Smith decided to see if lavender
would grow on their windswept hillside at 1,100 feet. It did, and
the oil they distil on the farm is the unique ingredient in many
of their products. New to the line this year is face cream. They’re
bringing their farm shop to the Festival filled with their creams
and balms and their latest collection of Farmers’ provisions
including bags, mugs and other delightful objects made in Wales
and beyond. Farmers’ products can now be found around the
world. www.welshlavender.com; farmerswelshlavender on
Facebook; tel: 01982 552 467
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Greenpeace

Greenpeace works to defend the natural world and promote
peace by investigating, exposing and confronting environmental
abuse, and championing environmentally responsible solutions.
greenpeace.co.uk; tel: 0207 865 8100/0800 269 065.

Hannibal Brown Wines

Hannibal Brown sells artisan wines from all over the world,
with an emphasis on organic and ethical production. Visit their
stand and discover their unique literary theme, only available
at Hay Festival. Hannibal Brown also provides a bespoke label
design and personalisation service. Using your photos, images
or company logos, they will design a wine label for you on the
wine of your choice, while you wait. Hannibal Brown is offering
Hay Festival visitors a special discounted rate, and will deliver
nationwide daily and worldwide with no minimum order
requirement. All of their wines will be available to try before you
buy. hannibalbrown.com; personalisedwinedesign.co.uk

Hay Does Vintage and Vintage Tramp

On site for the sixth consecutive year, Kelli and Jo look forward
to welcoming old and new friends to their boutique. Come and
rummage through the rails in search of glorious one-off treasures.
Find plenty of clothes, accessories and jewellery with Jo (Hay
Does Vintage) and Kelli (Vintage Tramp). haydoesvintage on
Facebook; @vintagetramp

Mari Thomas Jewellery

Mari Thomas Jewellery is an award-winning, Welsh designerjeweller, producing beautiful collections inspired by language
and landscape. She works in solid sterling silver and gold.
Designs range from Champagne bubbles to snippets of poetry
etched onto the jewellery. www.marithomas.com;
tel: 01558 660 001

Oxfam

Visit the Oxfam Bookshop on the Festival site – you’ll find it
packed with great books, cards and CDs. From contemporary
fiction to history, cookery to children’s titles, they’ve got it
covered. Better still, every purchase helps fight poverty now, and
beat it for good. www.oxfam.org.uk/shop

Prospect Magazine

Prospect brings together the sharpest minds on the ideas that
define the modern world, resulting is an entertaining and
informative magazine combining compelling argument and
clear-headed analysis. At Hay Festival 2018 you can try three
issues for £1 and receive a free bottle of wine. Visit their
stand for more information. prospectmagazine.co.uk;
@prospect_uk

ON SITE EXTRAS
Quakers in Britain

Quakers are a faith group committed to working towards
equality, simplicity, sustainability and peace. Visit their stand
at the Festival to find out more about their history and work
on issues from equal marriage to forced migration. They have
activities for children, resources for all ages, and people ready to
chat. Or just come and experience some valuable silence.
www.quaker.org.uk; tel: 020 7663 1017.

RSPB Cymru

Come and chat to the RSPB team about Wales’ fantastic
wildlife. The stand will be a hive of activity including plenty of
family-friendly workshops. They will also be hosting a special
event on 1 June in partnership with nature activist, Mary
Colwell, who will be giving an illustrated talk on her book
Curlew Moon alongside RSPB’s Global Conservation Director
Martin Harper and Assembly Member Mark Isherwood, as we
look towards a brighter future for our most endangered wildlife.
www.rspb.org.uk/wales; tel: 02920 353000.
Dewch i gael sgwrs gyda thîm yr RSPB i ddarganfod mwy
am fyd natur rhyfeddol Cymru. Bydd ein stondin yn llawn o
weithgareddau difyr a llond trol o weithdai i’r teulu. Rydym
hefyd yn edrych ymlaen at gynnal digwyddiad arbennig ar 1
Mehefin mewn partneriaeth gyda gweithredwraig byd natur,
Mary Cowlell; law yn llaw â Chyfarwyddwr Cadwraeth
Byd-Eang yr RSPB Martin Harper ac Aelod Seneddol Mark
Isherwood wrth i ni edrych at ddyfodol gwell i’n bywyd gwyllt
prin.

Serious Readers

Home of the world’s best reading lights, Serious Readers
has over 250,000 fans in more than 60 countries around the
globe. Owners of Serious Readers’ lights include authors,
surgeons, MPs, judges, academics and royalty. Wherever a
great mind needs a great light, you will find Serious Readers.
seriousreaders.com

Snowdonia Cheese Company

Snowdonia Cheese Company was established in 2001 with
the aim of creating a new, premium product. Founded by
dairy farmers, and today led by the sons of dairy farmers, their
cheeses are hand-crafted with pride by dedicated cheesemakers,
within an area of outstanding natural beauty.
www.snowdoniacheese.co.uk;
snowdoniacheese on Facebook.

Superfast Broadband, Welsh Government

Vast parts of Wales can now access fast fibre Broadband thanks
to Superfast Cymru. Find out how fibre Broadband could make
your life super. beta.gov.wales/superfast-broadband

The Great English Outdoors and Still Ethical
Buy with confidence from a carefully sourced selection of
wonderful clothing, Welsh blankets and useful, beautiful
objects for the home – all from the well known shop in Hay,
The Great English Outdoors. Come and help to celebrate its
30th birthday, together with Still Ethical, a unique clothing and
homeware collection. Designer Sophie Mason works in close
collaboration with artisans in India and Nepal, exploring her
passion for handcrafted textiles. greatenglish.co.uk;
tel: 01497 821205. stillethical.com; tel: 07983 552217.

Times Literary Supplement

For over a century, the TLS has been the world’s leading
international literary journal and is now the UK’s fastest
growing weekly magazine. Please do come and chat to the
TLS team in the Friends Café and find out more. Their stand
will have some wonderful goody bags, fantastic subscription
offers and access to the TLS app, too. For further details about
the TLS, visit www.the-tls.co.uk

Woodland Trust

The Woodland Trust wants to see a UK rich in native woods
and trees, for people and wildlife – come and discover how
planting a tree can make a difference. Meet the friendly team
and learn about its ambition to plant 64 million trees by 2025
– one for every person in the UK. woodland trust.org.uk;
enquiries@woodlandtrust.org.uk
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OFF Site Extras

HAY TOWN
Fair on the Square
26, 27, 28, 10am-5.30pm HAY MEMORIAL SQUARE

Enjoy a free weekend street party with live music, food and a
vintage market in the centre of Hay. Taking place on Memorial
Square, with the historic Hay Castle as a backdrop, Broadsheep’s
Pete Mustill presents a back-to-back programme of live music
from some of the best live acts across the region, including The
Boogiemen, Misfit Pearl and the Odd Fellows, Guy Tortora Band,
The Decibelles, Dom Pipkin and Little Rumba.

Katherine Sheers
Undercurrent

21 MAY-8 JULY, Mon-Sat 8.30am-late, Sun 8.30am-4pm

RIVER CAFE, GLASBURY FREE

The Saturday Market offers homemade pastries, cakes and treats,
locally grown fruit and vegetables, African rugs and baskets,
handspun yarns and woollen items.

A new body of figurative work curated and featuring a temporary
sculpture by Sarah Boulton.
“Last year something in me broke. Following the premature birth
of my youngest daughter I developed severe postnatal depression.
Inhabiting the imperfection of motherhood, intimately aware of the
raw vulnerability of the body and self, I surrendered to a humbling
lack of control. Drawing with my daughter held close to my body, her
presence began to direct the marks I made – both literally as I used my
hands interchangeably to smudge pastels and dip feathers into ink to
strike the page, and figuratively, as her weight and warmth against my
chest led me to draw from a place of love. I’ve experienced a willingness
to carry and be carried during the making of this work – I don’t feel
wholly responsible for the figures that emerge, but I do wish to honour
their fragile flesh and serpentine emotions.” Katherine Sheers
Katherine originally trained in textiles at Chelsea College of Art
before designing lingerie in London, Sri Lanka, China, Hong Kong
and New York. Her early career spent creating the most intimate of
garments informed her ongoing artistic exploration into what we
choose to conceal and reveal of ourselves. Sarah works with words
and events to explore expectation, absence and the idea of ‘for ever’.
www.katherinesheers.com
An artists’ supper will be held on 21 May, featuring an opening
night performance by Sarah Boulton. Contact The River Café for
details. Booking essential.

EXHIBITIONS

THEATRE

Jackie Morris

Unicorns, almost by Owen Sheers

Hay Market Day
24 and 31 May, 9am-2pm MEMORIAL SQUARE, CLOCK
TOWER, BUTTERMARKET

Trading for more than 700 years, Hay Market Day is a vibrant
local market held in the centre of Hay every Thursday. With over
40 stalls covering a diverse and eclectic range of products, from hot
food and local produce to vintage tweeds and unusual antiques, the
‘best day in Hay’ has something for everyone.

Vintage Market
25, 29 May, 1 June, 9am-5pm CHEESE MARKET HALL

Hays weekly vintage market sells a range of retro clothing, from
1950’s tea dresses to colourful Converse footwear, together with
vintage accessories, collectibles and homewares.

Saturday Market
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stories begin, where a story is trying to be told. It wants you to help
write it. All you need is a modern smartphone (running Android
4.3+ or iOS 6+) and headphones (there will be some spare if you
need them). Lasts 20 minutes.

2 June, 9am-5pm CHEESE MARKET HALL

Illustrations

1 MAY-31 AUG, Mon-Sat 9.30am-5.30pm, Sun 10.30am-5pm

RICHARD BOOTH’S BOOKSHOP, LION STREET FREE

This is a retrospective exhibition of work from artist-illustrator
Jackie Morris which includes new pieces, prints from The Lost
Words (written by Robert Macfarlane) and a selection of work
from The Ice Bear, Tell me a Dragon, Song of the Golden Hare.

Tom Abba and Alyssia White

Words We Never Wrote - Ambient Literature
24 MAY-3 JUNE, Mon-Sat 9.30am-5.30pm, Sun 10am-5pm FIRST
FLOOR, RICHARD BOOTH’S BOOKSHOP,
LION STREET FREE

Presented for the first time at Hay Festival, this event explores
the meaning of writing, language and storytelling. “We all, at a
fundamental level, consist of words. As we change, as our lives change
us, words become dislodged; my story becomes a part of yours. There
are some words though, that remain lost, waiting in the cracks of
floorboards, ricocheting off people in busy crowds. As they are lost from
one story, they wish to become part of another...” Somewhere close
to you lie fragments of that story never written. Scattered words
offer glimpses of a narrative etched into the air itself. This is where

24 MAY-7 JUNE, 5pm and 8pm THE SWAN HOTEL £20

The first full-length production of this play tells the story of Second
World War poet Keith Douglas, from his childhood idolisation of
an absent father through his fighting in the Western desert and his
accelerated education as a poet, to his early death during the D-day
landings at the age of 24. It is the story of one man’s Faustian pact
with a war which would both gift Douglas his unique voice and,
ultimately, take it away. It is also the story of his search for genuine
love and his desperate race to guide his poems into print before his
own death. Produced by The Story of Books, staring Dan Krikler and
directed by John Retallack. Tickets from £20 Castle Street
info@thestoryofbooks.com
07879 373431 or online at www.unicornsalmost.com

Unicorns, almost
Meet the Creative Team
FRI 25 MAY 2pm THE POETRY BOOKSHOP,

THE PAVEMENT, HAY FREE

Unicorns, almost is a new one-man show about the life and work of
the World War Two poet, Keith Douglas, opening at The Swan
hotel on 24 May. The writer Owen Sheers (The Passion, Mametz,
Pink Mist) and director John Retallack will be joined by actor
Dan Krikler. Includes readings and book signing.

FRI 1 JUNE 2pm THE POETRY BOOKSHOP FREE

Join Sidekick Books at the Poetry Bookshop’s gorgeous new
location in the centre of Hay for an interactive, aquanautical poetry
reading. Taking inspiration from the Aquanauts anthology, in
which the reader becomes one of the authors, they will perform
poems from the book, while giving the audience plenty to create
and ponder: play a rockhopper penguin, collage your own work or
complete a mighty, multi-poet oarfish poem. Dive! Dive!

Vanguard on Tour: Poetry
2 SAT JUNE 7pm THE POETRY BOOKSHOP,

THE PAVEMENT, HAY FREE

Readings from some of the most dynamic new voices in poetry:
Lily Blacksell, Patrick Davidson Roberts, Alexandra Payne, Peter
Raynard, Richard Skinner and Zoë Skoulding.

ART WORKSHOPS
ALL AT THE TABLE, LION STREET

Charles MacCarthy

Art Workshop: Drawing Meditation
[W138] TUES 29 MAY 9.30am-11.30am £15

This workshop aims to help you through the repeated drawing of a
still-life, to let go of the usual concerns about skill, accuracy, style or
finished result and instead to experience lightness, freedom and a
deepening of perception.

Lizzie Harper

Learn to Draw from Nature
[W139] WED 30 MAY 9.30am-11.30am £15

Learn the basics of plant structure and drawing plants and wild
flowers from life, using pencil, completing line drawings and
drawing darks and lights.

Carol Peace

Drawing Your own Head
[W140] THURS 31 MAY 9.30am-11.30am £15

In this workshop you will look at yourself through drawing, using a
mirror and putting pencil to paper.

Tashi Mannox

An Ensō Meditation
[W141] FRI 1 JUNE 9.30am-11.30am £15

Bring together your hand and heart of awareness in creating
an ensō: a disciplined, creative practice of traditional Japanese
Zen ink painting, a circle that is hand-drawn in one uninhibited
brushstroke to express a moment when the mind is free to let the
body create. No experience necessary. All materials provided.

01497 822 629
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To Bredwardine
& Peterchurch

WALKS
SAT 26 MAY and SAT 2 JUNE, 10.30am and 2.30pm Snodhill Castle

Ruins £10, pay on the day

Snodhill Castle is a complex historic site possibly originating as an Iron age
fort but today dominated by the ruined remains of a Norman Castle built
around 1068 by William Fitz Osbern, first Earl of Hereford. It is one of the
largest Norman castles in the UK, with a unique 12-sided tower keep and twin
turreted gatehouse, a massive north tower, bizarre south-east bastion, extensive
earthworks and many oddities. Historic England has funded major repairs to
the castle; come and see some of the treasures revealed by the renovation work.
Tour starts from Snodhill Castle (HR3 6BG). Entry fee includes free annual
membership to Friends of Snodhill Castle. Suitable footwear and weatherproof
clothing recommended. Please note that the site is hilly and not suitable for
pushchairs or wheelchairs. Numbers are limited. To book a place, contact the
Snodhill Castle Preservation Trust, info@snodhillcastle.org; 01981 550836.
Please see main programme for this year’s THREE FARM WALKS.

To Hay Bluff
& Capel-y-ffin

walks by HAY TOURS
The local organisation Hay Tours runs guided walking tours around the
town that are about people, places and past events in the history of Hay.
They aim to provide a colourful overview to the town and its cultural
heritage. They are designed to be fairly short, informative and fun. Suitable
for all ages and levels of fitness. THESE WALKS NEED TO BE BOOKED
THROUGH THE HAY TOURS WEBSITE, haytours.org.
SATURDAY 26 MAY 2.30pm-4pm

£6
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Tangerine Fields

The railway formed an important part of life in Hay for more than 100 years,
preceded by a horse-drawn tram that followed the same route form Brecon
to Kington. An exact replica model of the railway was recently discovered
and restored by members of Hay History Group. This tour begins with a
demonstration of the working model before heading across town to follow the
route of the railway line from Hay Station to The Warren. It is a scenic walk of
about three miles on mostly flat terrain and incorporates town pavements and
farmland footpaths with some stiles. Tour begins and ends in the centre of Hay
outside the Cheese Market, Memorial Square, HR3 5AF.

To Hay Festival
Park & Ride at
Baskerville Hall,
Clyro Court

Explore Hay’s Old Railway

TUES 29 MAY, 2.30pm-4pm

Armstrong Murder Trail

£6

Major Herbert Rowse Armstrong was the only solicitor in the UK ever to be
hanged, on 31 May 1922. He was convicted of murdering his wife with arsenic.
This two-mile walk takes in the relevant sites to explain the story of the events.
The walk leader will suggest Major Armstrong should not have been convicted
upon the basis of the evidence given at his trial. Tour begins at Hay Cheese
Market, Memorial Square, HR3 5AF, in the centre of Hay and ends at Cusop
Church, with an optional group walk back into Hay.
SAT 2 JUNE, 10.30am-11.45am
To p
icnic
site

Hay Bookshop Tour

£6

Staff
Parking
Only

A tour covering the history of the bookshops of Hay, explaining the
development of the book trade in the town. The history of the bookshop
buildings, often architectural gems, is also given. Tour starts and ends outside
Hay Cheese Market, Memorial Square, HR3 5AF, in the centre of Hay.

Hay maps.indd 2

Car Park
in Aid of
Macmillan

Please book tour places in advance. Group size is 16 max. Tours will leave
promptly at the given start time. Children welcome if accompanied by an adult.
Dogs welcome if kept on a lead. The tours will go ahead in all weathers,
unless conditions are exceptionally poor. Tour guides reserve the right to
turn away latecomers or those without an advance booking. Hay Tours is
a community enterprise (haytours.org) managed by Hay History Group
(hayhistorygroup.co.uk).

To Brecon
& Cardiff

Further Information on Hay Tours only

13/03/2013 17:39:23
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TRAVEL & ACCOMMODATION

Getting to Hay

Car Share Scheme

Park with care

Hay-on-Wye is situated just off the A438 between Brecon
and Hereford. The Festival is well signposted. The nearest
railway station is Hereford, 21 miles away, and Hereford bus
station is served by National Express coaches. Our special
bus service links with trains and coaches at Hereford train
station and bus stations, and also Worcester Crowngate Bus
Station. This service runs for the duration of the Festival.
[Then, carry on to ‘Tickets’. Move phone nos and websites
to end of this section.]

Hay Festival partners with goCarShare, BlaBlaCar.com
and Liftshare to help connect drivers with spare seats and
those needing help getting to Hay. It’s a great way to meet
like-minded people, as well as being a big help in reducing
carbon emissions and congestion – and it also saves
everyone money.

Please park with consideration for local residents.
We ask you not to park on the highway or grass verges.

Tickets: Hereford to Hay, Adults £7.50 single, £10 day
return, £11 period return. Children (5-15yrs) £3.50 single,
£5 day return, £5.50 period return. Family of up to four
people (max. two adults) £20 return.

A2B Taxis 01874 658899
Booktown Taxis 07881 726547
Julie’s 07899 846592
Radnor and Kington Taxis 07831 898361
Hay Bus Hay Taxi 07831 898361

Worcester to Hay (via Hereford) Adults £10 single,
£15 return. Children/concession £5 single, £7.50 return.
Family of up to four people (max. two adults) £30 return.
Through tickets all the way to Hay (train and bus) can be
purchased at train stations nationwide.
Herefordshire Council concessionary passes are valid on
this cross-border service for the full journey. All other UK
Council passes are valid between Hereford and Rhydspence
only, so the full adult fare to Hay-on-Wye is payable from
that point; this is currently £3 single and £4.50 return.
Railway enquiries nationalrail.co.uk
08457 48 49 50
Coach information from nationalexpress.com
08705 80 80 80
Public transport information from traveline.info
08712 00 22 33

Scheduled Bus Services
There is also a scheduled bus service (Service 39) from
Hereford and Brecon to Hay-on-Wye operating six days a
week, Mondays to Saturdays. The 39A Hay Ho! Bus runs
on Sundays and B/H Monday. Detailed timetables for all
services can be found at hayfestival.org/travel.

The Village Shuttle Bus Service
Avoid the queues and choose the greener way to travel –
leave your car at home this year and take the Village Shuttle
Bus which links local villages with the festival site. The buses
will call at stops including Llanigon, Felindre, Glasbury,
Talgarth and Bronllys. Tickets cost £3 per journey.
To find out more go to hayfestival.org/shuttlebus.

Local Taxis
Taxi share scheme is available from:

Self Drive Hire

LT Baynham, Whitecross Road, Hereford
01432 273 298

Car Parks
The festival operates an all-weather park and ride facility at
Clyro Court (Baskerville Hall Hotel), HR3 5LE. Parking
costs £5 per day, to include shuttle bus tickets. These buses
will run from before the first event until after the last event
each day, starting on Friday 25 May, with a normal journey
time of under ten minutes. No booking necessary – just
turn up and pay on the day.
There are privately operated car parks in the fields adjacent
to the site. For wild weather updates, please check the
website each morning at hayfestival.org, and follow
twitter @hayfestival.
Disabled parking is available on the Festival site. Disabled
parking spaces can be pre-booked by phone at the time of
booking tickets.

Car charging
Hay Festival is offering electric car charging points at the
Clyro Court Park & Ride site (HR3 5LE). There will be
four 13 amp sockets available and, if your car requires it, you
will need to bring your own adapter.
The chargers will be available on a first-come first-served
basis. There is also one fast charger available in the local
area at Drovers Cycle Hire, bookable online.
If you are coming by car, please think about off-setting
emissions with our partners, Energy Revolution
(energy-revolution.org.uk), a collaboration between
festivals and festival-goers.

Book Town Festival Shuttle Bus
A regular shuttle bus service runs between the Festival site
and the town centre throughout the Festival. Day tickets for
the shuttle bus are £1.50. Pick up and drop off points are
Oxford Road Car Park and the Festival site. The shuttle bus
is supported by Richard Booth’s Bookshop.

Cycle Park

A cycle park is available on the Festival site.

Accommodation

visithay.co.uk is the official accommodation booking
agent for Hay Festival for 2018 and has taken over from
our Bedfinder service. For all enquiries please email
info@VisitHay.co.uk or call Sarah on 01497 822620 or
07375 396748. Alternatively, try our sponsor hotels and
campsites. They are all excellent.
Visitors may also contact the following
Tourist Information Services:
Hay-on-Wye 01497 820 144
Talgarth 01874 712 226
Brecon 01874 622 485
Crickhowell 01873 812 105
Hereford 01432 268 430
Kington 01544 230 778

Camping
Official Hay Festival Camp Site
Camping at Tangerine Fields, a short walk from the
Festival site.
tangerinefields.co.uk
Camping by Pillow at Wye Meadow
pillow.co.uk; 01666 504 601.
Borders Hideaway, luxury caravan and camping facilities –
three miles from the festival.
bhhhp.co.uk; 01497 82015.
Gypsy Castle Camping, a two-minute walk from the
Festival site.
gypsycastlecamping.co.uk
Outdoors@Hay, near the Festival site. Choose a fully
kitted-out bell tent, a yurt with wood burning stove, or
pitch your own tent.
outdoors@hay.com; 01497 820 426
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USEFUL TO KNOW...

CASH ON SITE

HAYDAYS events

No smoking or vaping indoors anywhere on the Festival site.

There will be two cash machines on site, located next to the
Festival Food Hall. There will be a charge for these (required
by the providers, not the Festival). In town, cash can be
obtained from Barclays Bank in Broad Street and from the
Post Office in High Town.

Children’s and family sessions are included in the main listings
– they are in coloured text.

A paramedic is on duty at all times.

Lost child point

Visitors to Hay Festival may be filmed and/or photographed
for future promotions of the Festival.

Age and suitability
There are no age restrictions, although a standard watershed
of 9pm for anyone of primary school age is advised. Many
comedy performances may not be suitable for anyone easily
offended.

Charity partners
The Festival works with a number of local and global charity
partners: Samaritans, Oxfam, Send My Friend to School,
Sense, Mind, The North Weir Trust, Hay2Timbuktu, and
Hay, Brecon and Talgarth Sanctuary for Refugees. It also
supports Hay Library, other libraries and local schools. There
are occasionally collections after certain sessions.

Locations
Most venues are on the Festival site on Brecon Road, and are
only a few minutes’ walk from each other. St Mary’s Church
is behind the Swan Hotel, to the right. Hay Primary School is
next to Oxford Road car park. Richard Booth’s Bookshop is in
Lion Street and The Poetry Bookshop is in The Pavement. A
shuttle bus runs between the town and the site throughout the
day. It is approximately a 12-minute walk.

Duration of sessions
Most sessions on site last 50-65 minutes and are followed by
book signings. Concerts and comedy shows last 70-90 minutes.

This is located in the Make and Take tent in the HAYDAYS
Courtyard, 10am-5pm, from Saturday 26 May. Outside these
hours it will be in the Festival Admin Office.
All children up to 11 must be accompanied, unless an event
is designated sign in/sign out, where a permission form must
be completed. Nappy changing facilities are available in the
toilets on site.

Late-comers
Latecomers may be admitted at a suitable break in the
performance.
No dogs allowed except Guide Dogs.
Audio recorders, cameras and mobile phones may not be used
in the performance venues.

Punctuality
Every effort is made to ensure that events start on time. Doors
open 5-15 minutes before the start time. If you are queuing,
please talk to people standing next to you – you could make
new friends.

Venue changes
It is sometimes necessary to switch venues. This is done only
if absolutely necessary. Please consult the screens at the Festival
entrance when you arrive and in each of the venues on the
pre-show reel for updates.

Please wear appropriate footwear as the tented site is on
farmland and can become muddy.

PUBLIC SAFETY
Entrance to the site is free. Security measures include
more staff on site, bag searches and structural changes to
the entrance to the site. We ask visitors to help with three
specifics: please allow extra time for arrival at the Festival site
and do not take large bags or rucksacks. Please report anything
suspicious to a Festival steward or staff member. Please help us
by complying swiftly with any requests from Festival stewards.
We will continue to work closely with local and national
law enforcement services to enable and sustain the values of
open-ness and hospitality. Thank you for your understanding.

Onsite and Offsite extras
There is a whole host of activities on and off the Festival
site for you to enjoy. These include walks with writers in the
landscape and farm visits, exhibitions and installations.
Events are listed at Hayfestival.org/programme and
Hayfestival.org/wales/extras.
All details are correct at time of going to press.
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BOOKING INFORMATION

Book online at hayfestival.org
Book by phone

Call the Box Office on +44 (0)1497 822 629
with your credit or debit card to hand.

Book by post

Send your request to the address below.
Please include event numbers and quantities, and write
your personal details clearly in capitals, including a
contact telephone number. Cheques should be made
payable to ‘Hay Festival’.
In case tickets are not available, please leave the
amount blank, but write on the cheque “not exceeding …
[the total cost of your order]” or include your debit
or credit card number. Please remember to include
the issue number or valid from date if you are paying
by debit card.

Book in person
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Hay Festival Box Office, 25 Lion Street,
Hay-on-Wye HR3 5AD
From Tuesday 22 May, the Box Office will move to
the Festival Site on Brecon Road, Hay-on-Wye.

All applications will be processed in order of receipt.
All ticket prices include VAT.
A handling charge of £3.50 applies to all orders,
except to those booked in person which are free of
booking charges.
Please check the Box Office screens on site daily for any
venue changes.
 ll details are correct at time of going to press.
A
We reserve the right to change programmes
and artists if circumstances dictate. In the event of
cancellations tickets will be refunded.
Except in the case of cancellation, Hay Festival operates
a no return/refund policy. If you find you have tickets
you cannot use, please hand them into Box Office
where they can be sold to benefit a charitable cause.
The management reserves the right to refuse admission.
Programme Updates Online
We often add exciting extra events after this programme
goes to print - these will all be listed under ‘new events’
at Hayfestival.org/programme.

Access
To book wheelchair space in performance
venues, reserve a parking space (blue badge
holders only), please inform the Box Office
staff when booking your tickets. Disabled
access toilets are available on site.
 ll venues, restaurants, cafés, bar and
A
bookshop have wheelchair access and most
performance venues are fitted with an
induction loop. Sometimes this system can
be skewed by the aluminium structures of
our tents. Please ask the stewards for the
best place to sit.
If you have any other special requirements for access,
including for neuro-diverse visitors, please email
accessibility@hayfestival.com.
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